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Case No. 20090067
IN THE

UTAH COURT OF APPEALS

Richard Pratt,
Petitioner/ Appellee,
vs.

Charles Pugh,
Respondent/ Appellant.

Brief of Appellee

STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION
This Court has jurisdiction under Utah Code Annotated § 78A-4-103(2)(h)
(West 2008).
STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES
1. Under the Wrongful Lien Act, did the trial court correctly grant summary
judgment as a matter of law when the underlying contract giving rise to the
liens was invalid?
Standard of Review: A trial court enters summary judgment if "the
pleadings, depositions, answers to interrogatories, and admissions on file,
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to
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any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a
matter of law/7 Utah R. Civ. P. 56(c). This court reviews the trial courts
decisions regarding summary judgment "'in the light most favorable to the
nonmoving party'... and cedes no deference to the lower court's legal
conclusions." N.M. ex rel Calebv. Daniel E. and Safeco Property, 2008 UT 1 ^[5, 175
P.3d 566.
2. Is Appellee Richard Pratt entitled to statutory damages as found by the trial
court under §§ 38-9-4(2) and (5) (2005)?
Standard of Review: The interpretation of a statute is a matter of law, subject to
de novo review.
3. Is Appellee Richard Pratt entitled to costs and attorney's fees as found by
the trial court?
Standard of Review: "The standard of review on appeal of [the amount of] a trial
court's award of attorney fees is patent error or clear abuse of discretion." Pack v.
Case, 2001 UT App 232, \ 16,30 P.3d 436 (alteration in original) (internal
quotation marks omitted). "[A] trial court's decision to award the prevailing party
its costs will be reviewed under an abuse of discretion standard." Armed Forces
Ins. Exch. v. Harrison, 2003 UT 14, ^ 41, 70 P.3d 35 (alteration in original) (internal
quotation marks omitted).
4. Is Appellee Richard Pratt entitled to additional statutory damages under §§
5

38-9-4(2) and (5) (2005)?
Standard of Review: As this issue does not call on this Court to review a decision of
the lower court, there is no applicable standard of review. Instead, this Court
addresses the issue of fees under Utah Code Annotated §§ 38-9-4(2) and (5) (2005).
5. Is Appellee Richard Pratt entitled to additional costs and attorney's fees?
Standard of Review: As this issue does not call on this Court to review a decision of
the lower court, there is no applicable standard of review. Instead, this Court
reviews the frivolous nature of this appeal under Rule 33 of the Utah Rules of
Appellate Procedure.
STATUTORY PROVISIONS AND RULES
The statutes and rules pertinent to this appeal are Utah Code Annotated §§
38-9-1 through -7 (2005), and Utah Rule of Civil Procedure 56. The text of these
provisions is included in Addendum A.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
On November 30, 2009, Charles Pugh appealed a Final Order granting
Summary Judgment to Appellee Richard Pratt by the Honorable Fred D. Howard,
Fourth Judicial District Court on December 23,2008.
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Mr. Pratt filed a Petition to Nullify Lien with an accompanying Affidavit in
support on November 13,2006 against Charles Pugh for wrongful lien. At a
hearing on November 27,2006, the trial court granted Mr. Pratt default because
Mr. Pugh failed to appear. Since Mr. Pugh had not then been served, on
December 12, 2006, both parties entered a Stipulation to Set Aside the Ruling.
On January 25,2007, Mr. Pugh filed an Objection to Nullify lien. The trial
court held a second hearing on the Petition to Nullify Lien on January 26, 2007,
where the trial court deferred ruling on the Petition to a telephone conference.
The telephonic status conference was held on March 16, 2007, where the court set
an evidentiary hearing. On May 2,2007, at the evidentiary hearing, rather than
taking testimony, the trial court instructed the parties to take depositions of all
parties and witnesses.
The parties conducted depositions from May until September of 2007. On
September 18, 2007, Mr. Pratt filed a Motion for Summary Judgment, followed by
Mr. Pugh's Objection to Petitioner's Motion for Summary Judgment on October 2,
2007 and a Motion to Dismiss on November 27, 2007. On December 17, 2007, the
trial court held a hearing on Mr. Pratt's Motion for Summary Judgment, finding
for Mr. Pratt. The Final Order was filed on December 23,2008.
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STATEMENT OF FACTS
Richard Pratt, Appellee, is the owner of the two properties at issue. On
April 10 and 11, 2006, the parties contemplated entering into an agreement
whereby Mr. Pratt would provide Sovren, a third party, collateral that Sovren
would then use as collateral for a loan from Mr. Pugh, Appellant. The parties
each signed a contract. However, there was a material difference between the
contract signed by Mr. Pugh and the one signed by Mr. Pratt. Thereafter, Mr.
Pugh improperly caused liens to be placed on Mr. Pratt's properties. See Trust
Deed, attached hereto in Addendum B. Mr. Pugh then repudiated the parties7
alleged agreement. See Letter, dated April 11, 2006, signed by Charles D. Pugh,
attached hereto in Addendum C.
In his Objection to Petition to Nullify Lien, Mr. Pugh stated that he was
"induced and coerced" to enter into the purported agreement. See Objection to
Petition to Nullify Lien, paragraphs 4-6, attached hereto in Addendum D. Further,
in his own deposition, Appellant Mr. Pugh, again, asserted several times under
oath that he believed that the contract that gave rise to the lien on Mr. Pratt's two
properties was invalid. See Deposition of Charles D. Pugh, taken July 19,2007, page
71 line 25, page 72 line 4, and page 74 line 17, attached hereto in Addendum E.
Mr. Pugh has also stated, in other litigation involving the parties, that "the
8

deeds were supposed to be additional collateral for the April 7, 2006 agreements
with REISI and Chris Pugh," not with Mr. Pugh, Appellant; "Charles Pugh
[Appellant] repudiated the April 11, 2006 agreement" between these parties that
purported to create the interest in Mr. Pratt's properties is "illegal, fraudulent,
extorted, and coerced." See Answer to Counterclaims and Crossclaims, page 10
paragraph 48, page 12 paragraph 54, and page 19 "Tenth Defense," attached
hereto in Addendum F.
On December 17,2007, in direct opposition to Judge Howard's Final Order,
Mr. Pugh recorded additional lis pendens on each of the two above-referenced
properties owned by Mr. Pratt. Said liens were subsequently removed.
SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT
This Court should uphold the lower court's grant of summary judgment.
The parties agree the underlying contract is invalid—there was no meeting of the
minds, as required by general contract law. Thus, if the contract is invalid, all of
the liens against Mr. Pratt's properties were wrongful and should also be found to
be invalid. Most significantly, the post-judgment liens were certainly invalid
because the lower court ordered all liens to be removed. Hence, the placement of
any new liens on the property on the very day the existing liens were adjudged
invalid would certainly be improper and should be removed. Adding to the
impropriety of the post-judgment liens is the fact that the Appellant instead did
9

not notify Appellee Pratt of the new liens. Furthermore, since the Appellant
repudiated the underlying contract, the liens based on the underlying contract
should be removed.
Additionally, this Court should uphold the lower court's award of
statutory damages and attorney fees because the lower court correctly granted
summary judgment. Finally, this Court should award additional damages to Mr.
Pratt for the wrongful post-judgment liens and additional attorney fees to Mr.
Pratt for defending against a frivolous appeal.
ARGUMENT
I.

THE TRIAL COURT CORRECTLY GRANTED MR. PRATTS MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT BECAUSE THE UNDERLYING
CONTRACT WAS INVALID.
The liens on Mr. Pratt's property should be deemed invalid because the

contract underlying them was similarly invalid. Under Rule 56(c) of the Utah
Rules of Civil Procedure, a motion for summary judgment is granted when no
genuine issues of material fact exist and the moving party is entitled to judgment
as a matter of law. Utah R. Civ. P. 56(c); Pigs Gun Club v. Sanpete County, 2002 UT
17, \ 7,42 P.3d 379,382. This Court should affirm the lower court's grant of
summary judgment for Mr. Pratt because the parties agree that the contract
underlying the liens was invalid making the liens wrongful, and because the
Appellant repudiated the contract.
10

A.

This Court should uphold the district court's grant of summary
judgment because all of the liens against Mr. Pratt's properties
were wrongful because there was no " meeting of the minds/'
and thus, no valid contract

Summary judgment for Mr. Pratt was proper because the liens against his
property were based on an invalid contract and were thus invalid as well. The
liens against Mr. Pratt's properties are wrongful and, as the lower court found,
invalid, because there was no factual dispute that there was no "meeting of the
minds" in the formation of the parties' underlying contract.
Basic contract law states that for a contract to be valid there must be a
meeting of the minds. The Utah Supreme Court has held that a "meeting of the
minds on the integral features of an agreement is essential to the formation of a
contract." Nielson v. Gold's Gym, 78 P.3d 600 (Utah 2003). Thus, a contract is
invalid and unenforceable absent a meeting of the minds of the parties involved
in the contract. Valarce v. Bittersxi, 362 P.2d 427,428 (Utah 1961).
Mr. Pugh has admitted that there was no meeting of the minds in the
agreement that would have created Mr. Pugh's interest in Mr. Pratt's properties.
Hence, the contract between the parties is invalid as a matter of law and any liens
premised thereon should likewise be deemed invalid.
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B.

This Court should also uphold the district court's grant of summary
judgment because Mr. Pugh's repudiation of the contract rendered
the underlying contract invalid.

Summary judgment for Mr. Pratt was further proper because Appellant Mr.
Pugh repudiated the underlying contract that purported to create the liens on Mr.
Pratt's properties. When a lien claimant repudiates the underlying claim that
purported to create a lien, the lien should be released. Estate of Flake, 71 P.3d 589,
600 (Utah 2003). In Flake, a lien claimant recorded a lis pendens to give notice that
the property was the subject of litigation. Id. The trial court found that because the
lien claimant withdrew the underlying claim that purported to create the lien, the
lis pendens should be released. Id.
Similarly, in this case, Mr. Pugh has admitted to fully repudiating any
contract that may have existed between himself and Mr. Pratt. Mr. Pugh stated in
other litigation between the parties that "the deeds were supposed to be
additional collateral for the April 7, 2006 agreements with REISI and Chris Pugh"
and not with Appellant Mr. Pugh. He further stated that "Charles Pugh
[Appellant] repudiated the April 11, 2006 agreement," and that the agreement
between these parties that purported to create the interest in Mr. Pratt's
properties is "illegal," "fraudulent," "extorted," and "coerced." See Answer to
Counterclaims and Crossclaims, page 10 paragraph 48, page 12 paragraph 54, and
page 10 "Tenth Defense," attached hereto in Addendum F. Finally, Mr. Pugh
12

specifically and expressly repudiated the agreement in a letter. See Letter, dated
April 11, 2006, signed by Charles D. Pugh, attached hereto in Addendum C.
Therefore, according to the Utah Supreme Court, because Mr. Pugh has
admittedly repudiated the agreement that purported to create the interest in Mr.
Pratt's property, the lien should be released.
C.

Because the underlying contract was invalid, the liens on Mr. Pratt's
property were "wrongful" under the Utah Wrongful Lien Act.

As the lower court correctly found, the contract underlying the liens in this
case was invalid because there was no meeting of the minds and because Mr.
Pugh repudiated any enforceable contract that may have existed between the
parties; thus, the liens against Mr. Pratt's properties are similarly "wrongful"
under the Wrongful Lien Act. The Wrongful Lien Act, Utah Code Ann. § 38-9-1 et
seq., provides that a court may award attorney fees and costs to a lien claimant
when the court determines the lien claim is valid. Utah Code Ann. § 38-9-6(3).To
recover, a property owner must first show that a lien is wrongful. Eldridge v.
Farnsworth, 166 P.3d 639. Utah Code Ann. § 38-9-1(6) defines a "wrongful lien" as
follows:
(6) "Wrongful lien" means any document that purports to create a
lien or encumbrance on an owner's interest in certain real property
and at the time it is recorded or filed is not: (a) expressly authorized
by this chapter or another state or federal statute;(b) authorized by or
contained in an order or judgment of a court of competent
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jurisdiction in the state; (c) signed by or authorized pursuant to a
document signed by the owner of the real property.
In this case, the fact that the document supposedly authorizing the lien was
invalid, the lien is "wrongful" as it was not "signed by or authorized pursuant to
a document signed by the owner of the real property." On December 17, 2007,
Mr. Pugh wrongfully recorded additional lis pendens on each of Mr. Pratt's
properties at issue. These lis pendens were wrongful and groundless: they were
not expressly authorized by statute, they were not authorized by or contained in
an order or judgment (previously recorded liens were ordered to be released in
the Order of Summary Judgment), and they were not authorized pursuant to a
document signed by Mr. Pratt, as required by statute to be considered rightful
liens. See Order of Summary Judgment; Lis Pendens.
Even if the invalidity of the underlying contract does not render the lien
wrong under the statute's plain language, this Court should apply general
contract principles to determine if the liens were wrongful at the time they were
recorded. Utah law holds that if the contract underlying the placement of the
liens was invalid, then placement of the liens was similarly invalid because such
placement of liens was "wrongful from inception." Jack B. Parsons Cos. v. Weld,
751 P.2d 1131, n.l. Thus, even if the liens were technically "signed by or
authorized pursuant to a document signed by the owner of the real property," it
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follows logically that the lien would lose such authorization if the underlying
agreement authorizing the lien were later adjudged to be void.
For example, in Centennial Inv. Co., LLC v. Nuttall,171 P.3d 458,461, an
agreement for sale of real property "never ripened into a contract/' making the
contract unenforceable. While a buyer placed a "notice of interest" lien on the
property, the lien was held to be invalid because the buyer did not have an
interest in the property. The court awarded the seller treble damages, costs, and
attorney fees because of the wrongful lien. Id. at 459-61.Because there was no
underlying contract, the lien was wrongful because the buyer did not have an
arguable basis for filing the notice of interest. Id. at 462.
Similarly, in the case at bar, the liens against Mr. Pratt's property were
"wrongful from their inception" because there was no valid contract between the
parties. Like the buyer in Centennial, Mr. Pugh had no interest in the properties
upon which he placed the liens. Thus, Mr. Pugh, although arguably "authorized"
to place the liens, should have immediately removed the liens when he realized
there was no valid contract— or at the very least the court's later finding that such
liens were invalid should be upheld. His failure to do so is actionable.
Furthermore, Mr. Pugh's brief does not argue any specific error in the trial
court's findings of fact except that the trial court did not interpret the facts in the
same way that he does. Further, his brief does not set out any valid legal
15

arguments under which this Court could reverse the lower court's findings and
conclusions, only that the facts could possibly be interpreted differently. While
there may exist minor factual issues, none will change the outcome of this case.
Therefore, Appellee Richard Pratt is entitled to have his properties released and
this Court should uphold the lower court's grant of Summary Judgment as a
matter of law.
II.

THIS COURT SHOULD UPHOLD THE TRIAL COURTS AWARD OF
STATUTORY DAMAGES TO MR. PRATT BECAUSE THE ORIGINAL
LIENS PLACED ON HIS PROPERTIES WERE WRONGFUL.
As the lower court properly found, the wrongful liens against Mr. Pratt's

property entitled him to statutory damages under the Utah Wrongful Lien Act.
Under Utah Code § 38-9-4(2), a wrongful lien claimant must"release or correct
the wrongful lien within ten days from the date of written request from a record
interest holder of the real property . . . " or the person is "liable to that record
interest holder for $3,000 or for treble actual damages, whichever is greater, and
for reasonable attorney fees and costs/'
This Court should uphold the damages awarded Mr. Pratt, as the liens
against his property were not released within ten days from the date of his
written request.
Under Utah Code § 38-9-4(3), a wrongful lien claimant is "liable to the
record owner of real property for $10,000 or for treble actual damages, whichever
16

is greater, and for reasonable attorney fees and costs, who records or files or
causes to be recorded or filed a wrongful lien . . . knowing or having reason to
know that the document: (a) is a wrongful lien; (b) is groundless; or (c) contains a
material misstatement or false claim/7
Because Mr. Pugh acknowledged that there was no "meeting of the minds/ 7
which would be necessary for a valid contract and subsequent valid liens, and
because he repudiated any valid contract that may have been in place between
the parties, he "knew" or "had reason to know" that the liens he filed were
"wrongful" and "groundless" and should therefore be responsible for damages.
Thus this Court should uphold the lower court's damage award because Mr.
Pugh placed liens upon Mr. Pratt's properties knowing that the liens were
wrongful and groundless pursuant to the Final Order. Order of Summary Judgment.
III.

THIS COURT SHOULD AWARD ADDITIONAL DAMAGES TO MR.
PRATT BECAUSE THE POST-JUDGMENT LIENS ON HIS PROPERTY
WERE WRONGFUL.
In addition to the damages awarded by the lower court, this Court should

award additional damages to Mr. Pratt for the wrongful liens filed by Mr. Pugh
after the lower court's grant of summary judgment. These liens were clearly
"wrongful" under the Wrongful Lien Act. Further, Mr. Pratt was not properly
notified of the additional liens as required by Utah Law.
Utah Code §§ 38-12402(1) and 103(2) provide that a lien claimant must
17

send by certified mail a written copy of the notice of lien no later than 30 days
after the day on which the notice was filed or the lien claimant "is liable to the
person against whom the lien was field for $1,000 or for treble damages,
whichever is greater/'
No such notice was ever provided. Therefore, in addition to the damages
required by the wrongful nature of these liens, this Court should award Mr. Pratt
$1,000 or treble damages, whichever is greater, because Mr. Pugh failed to serve
Mr. Pratt with notice of lis pendens.
IV.

THIS COURT SHOULD AWARD ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS
TO MR. PRATT.
Under Utah Rule of Appellate Procedure 24(a)(9), "a party seeking to

recover attorney's fees incurred on appeal shall state the request explicitly and set
forth the legal basis for such an award." The general rule in Utah is that "when a
party who received attorney fees below prevails on appeal, the party is also
entitled to fees reasonably incurred on appeal." Utah Department of Social Services
v. Adams, 806 P.2d 1193,1197 (Utah App. 1991). Thus, since attorney fees were
awarded to Mr. Pratt below, this Court should likewise award him reasonable
attorney fees for this appeal.
In addition, this Court may also award attorney fees and costs to Mr. Pratt
as Mr. Pugh's appeal falls under the definition of "frivolous" found in Utah Rule
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of Appellate Procedure 33. Under Rule 33, if the Court" determines that a motion
made or appeal taken under these rules is . . . frivolous ..., it shall award just
damages, which may include single or double costs, as defined in Rule 34, and/or
reasonable attorney fees, to the prevailing party/'
Rule 33 further defines a //frivolous,/ appeal as one that is "not grounded in
fact, not warranted by existing law, or not based on a good faith argument to
extend, modify, or reverse existing law/7 Although Utah courts may hesitate in
awarding fees for frivolous appeals, they have clearly concluded that an award of
attorney's fees is proper when "an appeal is obviously without any merit and has
been taken with no reasonable likelihood of prevailing, and results i n . . .
increased costs of litigation; and dissipation of the time and resources of the Law
Court." Porco v. Porco, 752 P.2d 365, 369 (Utah Ct. App. 1988), quoting Auburn
Harpswell Ass'n v. Day, 438 A.2d 234, 239 (Me.1981).
Mr. Pugh's appeal satisfies the definition of "frivolous." It is without merit,
as it contains no arguments upon which the lower court's decision could be
reversed. The arguments therein boil down to nothing more than "I don't like the
decision below, so it should be reversed." Mr. Pugh's brief does not argue any
specific error in the trial court's findings of fact except that the trial court did not
interpret the facts in the same way that he does. Further, his brief does not set out
any valid legal arguments under which this Court could reverse the lower court's
19

findings and conclusions, only that the facts could possibly be interpreted
differently. Thus, Mr. Pugh's appeal is frivolous in that it is neither "grounded in
fact" nor "warranted by existing law." Mr. Pugh's appeal is also frivolous because
it was taken with "no reasonable likelihood of prevailing/' and with the intent to
harass and intimidate Mr. Pratt.
Finally, Mr. Pugh's appeal is frivolous because it has clearly "resulted] in
. . . increased costs of litigation; and dissipation of the time and resources of the
Law Court/'
Mr. Pugh asserts that Mr. Pratt's "bad faith" warrants the award of attorney
fees and costs to him. However, Mr. Pugh's actions have clearly demonstrated
that he, if anyone, has acted in bad faith by bringing this appeal because he is
dissatisfied with the lower court's decision. Mr. Pratt brought a valid claim
against Mr. Pugh, and the lower court agreed. Because Mr. Pratt has had to
defend against Mr. Pugh's harassment, the award should go to Mr. Pratt.
For the preceding reasons, this Court should award Mr. Richard Pratt both
costs and attorney fees for defending against this frivolous appeal.
CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, the Court should affirm the Order of Summary
Judgment issued by the lower court and award damages and attorney fees and
costs to Mr. Richard Pratt for wrongful liens placed upon his properties, for lack
20

of notification of the liens, and for having to defend against this frivolous appeal.
Respectfully submitted January j_|2010.

RON D. WILKINSON

Counsel for Appellee
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ADDENDUM A

Utah Code Annotated § 38-9-1. Definitions,
As used in this chapter:
(1) "Interest holder" means a person who holds or possesses a present, lawful
property interest in certain real property, including an owner, title holder,
mortgagee, trustee, or beneficial owner.
(2) "Lien claimant" means a person claiming an interest in real property who
offers a document for recording or filing with any county recorder in the state
asserting a lien, or notice of interest, or other claim of interest in certain real
property.
(3) "Owner" means a person who has a vested ownership interest in certain
real property.
(4) (a) "Record interest holder" means a person who holds or possesses a
present, lawful property interest in certain real property, including an owner,
titleholder, mortgagee, trustee, or beneficial owner, and whose name and interest
in that real property appears in the county recorder's records for the county in
which the property is located.
(b) "Record interest holder" includes any grantor in the chain of the title in
certain real property.
(5) "Record owner" means an owner whose name and ownership interest in
certain real property is recorded or filed in the county recorder's records for the
county in which the property is located.
(6) "Wrongful lien" means any document that purports to create a lien, notice
of interest, or encumbrance on an owner's interest in certain real property and at
the time it is recorded or filed is not:
(a) expressly authorized by this chapter or another state or federal statute;
(b) authorized by or contained in an order or judgment of a court of
competent jurisdiction in the state; or
(c) signed by or authorized pursuant to a document signed by the owner of
the real property.

Utah Code Annotated § 38-9-2. Scope.
(1) (a) The provisions of Sections 38-9-1, 38-9-3, 38-9-4, and 38-9-6 apply to any
recording or filing or any rejected recording or filing of a lien pursuant to this
chapter on or after May 5,1997.
(b) The provisions of Sections 38-9-1 and 38-9-7 apply to all liens of record
regardless of the date the lien was recorded or filed.
(c) Notwithstanding Subsections (l)(a) and (b), the provisions of this chapter
applicable to the filing of a notice of interest do not apply to a notice of interest
filed before May 5, 2008.
(2) The provisions of this chapter shall not prevent a person from filing a lis
pendens in accordance with Section 78B-6-1303 or seeking any other relief
permitted by law.
(3) This chapter does not apply to a person entitled to a lien under Section 381-3 who files a lien pursuant to Title 38, Chapter 1, Mechanics' Liens.

Utah Code Annotated § 38-9-3. County recorder may reject wrongful lien
within scope of employment — Good faith requirement
(1) A county recorder may reject recording of a lien if the county recorder
determines the lien is a wrongful lien as defined in Section 38-9-1. If the county
recorder rejects the document, the county recorder shall immediately return the
original document together with a notice that the document was rejected
pursuant to this section to the person attempting to record or file the document
or to the address provided on the document.
(2) A county recorder who, within the scope of the county recorder's
employment, rejects or accepts a document for recording or filing in good faith
under this section may not be liable for damages except as otherwise provided
by law.
(3) If a rejected document is later found to be recordable pursuant to a court
order, it shall have no retroactive recording priority.
(4) Nothing in this chapter shall preclude any person from pursuing any
remedy pursuant to Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 65A, Injunctions.

Utah Code Annotated § 38-9-4. Civil liability for filing wrongful lien —
Damages.
(1) A lien claimant who records or files or causes a wrongful lien as defined in
Section 38-9-1 to be recorded or filed in the office of the county recorder against
real property is liable to a record interest holder for any actual damages
proximately caused by the wrongful lien.
(2) If the person in violation of Subsection (1) refuses to release or correct the
wrongful lien within 10 days from the date of written request from a record
interest holder of the real property delivered personally or mailed to the lastknown address of the lien claimant, the person is liable to that record interest
holder for $3,000 or for treble actual damages, whichever is greater, and for
reasonable attorney fees and costs.
(3) A person is liable to the record owner of real property for $10,000 or for
treble actual damages, whichever is greater, and for reasonable attorney fees and
costs, who records or files or causes to be recorded or filed a wrongful lien as
defined in Section 38-9-1 in the office of the county recorder against the real
property, knowing or having reason to know that the document:
(a) is a wrongful lien;
(b) is groundless; or
(c) contains a material misstatement or false claim.

Utah Code Annotated § 38-9-6. Petition to file lien — Notice to record interest
holders — Summary relief — Contested petition.
(1) A lien claimant whose document is rejected pursuant to Section 38-9-3 may
petition the district court in the county in which the document was rejected for
an expedited determination that the lien may be recorded or filed.
(2) (a) The petition shall be filed with the district court within 10 days of the
date notice is received of the rejection and shall state with specificity the grounds
why the document should lawfully be recorded or filed.
(b) The petition shall be supported by a sworn affidavit of the lien claimant.
(c) If the court finds the petition is insufficient, it may dismiss the petition
without a hearing.
(d) If the court grants a hearing, the petitioner shall serve a copy of the
petition, notice of hearing, and a copy of the court's order granting an expedited
hearing on all record interest holders of the property sufficiently in advance of
the hearing to enable any record interest holder to attend the hearing and service
shall be accomplished by certified or registered mail.
(e) Any record interest holder of the property has the right to attend and
contest the petition.
(3) Following a hearing on the matter, if the court finds that the document
may lawfully be recorded, it shall issue an order directing the county recorder to
accept the document for recording. If the petition is contested, the court may
award costs and reasonable attorney's fees to the prevailing party.
(4) A summary proceeding under this section is only to determine whether or
not a contested document, on its face, shall be recorded by the county recorder.
The proceeding may not determine the truth of the content of the document nor
the property or legal rights of the parties beyond the necessary determination of
whether or not the document shall be recorded. The court's grant or denial of the
petition under this section may not restrict any other legal remedies of any party,
including any right to injunctive relief pursuant to Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule
65A, Injunctions.
(5) If the petition contains a claim for damages, the damage proceedings may
not be expedited under this section.

Utah Code Annotated § 38-9-7. Petition to nullify lien - Notice to lien
claimant — Summary relief — Finding of wrongful lien — Wrongful lien is void.
(1) Any record interest holder of real property against which a wrongful lien
as defined in Section 38-9-1 has been recorded may petition the district court in
the county in which the document was recorded for summary relief to nullify the
lien.
(2) The petition shall state with specificity the claim that the lien is a wrongful
lien and shall be supported by a sworn affidavit of the record interest holder.
(3) (a) If the court finds the petition insufficient, it may dismiss the petition
without a hearing.
(b) If the court finds the petition is sufficient, the court shall schedule a
hearing within 10 days to determine whether the document is a wrongful lien.
(c) The record interest holder shall serve a copy of the petition on the lien
claimant and a notice of the hearing pursuant to Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 4,
Process.
(d) The lien claimant is entitled to attend and contest the petition.
(4) A summary proceeding under this section is only to determine whether or
not a document is a wrongful lien. The proceeding shall not determine any other
property or legal rights of the parties nor restrict other legal remedies of any
party.
(5) (a) Following a hearing on the matter, if the court determines that the
document is a wrongful lien, the court shall issue an order declaring the
wrongful lien void ab initio, releasing the property from the lien, and awarding
costs and reasonable attorney's fees to the petitioner.
(b) (i) The record interest holder may record a certified copy of the order with
the county recorder.
(ii) The order shall contain a legal description of the real property.
(c) If the court determines that the claim of lien is valid, the court shall dismiss
the petition and may award costs and reasonable attorney's fees to the lien
claimant. The dismissal order shall contain a legal description of the real
property. The prevailing lien claimant may record a certified copy of the
dismissal order.
(6) If the district court determines that the lien is a wrongful lien as defined in
Section 38-9-1, the wrongful lien is void ab initio and provides no notice of claim
or interest.
(7) If the petition contains a claim for damages, the damage proceedings may
not be expedited under this section.

Utah Rule of Civil Procedure 56. Summary judgment
(a) For claimant. A party seeking to recover upon a claim, counterclaim or crossclaim or to obtain a declaratory judgment may, at any time after the expiration of
20 days from the commencement of the action or after service of a motion for
summary judgment by the adverse party, move for summary judgment upon all
or any part thereof.
(b) For defending party. A party against whom a claim, counterclaim, or crossclaim is asserted or a declaratory judgment is sought, may, at any time, move for
summary judgment as to all or any part thereof.
(c) Motion and proceedings thereon. The motion, memoranda and affidavits
shall be in accordance with Rule 7. The judgment sought shall be rendered if the
pleadings, depositions, answers to interrogatories, and admissions on file,
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any
material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of
law. A summary judgment, interlocutory in character, may be rendered on the
issue of liability alone although there is a genuine issue as to the amount of
damages.
(d) Case not fully adjudicated on motion. If on motion under this rule judgment
is not rendered upon the whole case or for all the relief asked and a trial is
necessary, the court at the hearing of the motion, by examining the pleadings and
the evidence before it and by interrogating counsel, shall if practicable ascertain
what material facts exist without substantial controversy and what material facts
are actually and in good faith controverted. It shall thereupon make an order
specifying the facts that appear without substantial controversy, including the
extent to which the amount of damages or other relief is not in controversy, and
directing such further proceedings in the action as are just. Upon the trial of the
action the facts so specified shall be deemed established, and the trial shall be
conducted accordingly.
(e) Form of affidavits; further testimony; defense required. Supporting and
opposing affidavits shall be made on personal knowledge, shall set forth such
facts as would be admissible in evidence, and shall show affirmatively that the
affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated therein. Sworn or certified
copies of all papers or parts thereof referred to in an affidavit shall be attached
thereto or served therewith. The court may permit affidavits to be supplemented

or opposed by depositions, answers to interrogatories, or further affidavits.
When a motion for summary judgment is made and supported as provided in
this rule, an adverse party may not rest upon the mere allegations or denials of
the pleadings, but the response, by affidavits or as otherwise provided in this
rule, must set forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial.
Summary judgment, if appropriate, shall be entered against a party failing to file
such a response.
(f) When affidavits are unavailable. Should it appear from the affidavits of a
party opposing the motion that the party cannot for reasons stated present by
affidavit facts essential to justify the party's opposition, the court may refuse the
application for judgment or may order a continuance to permit affidavits to be
obtained or depositions to be taken or discovery to be had or may make such
other order as is just.
(g) Affidavits made in bad faith. If any of the affidavits presented pursuant to
this rule are presented in bad faith or solely for the purpose of delay, the court
shall forthwith order the party presenting them to pay to the other party the
amount of the reasonable expenses which the filing of the affidavits caused,
including reasonable attorney's fees, and any offending party or attorney may be
adjudged guilty of contempt.
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WITH ASSIGNMENT OF RENTS
. TMIS TRUST DEED, made this 7th ffiay of Anril, 20G6 between SOVRFN GROUP LLC as
! , r V f T ! ? c ^ W h 0 S r ? a d d r 6 s s i s 5 1 S - University Avenue, Provo, Utah 84606, FIDELITY NATIONAL
TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, as TRUSTEE/ and CHARLES D. PUGH (ET AL) as B E N E F I C I A R ^
WITNESSETH: That Trustor CONVEYS AND WARRANTS TO TRUSTEE IN TRUST WITH
-OWER OF SALE, the following described property, situated in Utah County, State of Utah:
See Attached

Exhibit "A n made apart hereof.

lax ID No 52.144 0031
Property Address: 4672 North Brookside Circle, Provo, Utah 84604 (House)

Together with all buildings, fixtures, and improvements, thereon and ail water rights, rights of
/. easements, rents, issues, profits, income, tenements, hereditaments, privileges and
•urten'ances thereunto belonging, now or hereafter used or enjoyed with said property, or any part
eof. SUBJECT, HOWEVER, to the right, power and authority hereinafter given to and conferred
n Beneficiary to collect and apply such rents, issues, and profits;
FOR THE PURPOSE OF SECURING (1) payment of the indebtedness evidenced by a
ilssory note of even date herewith, in the principal sum of $250,000.00, made by Trustor, payable to
order of Beneficiary at the times, in the manner and with interest as therein set forth, and any
"isions and/or renewals or modifications thereof; (2) the performance of each agreement of Trustor
n contained; (3) the payment of such additional loans or advances as hereafter may be made to
or, or his successors or assigns, when evidenced by a promissory note or notes reciting that they
ecured by this Trust Deed; and (4} the-payment of all sums expended or advanced by Beneficiary
r o( oursuant to the terms hereof, together with interest thereon as herein provided.
Trustee must be a member of the Utah State Bar; a bank, building and loan association, or
3s and loan association authorized :o do business in Utah; a corporation authorized to do a trust
?ss ir- Utah; or a title insurance or abstract company authorized to do such business m Utah.

*OTECT THE SECURITY OF THIS TRUST DEED, TRUSTOR AGREES:
1.
To keep said property in good condition and repair; not to remove or-demolish any
g thereon, to complete or restore promptly and in good and workmanlike manner any building
may be constructed, damaged or destroyed thereon; to comply with all laws, covenants and
ions affecting said property; not to commit or permit waster thereof; not to commit, suffer or
any act upon said property in violation of Saw; to do all other acts which from the character or use
property may be reasonably necessary, 'the specific enumeration's herein not excluding the
!• ano it'the loan secured hereby or any part thereof is being obtained for the purpose of
vg construction of improvements on said property, Trustor further agrees:
(a)
To commence construction, promptly and to pursue same with reasonable
e to completion m accordance with plans and specifications satisfactory to Beneficiary, and
CO)

to allow Beneficiary to inspect said property' at all times during construction.

1
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Trustee, upon presentation to it of an affidavit signed by Beneficiary, setting forth facts showing a
efauit by Trustor under this numbered paragraph, is authorized to accept as true and.conclusive all
sets and statements therein, and to act thereon hereunder.
2.
To provide and maintain insurance, of such i^e or types and amounts as Beneficiary
iay require, on the improvements now existing or hereafter erscted or placed on said property. Such
isurance shall bo carried in companies approved by Beneficiany with loss payable clauses in favor of
nd in form acceptable to Beneficiary. In event of loss, Trustor shall give immediate notice to
enerlciary, who may make proof of loss and each insurance company concerned is hereby authorized
nc directed to make payment for such less directly to Beneficiary instead of to Trustor and Beneficiary
•intiy. and (he insurance proceeds, or any part thereof, may be applied by beneficiary, at its option, to
'duction of the indebtedness hereby secured or to the restoration or'repair of the property damage,
3
To deliver to, pay for and maintain with Beneficiary until the indebtedness secured hereby
paid in full, such evidence of title as Beneficiary may require, including abstracts of tiiie or policies of
!o insurance 3nd any extensions or renewals thereof or supplements thereto.
4.
To appear in and defend any action or proceeding, purporting to affect the security
>reof, the (itle to said property, or the rights or powers of Beneficiary or Trustee; and should
mef/ciary or Trustee elect to also appear in or defend any such action or proceeding, to pay all costs
id expense, including cost of evidence of title and attorney's fees in a reasonable sum incurred by
meficiary or Trustee.
5.
To pay at least 10 days before delinquency all taxes and assessments
ecting said property, including all assessments upon water company stock and ail rents,
sessments and charges, and liens with interest on said property or any part thereof, which at any
\a appear to be prior or superior hereto; to pay all costs, fees, and expenses of this Trust.
6.
Should Trustor fail to make any payment or io do any act as herein provided, then
neficiary or Trustee, but without obligation so to do and Without notice to or demand upon Trustor
d without releasing Trustor from any obligation hereof, may: Make or do the same in such manner
o lo such extent as either may deem necessary to protect the security hereof, Beneficiary or Trustee
ing authorized to enter upon said property for such purposes; commence, appear in and defend any
ion or proceeding purporting to affect the security hereof or the rights of powers of Beneficiary or
v'siee; p3y, purchase, contest, or compromise any encumbrance, charge or lien which in the
amen: of either appears to be prior or superior hereto; and in exercising any such powers, incur any
jility. expend whatever amounts in Hs absolute discretion it may deem necessary therefore, Including
d of evidence of title, employ counsel, and pay his reasonable fees.
?.
To pay immediately and without demand all sums expended hereunder by Beneficiary or
istee, with interest from date of expenditure at the rate of ten per cent (10%) per annum until paid,
j the repayment thereof shall be secured hereby.

S MUTUALLY AGREED THAT:
8.
Should said property or any part thereof be taken or damaged by reason of any public
movement or condemnation proceeding, or damaged by fire, or earthquake, or in any other manner,
*i8ficiary shall be entitled to all compensation, awards, and other payments or relief therefore, and
ill he entitled at Us option to commence, appear in and prosecute in its own name, any action or
ceedings. or to make any compromise or settlement, in connection with such taking or damage, All
'".' compensation, awards, damages, rights or action and proceeds, including the proceeds of any
o £$ oi fire and other insurance affecting said property are hereby assigned to beneficiary, who may,
:•- deducting there from al! its expenses, including attorney's iees, apply the same on any
2btedness secured hereby.
Trustor agrees to execute such further assignments of any
loensanons. award, damages, and rights of action and proceeds as Beneficiary or Trustee may
IjifC

9.
Al any time and from time to time upon written request of Beneficiary, payment of its Tecs
i a s s e n t a t i o n of this Trust Deed and the note for endorsement (in case of full reconveyance, for
'cellation and retention), without affecting the liability of any person for the payment of the

sbtecness secured hereby, Trustee may (a) consent to the making of any map or plat of said
pe'rty; (b) join in granting any easement or creating any restrictions thereon; (c) join in any
-:*:-• .r'-n o- other agreement affecting this Trusi Deed or the lien or charge thereof; (d) reconvey,

3
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without warranty, all or any part of said property. The grantee in any reconveyance may be described
os "the person or persons entitled thereto", and the recitals therein of any matters or facts shall be
coprJus/ve proof of Truthfulness thereof. Trustor agrees to pay reasonable Trustee's fees for any of the
services mentioned in this paragraph.
"G.
As additional security, Trustor hereby assigns Beneficiary, during the continuance of
these mists, a!! rents, issues, royalties, and profits of the property affected by this Trust Deed and of
any personal property located thereon. Until Trustor shall default in the payment of any indebtedness
secured hereby or in the performance of any agreement hereunder, Trustor shall have the right io
collect all such rents, issues, royalties, and profits earned prior to default as they become due and
payable. If Trustor shaii default as aforesaid, Trustors right to collect any, of such monsys shall cease
and Beneficiary shall have the right, with or without taking possession of the property affected hereby,
to collect all rents, royalties, issues, and profits. Failure or discontinuance of Beneficiary at any time or
from time to time to collect any such moneys shall not in any manner affect the subsequent
enforcement by Beneficiary of the right, power, and authority to collect the same. Nothing contained
herein, nor (he exercise of the right by Beneficiary to collect, shall be, or be ccnstrued to be an
affirmation by.Beneficiary of any tenancy, lease or option, nor an assumption of liability under, nor a
subordination of the lien or charge of this Trust Deed to any such tenancy, lease or option.
i 1
Upon any default by Trustor hereunder, Beneficiary may at any time without notice, either
i person, by agent, or by a receiver to be appointed by a court (Trustor hereby consenting to the
ppointment of Beneficiary as such receiver), and without regard \a the adequacy of any security for the
•d-:b(edness hereby secured, enter upon and take possession of said property or any part thereof, in
^ own name sue for or otherwise collect said rents, issues, and profits, including those past due and
ipaid. and apply the same, less costs and expenses'of operation and collection, including reasonable
tommy's foes, upon any indebtedness secured hereby, and in such order as Beneficiary may
:\CJ mine.
12.
The entering upon and taking possession of said property the collection of such rents,
•ues. and profits, or the proceeds of fire and other insurance policies, or compensation or awards for
y taking or damage of said property, and the application or release thereof as aforesaid, shall not
r
e or waive any default or notice of default hereunder or invalidate any act done pursuant to such
tice.13.
The failure on the part of Beneficiary to promptly enforce any right hereunder shall not
?rate as a waiver of such right and the waiver by beneficiary of any default shall not constitute a
ver of any other or subsequent default.
14.
Time is of the essence hereof. Upon default by Trustor in the payment of any
jbtedness secured hereby or in the performance of any agreement hereunder, all sums secured
>by shall immediately become due and payable at the option of Beneficiary. In the event of such
lull. Beneficiary may execute or cause Trustee to execute a written notice of default and of election
a use said property to be sold to satisfy the obligations hereof, and Trustee shall file such notice for
ml m each county wherein said property or some part of parcel thereof is situated. Beneficiary also
i aeoosil with Trustee, the note and all documents evidencing expenditures secured hereby,
15.
After the '.apse of such time as may then be required by law following the recordation of
notice of default and notice of default and notice of sale having been given as then required by
Trustee, without demand on Trustor, shall sell said property on the date and at the time and place •
mated in said notice of sale, either as 3 whole or in separate parcels, and in such order as it may
mine (but subject to any statutory right of Trustor to direct the order in which such property, if
sting of several known lots or parcels, shall be sold), at public auction to the highest bidder, the
lase price payable in lawful money of the United States at the time of sale. The person conducting
ale may, for any cause he deems expedient postpone the sale from time to time until it shall be
leted and, in ever/ case, notice of postponement shall be given by public declaration thereof by
person a{ the time and place last appointed for the sale; provided, if the sale is postponed for
r than one day beyond the day designated in the notice of sale, notice thereof shall be given in the
manner as the original notice of sale. Trustee shall execute and deliver to the purchaser its Deed
•yinc said prcpelv so sold, but without any covenant or warranty, express or implied. The recitals
Deed of any matters or facts shall be conclusive proof of the truthfulness thereof. Any person,
ing Beneficiary, may bid at the sale. Trustee shall apply the proceeds of the sale to payment of
i costs s'.\d expenses of exercising the power of sale and of the sale, including the payment of the
re's and attorney's fees; (2) cost oi any evidence of title procured In connection with such sale and
;e stamDG on Trustee's Deed; (3) all sums expended under the terms hereof, not then repaid,
: ::r?2t m 10% per annum from date of expenditure- i'4'\ *w nthnr n..™~ ^
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-by: and (5) the remainder, if any, to ihe person or persons legally entitled thereto, or tha Trustee, in
discretion, may deposit the balance of such proceeds with the County Clerk of the county in which
saie look place.
15.
Upon the occurrence of any default hereunder, Beneficiary shall have the option to
are ail s u m s secured hereby immediately due and payable and foreclose this Trust Deed in the.
mer provided by law for the foreclosure of mortgages on real property and Benefician/ shall be
led to recover in such proceeding all costs and expenses incident thereto, including a reasonable
Tiey's fee in such amount as shall be fixed by the court.
17.
Beneficiary may appoint a successor trustee at a n y t i m e by filing for record in the office of
County Recorder of each county in which said property or soma part thereof is situated, a
ititution of trusree. From the time the substitution is filed for record, the new trustee shall succeed
i ihe powers, duties, authority, and title of the trustee named herein or of any successor trustee.
) such substitution shall be executed and acknowledged, and notice thereof shall be given and
f thereof m a d e , in the manner provided by lav/.
18
• This Trust Deed shali apply to, inure to the benefit of, and bind all parties hereto, their
• legatees, devisee, administrators, executors, successors and assigns. AH obligations of Trustor
under are joint and several The term "Benefician/" shall mean the owner and holder, including any
:ice t of the note secured hereby. In this Trust Deed, whenever the context requires, the masculine
le'r includes the feminine and/or neuter, and the singular number includes the plurai.
19.
Trustee accepts this Trust whan this Trust Deed, duly executed and acknowledged, is
•J a public record as provided by law. Trustee is not obligated to notify any party hereto of pending
under any other Trust Deed or of any action or proceeding In which Trustor, Beneficiary, or Trustee
be a party, unless brought by Trustee.
"
'
.
90

This Trust Deed shall be construed according to the laws of the State of Utah.

21.
The undersigned Trustor requests that a copy of any notice of default and of any notice of
hereunder by mailed to him at the address hereinbefore set forth.
S i g n a t u r e o f Trustor(s)

SOVREN GROUP, LLC

of Utah
V of Utah

)

3 10 April 2006, personally appeared before me Bruce H. Coles, Jan W Carlson & Rus-eil L
son who being duly sworn did say that they are a members of Sovren Group, LLC and that said
Tienr was s.gnea in behalf of said limited liability company and by authority acknowledged to m«
3 G £ U«'
mernt
nbor. executed the same in the name of the limjjad liability company.

Notary Public
ng at: * U ! • T ^ r
mmission hxpiresj:
L > C.

1~&K

TAMMY GREENING

MMY GREENING :

205 NORTH 500 WEST
AM.FORK, UT 84003

COMM. EXPIRES 6-1-2G0S"

A/\\m

rOcK. U; b
r UV, I n r .-,

,< i
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REQUEST FOR FULL RECONVEYANCE
(Do not record. To be used only when indebtedness secured hereby has been paid in full.)

Trustee:

- undersigned is the legai owner and holder of the note and a!! other indebtedness secure by the
hm TiL-si deed. Ssid note, together with all other indebtedness secured by said Trust Deed has
sn fully poid and satisfied; and you are hereby requested and directed, on payment to you of any
ns owing to you under the terms of said Trust Deed, to cancel said note above mentioned, and all
ief evidences of indebtedness secured by said Trust Deed delivered to you herewith, together with
? said Trust Deed, and to reco.nvey, without warranty, to the parties designated by the terms of said
jst Deed, si the estate now he!d by you hereunder.

Dated
neficiary

;

, 2006
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?\i c t Tru s * da c ed che 101 h cay
3ur3roncor ar.ri 50VRSN GROUP. LLC

2 0 0 c, f rem £ICKAHD W.
, to CHARLES D. PXJGtt,

Zo'.'. PLAT "H", SHESWOOD HILLS SUBDIVISION, according ec che official plat
a'"inf. , records of Vtah County,
State c£ .Uzsh.
:epr.ing .-ind reserving all oil, gas, and other minerals cf every kind and
icripcicn under lying the surface of the subject property.
•r rsr'si^.nci? purposes only.
roiyy ,\ivAr*??:

Tax Parcel No. 52-14 4-0031)

-ii'?/ Kor^n Brccksttire Circle, prove, Utah 'S4604
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Greg

-

From:

Charles Pugh [cpugh01@comcast.net]

Sent:

Tuesday, April 11, 2006 12:32 PM

To:

tgreening@gtcutah.com

Cc:

Greg

Subject: Release of Funds
Tammy,
This is to advise to release $500,000 held in Escrow # 194494U regarding Richard

Charles D. Pugh
780 S. Barfield Dr.
Marco Island, FL 34145

ADDENDUM D

Jay L. Kessler (8550)
KESSLER LAW OFFICE, L.L.C.
9087 West 2700 South
Suite 9
Magna, Utah 84044
Telephone: (801) 252-1400
Facsimile: (801) 252-1401
Attorney for Christopher Pugh, Real Estate Investment Specialists, Inc., Charles Pugh
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, OF UTAH COUNTY,
AMERICAN FORK DEPARTMENT, STATE OF UTAH
RICHARD PRATT,

:
Petitioner,

OBJECTION TO PETITION
TO NULLIFY LIEN

v.
Case No. 060403141
CHARLES PUGH,

:
Respondent.

Judge Fred D. Howard

:

COMES NOW the Respondent, by and though counsel undersigned, submits
this Objection to Nullify Lien, and states the following:
INTRODUCTION
This matter has come about due to the parties signing a Security and Guaranty
Agreement on or about April 10, 2006. The Respondent deposited $250,000.00 into an
escrow account with Guardian Title for and on behalf of an investment company named
Rea! Estate Investment Specialists, Inc. (hereinafter REISI). REISI invested this amount
along with another $250,000.00 into a company named Sovren, a precious metals
processing firm. Duly executed contracts were signed between REISI and Sovren on
April 7, 2006, in the offices of Guardian Title Company, and notarized by their escrow

agent, Tammy Greening. (See Attachment A-Amended Complaint). Richard Pratt was
to provide some of the security for the REISI agreement in the form of the same
properties that are at issue in his present Petition to Nullify Lien action.
STATEMENT OF FACTS
1. On or about April 10, 2006, Mr. Pratt along with other Defendants named in a
lawsuit (case no. 060101257) initiated a smear campaign against the owner of REISI,
who happened to be Christopher Pugh, the son of the Respondent Charles Pugh. Mr.
Pratt along with the other Defendants:
made several phone calls with the Plaintiffs' Investor A and in person to
the Plaintiffs wife, also stating that they and Tammy Greening of
Guardian Title said the original Contracts were not legal nor valid, that
Sovren's agents would not work with the Plaintiffs anymore, that the
Plaintiff was manic, lied, cheated, and manipulated Sovren and his own
investors. Pratt also told the Plaintiff directly that his children would be
without a father when he goes to jail. (See Attachment A-Amended
Complaint, para. 19).
In short, Mr. Pratt along with the other Defendants induced and coerced Charles
Pugh to enter into new agreements with Sovren, and into the guarantor agreement with
Mr. Pratt.
2. On April 10, 2006, the new agreements were executed between the parties,
and was also notarized by Tammy Greening, an escrow agent with Guardian Title
Company, who was holding the $500,000.00 escrowed money sent in by Charles Pugh
and Arnold Gilliam for and on behalf of REISI.
3. Guardian Title Company, who is also a Defendant in the companion case,
released said money without authorization from REISI or Gilliam, knowing that there
were the existing April 7, 2006 contracts executed in their office.
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4. After Charles Pugh signed the Agreements between he and Richard Pratt and
sent them via facsimile to Guardian Title Company, they were sent via facsimile back to
him with Richard Pratt's signature attached. Unknown to Charles Pugh was the further
fact that the contract was changed to prejudice him.
5. The Guaranty/Security Agreement sent to Charles Pugh for his signature
originally captioned that the Creditor was REISI, and stated in paragraph 4 on page one
that:
Guarantor shall not be released from the obligations herein due to :
(a) the taking of security for the obligation;
(b) the failure or delay in taking legal action against the debtor or
collateral, if any;
(c) any other actions permitted under the Promissory Note/Security
Agreement;
(d) any negligence or failure to act of the Creditor. (See Attachment
B-Original Guaranty Agreement/Security Agreement)
6. After Charles Pugh sent it via facsimile to Mr. Pratt, it was sent back to him via
facsimile with at least these two material changes:
1. The Creditor was changed to Charles Pugh;
2. Paragraph 4 on page one was changed to reflect that the "Guarantor shall be
released from the obligations herein due to: (a)... (See Attachment C-Guaranty
Agreement/Security Agreement sent back to Charles Pugh via facsimile).
Both changes materially changed the terms of the Agreement and severely
prejudiced Charles Pugh and REISI.
7. Charles Pugh, REISI, nor Arnold Gilliam has received any repayment of the
money which they provided which was secured by Richard Pratt's property.
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STATE 09-por^^^^

)

County of Lrz^u^

)

DATED t h i s ^ V d a y of January, 2007

£n*Jl & ^

Charles Pugh

ACKNOWLEDGMENT
Before me, a Notary Public of said State, on this
day of January, 2007,
personally appeared Charles Pugh, known to me or having sufficiently proven to me to
be the person who signed the foregoing document, who, being duly sworn,
acknowledged that he signed the same by his voluj^ary act and deedr and that the
facts stated therein are true.

<$§Bfe.
STQlk

"ffpftwuiiii
XJYEAKNSUNOMAN
f^CQMM^IONIDD 573774
EXPIRES: July 13,2010

Benflrt TTifa Notary ruMc (JMewtmre
Wm w iiiiiii>iiiiiiiiip8t»^wp<rtapj

ARGUMENT
I. THE MATTER IS NOT RIPE FOR ADJUDICATION AT THE PRESENT TIME.
All courts have recognized that," A claim resting upon contingent future events
that may not occur as anticipated, or indeed may not occur at all, is not fit for
adjudication." Texas v. United States, 523 U.S. 296,300 (1998).
In the present case, what is at stake is whether or not there has been a breach of
contract, fraud, or another cause of action that would render the liens void. There has
been no showing at all that the Petitioner's request has been reduced to judgment or an
order of the court, as such the matter is not ripe for adjudication to nullify the liens.
4

II. The Encumbrances at Issue Were Authorized By Petitioner at the Time They
Were Recorded and Cannot Be Wrongful Liens as Defined by Statute.
Utah's Wrongful Liei i Act is designed to provide a sur nmary pi oceeding for liens
that are illegitimate from their inception. It is not designed to resolve disputes
concerning parties* respective property interests. This policy is expressed in the plain
language of the Act. The Act specifically provides:
(6) "Wrongful lien" means any document that proports to
create a lien or encumbrance on an owner's interest in certain
real property and at the time the lien was recorded or filed, j t
was not
(a) expressly authorized by [the Wi ongfi i l ! ien Act] 01
another state or federal statute;
(b) authorized by or contained in an order or judgment
of a court of competent jurisdiction in the state; or
(c) signed by or authorized pursuant to a documents
signed by the owner of the real property. §38-9-1(6) of the Utah
Code Annotated.
Mr. Pratt does i tot allege anywhere in I lis Petitioi i tl lat tl le liei I was in ipropei ly
attached at the time he allowed it to encumber his property. The actions in this matter
must be dealt with in the companion case, and not in this summary proceeding. In the
i ompanioii case ittottiioned pinvionsly, ilu; Couil lias not enleit,d a final idling as lo
which agreements will be held as valid, and as such, the Act does not apply except to
award the Respondent his fees and costs for defending against this improper use of the
statute.
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The Act further states that:
(4) A summary proceeding under this section is only to
determine whether or not a contested document, on its face,
shall be recorded by the county recorder. The proceeding
may not determine the truth of the content of the document nor
the
property or legal rights of the parties beyond the
necessary determination of whether or not the document shall
be recorded. §38-9-6(4) of the Utah Code Annotated.
Clearly the Petitioner in this matter is improperly looking for a judgment or order
on the merits of a contract civil matter through the lien nullification statute, rather than
through an appropriate lawsuit, and as such, has misused the statute.
III. The Respondent is entitled to his attorney's fees and costs.
The Act provides:
(c) If the court determines that the claim of lien is valid, the court shall
dismiss the petition and may award costs and reasonable attorney's fees
to the lien claimant.
The Petitioner admitted that he authorized the encumbrances pursuant to a
Security Agreement executed by him, and that the encumbrances were proper when
they were initially recorded. (See Pratt Aff. Par. 3) The Petitioner never asserted that
the encumbrances were unauthorized and invalid when they were recorded.
Because the Petition to Nullify Lien did not state with specificity why the
underlying lien is "wrongful" pursuant to the Act, and has misused the Lien Nullification
statute to improperly try to remove a lien which was valid at if s inception, the
Respondent is entitled to his attorney's fees and costs in this matter.
6

WHEREFORE, the Respondent respectfully requests that the Petition to Nullify
Liens be denied, and that the Respondent be awarded his costs and attorney's fees in
this matter.

/

DATED this 2 2 day of January, 2007.
KESSLER LAW OFFICE

lyHL Kessler

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 2& oav of January, 2007, < b -tt via i" hzi Gy..:.A U .Had
States Mail or hand-delivery, and facsimile a copy of the foregoing Objection to Petition
to Nullify Lien to the following:
Ron D. Wilkinson, Esq.
The Heritage Building
815 East 800 South
Suite 101
Orem, Utah 84097
Facsimile: 801-225-6041
Kessler
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ATTACHMENT A
(EXHIBITS EXCLUDED)

Jay L. Kessler (8550)
KESSLER LAW OFFICE, LLC.
9117 West 2700 South, #A
Magna, Utah 84044
Telephone: (801) 252-1400
Facsimile: (801) 252-1401
Attorney for Christopher Pugh and Real Estate Investment Specialists, Inc.
~~

~~~WfHE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
OF UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

CHRISTOPHER PUGH AND REAL
ESTATF INVESTMENT SPECIALISTS, INC., :
Plaintiffs,
:
AMENDED COMPLAINT
v.
SOVREN GROUP, LLC, and individuals
RUSSELL ROBINSON, BRUCE COLES,
JAN CARLSON, CHARLIE HURDLE, GREG
ANDERSON, RICHARD PRATT, and
GUARDIAN TITLE COMPANY OF UTAH
Defendants.

:
:

Case No. 060101257
Judge Derek P. Pullan

.
:

COMh: MOW <h(> HlaniLillii, by and through counsel undersigned, and for
causes of action against the Defendants, allege as follows:
JURISDICTION, VENUE, AND THE PARTIES
1. At the time of the incident giving rise to this cause of action, the Plaintiff and
Defendants resided in Utah County, State of Utah.
;,'

I'ho nu;i<li 'i\i (jiving in/ • lo I his urjvie til anion occurred in Utah County, State

of Utah.
3. Jurisdiction is proper in this < r.->: -...-s-ir--,
§ 7 , > 3 ••;;;•

:>«•< ' * An... -^!-.,i

4. Venue is proper in this court pursuant to Utah Code Annotated §78-13-7.

STATEMENT OF FACTS
5. On or about April 7, 2006, the Plaintiffs, and Defendants, Sovren and it's
agents Robinson, Coles, and Carlson entered into two Contracts wherein the Plaintiffs
would provide financing for Defendants1 business venture, and the Plaintiffs would
receive investment returns. (See Exhibit A-Contracts)
6. Pursuant to the Contracts, the Plaintiffs were to provide financing in the
amount of $4,000,000.00 to Sovren, and it's agents, and Sovren and it's agents would
provide investment returns of approximately $80,000,000.00 to the Plaintiffs, spread out
over a twenty year period.
7. The Contracts were duly executed at the offices of Guardian Title Company of
Utah, located in American Fork Utah, with Tammy Greening, the branch manager
conducting the closing, and notarizing the documents.
8. On April 5, 2006, pursuant to the contract agreements between the parties,
the Plaintiffs caused a first wire transfer from Charles Pugh, (hereinafter Investor A) to
the Plaintiffs' escrow account at Guardian Title in the amount of $250,000.00, which
was actually transferred on April 6, 2006.
9. On April 5, 2006, pursuant to the contract agreements between the parties,
the Plaintiffs caused a first wire transfer from Arnold Gilliam, (hereinafter Investor B) to
the Plaintiffs' escrow account at Guardian Title in the amount of $250,000.00, which
was actually transferred on April 10, 2006,
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10. On April 8, 2006, pursuant to the contract agreements between the parties,
the Plaintiffs caused a second wire transfer from Investor P
account at Guardian Title in the amount of $250,1?^.'

:

. •

• the Plaintiffs1 escrow
;

:

;'

:

on April 7, 2006.
i ni llio y-'pnl /, H)0(>, Contract;; stale Ihnf wiihin one business day after 'Le
paperwork and the collateral are provided and approved by the Plaintiff, tli ? > 'shall release the amount of $500,000.00 in the Plaintiffs' escrow account at Guardian
Title to an agreed upon esuow au.oiml, v/liii h wml account was determined to be
Defendant Sovren's account.
12. Oi i April 11, 2006, $500,000.00 of the Plaintiffs' funds in his escrow account
at

Guardian Title was released !o JJuvim by (Ji/anlinn H!!G (YHiipaty wiHioul tho

approval of the Plaintiffs.
i "!t Unknown k> and without authority from the Plaintiffs, Guardian Title and the
Defendants obtained signed documents fron\ >r r

;

, ;

:/

v .\<;

Plaintiffs' funds of $500,000.00. According to information and belief, the Defendants
ai e still in possessioi i of tl ie Plaintiffs' funds.
11 It was found out by the Plaintiff that Defendants Hurdle, Andeo

!,

and Pratt, began a smear campaign against the Plaintiffs on or about April 10, 2006, for
the pwiposo oi ii-pudialirirj "iiiij filiaufjiiiii Ihn duly executed Contracts dated April 7,
2006.
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;

15. Specifically, Defendant Hurdle told the Plaintiffs7 Investor A, and told the
Plaintiffs wife, that the Plaintiff was manic, that the April 7, 2006, Contracts were not
legal, that the Contracts were written on after the notary was executed, that the Plaintiff
was lying, cheating, and manipulating Sovren and Plaintiffs' own investors; all of which
is untrue.
16. Due to the aforementioned slander and patent lies by Mr. Hurdle and the
other Defendants, the Plaintiffs' investors became nervous and on April 10, 2006,
Investor A was coerced into signing a new contract with Sovren and Pratt without the
Plaintiffs' knowledge which totally bypassed and undermined the Plaintiffs' interest in
this matter, and the Plaintiff felt as though his investments were no longer secured
properly.
17. Due to the aforementioned slander and patent lies by Mr. Hurdle and the
other Defendants, on April 11, 2006, the Plaintiffs' Investor A signed for the release of
the Plaintiffs $500,000.00 to Sovren; and for the release of the Plaintiffs $250,000.00
back to Investor A, even though the monies were sitting in the Plaintiffs' escrow
account.
18. Beginning the week of April 10, 2006, Defendant Anderson bypassed the
Plaintiffs, and made several phone calls and e-mails with the Plaintiffs' Investor A and
in person to the Plaintiffs wife, also stating that they and Tammy Greening of Guardian
Title said the original Contracts were not legal nor valid, that Sovren's agents would not
work with the Plaintiffs anymore, that the Plaintiff was manic, lied, cheated, and
manipulated Sovren and his own investors.
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19. Beginning the week of April 10, 2006, Defendant Pratt also bypassed the
Plaintiffs, and made several phono calls with the Plaintiffs1 Investor A and in person to
the Plaintiffs wife, also stating that they and Tammy Greening of Guardian Title said
the original Contracts were not legal nor valid, that Sovren's agents would not work with
the Plnintiffs anymore, thai the Plaintiff was manic, lied, cheated, and manipulated
Sovren and his own investors. Pratt also told the Plaintiff directly that his d lildi ei i woi il< :l
be without a father when he goes to jail.
2.0. Beginning the week of A|.nil 10, ';00R, Defendant Coles and his agents also
bypassed the Plaintiffs, and made several phone calls with the Plaintiffs' Investor A,
; ilso stating that they and Tammy Greening of Guardian Title said the original Contracts
were not legal nor valid, thai f;ovicmV; agents would no-l woik \vi1h ihe Plaintiffs
anymore, that the Plaintiff lied, cheated, and manipulated Sovren and his own
investors.
21. Defendants Anderson, Coles, Hurdle, Pratt, md Robinsjon told Iho Pl<?inti1f
directly that his April 7, 2006 agreements were invalid, and that they conferred with
.Guardian Til to Oumpruiy's arjv*nt, Tommy Greening, who also said the April 7, 2006,
contracts were not valid.
22. Due to the slander and libel and patent lies of Hurdle, Anderson, Coles, and
Pratt, Ihe original valid Contracts were undermined, and improperly induced the
Plaintiffs' Investor A to make a different contract with the D e f e n c j a n ts which - > J
Guardian Title improperly releasing Plaintiffs $500,000.00 to Sovren without the
approval of Ihe Plaintiffs. The new contracts has divested Sovren of it's assets which
has compromised Defendants' collateral.
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23. On April 11, 2006, after the $500,000.00 was released to Sovren, the Plaintiff
talked with Investor A who informed him of the new contract, and that Investor A
authorized the release of the money.
24. At this time it was found out by Plaintiffs1 investors, that the allegations made
against the Plaintiff by the Defendants were unfounded and untrue.
25. Following these April 11, 2006, conversations, the Plaintiff and his investors
drafted a document rescinding the new agreement signed by Investor A on April 10,
2006, and told the Defendants that all further communications must be made through
the Plaintiff, Chris Pugh. (See Exhibit B).
26. This letter was signed by the Plaintiff and his wife with the full authority of
Investor A and Investor B; and was hand-delivered on April 12, 2006, in triplicate to the
offices of Sovren, to Bruce Coles, Russell Robinson, and Jan Carlson.
27. Notwithstanding the Plaintiff and his wife having full authority to sign the
aforementioned letter, Defendant Pratt, threatened the Plaintiff and his wife that the
Plaintiff will have criminal charges against him and be put in jail for forgery. The
Defendant told the Plaintiffs wife that if the Plaintiff would withdraw or void the April 7,
Contracts, that the Defendants would not press charges against him for forgery.
28. The Plaintiffs wife became extremely distraught over the charges leveled
against her husband, and on April 13, 2006, she talked to his father, Investor A. She
told his father the charges that were leveled against the Plaintiff by the Defendants.
Chris Pugh's father became worried about the charges leveled against Chris and about
the returns on this investment, and notwithstanding the April 11, 2006 letter sent to
Sovren, he called Bruce Coles.
6

29. Mr. Coles told the Plaintiffs father, Investor A, that his son, the Plaintiff,
cheated Sovran, committed forgery, and could go to jail. Mr. Coles told Plaintiffs father
that the new Contract dated Apnl 11, '-'.Olfo, should be Held vain J, arid the Apnl /", Ju\Ji\
Contracts should be voided, otherwise his son will go to jail.
;i.il IIio Nninliff was diagnosed as having bi- polar in 1987, Mr. Hurdle was with
the Plaintiff during an episode of mania in February, 2005, and took the Plaintiff to IJiah
Valley Regional Medical Center at that time.
II

\V\\\ lluulle had i>poxiy! knowledge of iho Pi.iihfiffVi aindilinn, wdii.h i» nuvv

being controlled through medication.
32 The Plaintiffs doctor has stated that when the Plaintiff is on his medication,
that he can competently i lai idle financial affaii s.

I i le Plaii itiff I ias beei i : i i I lis

medication as prescribed since August 2005.
13 Mr. I luirflo u^fifJ his special knowledge of the Plaintiffs medical condition to
slander his name and undermine the April 1 , 2006 conliacfs, all of whkh caused um.luu
stress to the Plaintiff and his family.
34. "I he flefc-mianls have mado il dear to the Plaintiff that they have no intention
of utilizing the April 7, 2006 Contracts, calling them invalid. The Defendants 1lave
asserted that the new Contracts signed by the Plaintiffs' Investor A on April 11, 2006
a re 11 le g o ve in i i ig d o cu m e i its.
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35. The April 10, 2006, Contract signed by the Plaintiffs Investor A was altered
by the Defendants, The Contract originally stated that the
Guarantor shall not be released from the obligations herein due to:
(a) the taking of security for the obligation;
(b.) the failure or delay in taking legal action against the Debtor or
collateral, if any;
(c) any other actions permitted under the Promissory Note/Security
Agreement;
(d) any negligence or failure to act of the Creditor.
The Contract was altered to read that the "Guarantor shall be released from the
obligations herein due to:"
36. The fraudulent changes made by the Defendants in the April 10, 2006,
Agreements evidence their continuing illegal and improper business dealings with the
Plaintiff and his investors.
37. That the $500,000.00 which was released by Guardian Title and Tammy
Greening, was taken out of the Plaintiffs' escrow account without the permission of the
Plaintiffs, and released to Defendant Sovren and their agents.
38. Due to the actions of all Defendants, both Investor A and B have ceased all
present and future financial endeavors and investment opportunities with*the Plaintiff,
which has cost and will continue to cost the Plaintiff prospective current and future
prospective economic relations.
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FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
BREACH OF CONTRACT
(Sovren, Carlson, Coles, Robinson)
39. The Plaintiffs incorporate herein by this reference paragraphs 1 through 38 of
this Complaint.
40. The parties duly executed two Contracts on April 7, 2006, wherein following
the fulfillment of the terms, the Plaintiffs would make available financing for a business
project worth a potential of over one trillion dollars.
41. According to these Contracts, the fulfillment of the terms, the Plaintiffs were
to make available financing of up to $4,000,000.00 to Sovren and its agents, and in
return, Sovren would pay back $80,000,000.00 to the Plaintiffs.
42. The Defendants breached the Contracts by signing a new contract directly
with the Plaintiffs' Investor A, receiving Plaintiffs $500,000.00 which was in his escrow
account with Guardian Title, by asserting via verbal communication and e-mails that the
April 7, 2006, contracts were not valid, and by divesting Sovren's collateral to Plaintiffs
Investor A, leaving the Plaintiff without present security. Specifically:
Paragraph 3 of the Promissory Note/Security Agreement states what denotes an
"Event of Default". Among possible other areas of default, Sovren has defaulted on the
following:
1. "3.2. Any material breach by Makers of any term, condition, obligation,
covenant, representation or warranty contained in this Note or any other Agreement
between Makers and the Holder;"
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Paragraph VII of the Security Agreement states:
Debtor will not, without the written consent of Secured Party,
sell, contract to sell, lease, encumber, or otherwise dispose
of Collateral or any interest therein until this security agreement
and all debts secured thereby have been fully satisfied.
By contracting with Plaintiffs' investor, Sovren has divested some of it's interest
in the collateral, (the ore), and has thereby breached the contract.
In like manner, paragraph VIII of the contract states:
If in the judgment of the Secured Party, Collateral has
materially decreased in value, or if Secured Party shall
at any time deem itself insecure, Debtor shall either
provide additional Collateral sufficient to satisfy Secured
party or reduce the total indebtedness by an amount
sufficient to satisfy Secured Party.
2. "3.8 the dissolution, consolidation, merger or transfer of a substantial part of
the property of Makers;"
By making a new contract with the Plaintiffs' investor (his father), Sovren
transferred a substantial part of it's property.
3. "3.11 Makers are in default of, or materially breached the terms of, any of his
indebtedness."
43. Defendant Sovren and agents have already received $500,000.00 from the
Plaintiffs' escrow account through Guardian Title Company, and have stated to the
Plaintiff that they have no intention of honoring or paying the Plaintiffs anything for the
April 7, 2006 contracts.
44. The Plaintiff feels as though he is now not sufficiently secured through the
business assets, and that due to the Defendants' new agreements and verbal
communications, that Defendants are in breach of the April 7, 2006 agreements.
10

45. Due to Defendants' Sovren, Coles, Robinson and Carlson's breach of
contracts, the Plaintiffs have been cheated out of the full amount of $80,000,000.00.
46. Due to the Defendant's Breach of Contract, the Plaintiff is entitled to the full
contract amount of $80,000,000.00; plus interest, court costs, attorney's fees,
expenses, and costs, all to be determined by a jury of fact-finders when they become
apprised in the circumstances.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION
DEFAMATION OF CHARACTER, SLANDER, AND LIBEL
(Pratt, Hurdle, Carlson, Coles, Robinson)
47. The Plaintiffs incorporate herein by this reference paragraphs 1 through 46
of this Complaint.
48. As aforementioned above, Defendants Coles, Pratt, Hurdle, and Robinson,
stated to the Plaintiffs wife and Investor A that Plaintiff was manic, and that he lied,
cheated, and manipulated Sovren and his own investors.
49. That these statements undermined the credibility of the Plaintiff, and coerced
the Plaintiffs' Investor A into making a new contract with the Defendants .
50. Due to the Defendants' Defamation, Slander, and Libel, the Plaintiff is
entitled to the full contract amount of $80,000,000.00; punitive damages as outlined in
§78-18-1 et. seq. of the Utah Code Ann.; plus interest, court costs, attorney's fees,
expenses, and costs, all to be determined by a jury of fact-finders when they become
apprised in the circumstances.
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THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION
TORTIOUS IN fERFERENCE WITH CONTRACT
(Hurdle, Anderson, Pratt, and Guardian Title)
51. The Plaintiffs incorporate herein by this reference paragraphs 1 through 50 of
this Complaint.
52. Defendants, Hurdle, Anderson, and Pratt, interfered with the Contracts
entered into between the Plaintiff and Sovren through attacking the Plaintiffs credibility
by defamation, slander, and libel as mentioned above.
53. Mr. Hurdle has specifically interfered with the April 7, 2006, Contracts, by
telling the Plaintiffs' Investor A, the agents/Defendants for Sovren, and the Plaintiffs
wife that the April 7, 2006 Contracts were not legal; by defaming the Plaintiffs
character as listed above, and by facilitating the April 10, 2006, contracts with Investor
A.
54. Mr. Anderson has specifically interfered with the April 7, 2006, Contracts, by
telling the Plaintiffs' Investor A, the agents/Defendants for Sovren, and the Plaintiffs
wife that the April 7, 2006 Contracts were not legal; by defaming the Plaintiffs
character as listed above, and by facilitating the April 10, 2006, contracts with Investor
A.
55. Mr. Pratt has specifically interfered with the April 7, 2006, Contracts, by
telling the Plaintiffs' Investor A, the agents/Defendants for Sovren, and the Plaintiffs
wife that the April 7, 2006 Contracts were not legal; by defaming the Plaintiffs
character as listed above, and by facilitating the April 10, 2006, contracts with Investor
A.
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56. Tammy Greening of Guardian Title Company has specifically interfered with
the April 7, 2006, Contracts, by telling the agents for Sovren, and the other Defendants
that the April 7, 2006 Contracts were not legal; and by facilitating the April 10, 2006,
contracts with Investor A.
57. That as a result of the aforementioned Defendants' Tortious Interference with
contract, the Plaintiff is entitled to the full contract amount of $80,000,000.00; punitive
damages as outlined in §78-18-1 et. seq. of the Utah Code Ann.; plus interest, court
costs, attorney's fees, expenses, and costs, all to be determined by a jury of fact-finders
when they become apprised in the circumstances.
FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION
INTENTIONAL INTERFERENCE WITH PROSPECTIVE ECONOMIC RELATIONS
(Sovren, Pratt, Anderson, Robinson, Coles, Guardian, Hurdle)
58. The Plaintiffs incorporate herein by this reference paragraphs 1 through 57 of
this Complaint.
59. Defendants, Sovren, Pratt, Anderson, Robinson, Coles, Guardian, Hurdle,
interfered with the Contracts entered into between the Plaintiff and Sovren through
attacking the Plaintiffs credibility by defamation, slander, libel, and by stating the April
7, 2006, contracts were invalid, as mentioned above.
60. This willful interference by the Defendants has impacted the Plaintiffs future
economic relations because Plaintiffs investors have ceased all present and future
financial endeavors and investment opportunities with the Plaintiff, which has cost and
will continue to cost the Plaintiff prospective current and future economic relations.
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61. That as a result of the aforementioned Defendants' Intentional Interference
with Plaintiffs Prospective Economic Relations, the Plaintiff is entitled to the full
contract amount of $80,000,000.00; punitive damages as outlined in §78-18-1 et. seq.
of the Utah Code Ann.; plus interest, court costs, attorney's fees, expenses, and costs,
all to be determined by a jury of fact-finders when they become apprised in the
circumstances.
FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION
CONSPIRACY TO DEFRAUD
(Sovren, Pratt, Anderson, Robinson, Carlson, Coles, Guardian, Hurdle)
62. The Plaintiffs incorporate herein by this reference paragraphs 1 through 61 of
this Complaint
63. That Defendants Sovren, Pratt, Anderson, Robinson, Carlson, Coles,
Guardian Title Company, and Hurdle conspired to defraud the Plaintiff in the following
manner:
a. Defendants Sovren, Pratt, Anderson, Carlson, Robinson, Coles,
Guardian Title Company, and Hurdle induced the Plaintiff to enter into the April 7, 2006
contracts so he would cause his investors to deposit $500,000.00 into Plaintiffs1 escrow
account with Guardian Title.
b. Defendants Sovren, Carlson, Robinson, and Coles had no intention of
honoring the April 7, 2006 contracts, and used these contracts to obtain the seed
money they needed to get their business underway.
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c. Defendants Sovren, Pratt, Anderson, Carlson, Robinson, Coles,
Guardian Title Company, and Hurdle conspired to defraud the Plaintiff out his
$500,000.00 by perpetuating falsehoods about the Plaintiffs mental health and
honesty, and by stating that the April 7, 2006 contracts were not valid to Plaintiffs'
investors and family.
d. That notwithstanding Plaintiff having caused $500,000.00 to be
deposited into his escrow account at Guardian Title, to only be released upon the
provisions of the April 7, 2006 contracts, Guardian Title conspired to defraud Plaintiff by
facilitating new contracts with Plaintiffs' investors, and releasing Plaintiffs' money to the
Defendants without Plaintiffs' permission.
e. According to information and belief, for performing their conspiracy to
defraud, and helping to facilitate the new April 10, 2006, contracts, Defendants Hurdle
and Anderson received large gratuities.
64. The conspiracy to defraud damaged the Plaintiff in that he lost almost
$76,000,000.00 in profits
65. That this conspiracy to defraud alienated the Plaintiffs' investors, in that they
are now unsure as to whether they are willing to act as a investors for the Plaintiff in the
future.
66. That as a result of the Defendants' Conspiracy to Defraud, the Plaintiff is
entitled to the full contract profits in the amount of $80,000,000.00, with; punitive
damages as outlined in §78-18-1 et. seq. of the Utah Code Ann.; plus interest, court
costs, attorney's fees, expenses, and costs, all to be determined by a jury of fact-finders
when they become apprised in the circumstances.
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SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION
INTENTIONAL INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS (Hurdle, Pratt)
67. The Plaintiffs incorporate herein by this reference paragraphs 1 through 66 of
this Complaint.
68. Defendants Hurdle and Pratt had special knowledge of a disability which the
Plaintiff has, which is bi-polar disease.
69. That Hurdle and Pratt used this special knowledge to their advantage and the
Plaintiffs disadvantage by telling the Plaintiffs' Investor A, the Plaintiffs wife, and the
other Defendants, that at the time of the execution of the Contracts on April 7, 2006,
that the Plaintiff was having a manic attack (even though the Plaintiff was not).
70. That because of their special knowledge and the manner in which they
spread the false information to others, the Plaintiff became distraught, and it affected
his relationship with his family, including the investors, which are his father and
father-in-law.
71. That because Mr. Hurdle told the other Defendants about the Plaintiffs
bi-polar disease, the other Defendants confronted the Plaintiffs wife and Investor A with
it, and further put a strain on the family relationships.
72. That under this stress, the Plaintiff had a phone appointment with his
psychiatrist, who felt compelled to write a letter stating that with medication the
Plaintiffs bi-polar disease is being managed properly. The Plaintiff incurred a medical
bill of approximately $90.00 for his appointment with the psychiatrist.
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73. That as a result of the Defendants' Intentional Infliction of Emotional
Distress, the Plaintiff is entitled to the reimbursement of his psychiatrist bill; punitive
damages as outlined in §78-18-1 et. seq. of the Utah Code Ann.; plus Interest, court
costs, attorney's fees, expenses, and costs, all to be determined by a jury of fact-finders
when they become apprised in the circumstances.
SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION
UNJUST ENRICHMENT (Sovren, Robinson, Coles, Carlson)
74. The Plaintiffs incorporate herein by this reference paragraphs 1 through 73 of
this Complaint.
75. That pursuant to the terms of the April 7, 2006, contracts between the
parties, the Plaintiff provided $500,000.00 to Guardian Title Company to be held in an
escrow account. Guardian Title Company released these funds to Defendant Sovren.
76. That Defendant Sovren and its agents profited thereby due to their receipt of
$500,000.00.
77. That the Defendants unilaterally breached the Contracts between the parties
without returning or otherwise compensating the Plaintiffs.
78. That the Defendants became unjustly enriched by using the Plaintiffs'
monies.
79. That as a result of the Defendants' Unjust Enrichment, the Plaintiff is entitled
to the full contract profits in the amount of $80,000,000.00; punitive damages as
outlined in §78-18-1 et. seq. of the Utah Code Ann.; plus interest, court costs, attorney's
fees, expenses, and costs, all to be determined by a jury of fact-finders when they
become apprised in the circumstances.
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EIGHTH CAUSE OF ACTION
IMPROPER DEALING BY A FIDUCIARY (Guardian Title Company of Utah)
80. The Plaintiffs incorporate herein by this reference paragraphs 1 through 79 of
this Complaint.
81. That the original closing in this matter was held at, and the entity holding all
of the Plaintiffs1 funds in this matter is Defendant Guardian Title Company of Utah,
(hereinafter Guardian).
82. That Guardian was acting as a fiduciary by holding the Plaintiffs' money in an
escrow account.
83. That the Plaintiffs' money was not to be released from the aforementioned
escrow account until the paperwork, and the collateral were approved by the Plaintiff
pursuant to the April 7, 2006, contracts.
84. That without the Plaintiffs notification nor approval, Guardian released the
Plaintiffs' money from Plaintiffs' escrow account to the Defendant Sovren and its
agents.
85. That Guardian had a duty as a duly licensed and reasonable title company to
follow proper procedure and obtain the Plaintiffs approval before releasing Plaintiffs'
money to the Defendants.
86. That Guardian breached the aforementioned duty when they released the
Plaintiffs' money without the Plaintiffs' approval.
87. That as a result of the Defendant Guardian's Improper Dealing by a
Fiduciary, the Plaintiff is entitled to a return of his money in the amount of $500,000.00;
punitive damages as outlined in §78-18-1 et. seq. of the Utah Code Ann.; plus interest,
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court costs, attorney's fees, expenses, and costs, all to be determined by a jury of
fact-finders when they become apprised in the circumstances.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, the Plaintiffs pray for relief against the Defendant as follows:
a) First Cause of Action; Breach of Contract, the Plaintiff is entitled to the full
contract amount of $80,000,000.00; plus interest, court costs, attorney's fees,
expenses, and costs, all to be determined by a jury of fact-finders when they become
apprised in the circumstances.
b) Second Cause of Action; Defamation, Slander, and Libel, the Plaintiff is
entitled to the full contract amount of $80,000,000.00; punitive damages as outlined in
§78-18-1 et. seq. of the Utah Code Ann.; plus interest, court costs, attorney's fees,
expenses, and costs, all to be determined by a jury of fact-finders when they become
apprised in the circumstances.
c) Third Cause of Action; Tortious Interference with contract, the Plaintiff is
entitled to the full contract amount of $80,000,000.00; punitive damages as outlined in
§78-18-1 et. seq. of the Utah Code Ann.; plus future damages, interest, court costs,
attorney's fees, expenses, and costs, all to be determined by a jury of fact-finders when
they become apprised in the circumstances.
d) Fourth Cause of Action; Intentional Interference with Plaintiffs Prospective
Economic Relations, the Plaintiff is entitled to the full contract amount of
$80,000,000.00; punitive damages as outlined in §78-18-1 et. seq. of the Utah Code
Ann.; plus future damages, interest, court costs, attorney's fees, expenses, and costs,
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all to be determined by a jury of fact-finders when they become apprised in the
circumstances.
e) Fifth Cause of Action; Conspiracy to Defraud, the Plaintiff is entitled to the full
contract profits in the amount of $80,000,000.00; punitive damages as outlined in
§78-18-1 et. seq. of the Utah Code Ann.; plus further damages, interest, court costs,
attorney's fees, expenses, and costs, all to be determined by a jury of fact-finders when
they become apprised in the circumstances.
f) Sixth Cause of Action; Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress, the Plaintiff is
entitled to the reimbursement of his psychiatrist bill; punitive damages as outlined in
§78-18-1 et. seq. of the Utah Code Ann.; plus Interest, court costs, attorney's fees,
expenses, and costs, all to be determined by a jury of fact-finders when they become
apprised in the circumstances.
g) Seventh Cause of Action; Unjust Enrichment, the Plaintiff is entitled to the full
contract profits in the amount of $80,000,000.00; punitive damages as outlined in
§78-18-1 et. seq. of the Utah Code Ann.; plus interest, court costs, attorney's fees,
expenses, and costs, all to be determined by a jury of fact-finders when they become
apprised in the circumstances.
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h) Eighth Cause of Action; Guardian's Improper Dealing by a Fiduciary, the
Plaintiff is entitled to a return of his money in the amount of $500,000.00; punitive
damages as outlined in §78-18-1 et. seq. of the Utah Code Ann.; plus interest, court
costs, attorney's fees, expenses, and costs, all to be determined by a jury of fact-finders
when they become apprised in the circumstances.
DATED this 2 ^ d a y of August, 2006.
KESSLER LAW OFFICE

j^l^U*-—
essler, attorney for Plaintiffs

STATE OF UTAH

)
)ss
County of Salt Lake)
DATED thiso<7

day of August, 2006.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT
Before me, a Notary Public of said State, on thisQ \ day of August, 2006,
personally appeared Christopher Pugh, known to me or having sufficiently proven to me
to be the person who signed the foregoing document, who, being duly sworn,
acknowledged that he signed the same by his voluntary act and deed, and that the
facts stated therein are true.
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Notary PutiJ$
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this2 / d 'day of August, 2006,1 sent via either hand-delivery,
facsimile, or First Class United States Mail a copy of the foregoing Amended Complaint
to the following:
Ron D. Wilkinson, Esq.
The Heritage Building
815 East 800 South
Suite 101
Orem, Utah 84097
Facsimile # 801-225-6041
J. Bryan Quesenberry, Esq.
Hill, Johnson & Schmutz, L.C.
Jamestown Square
3319 N. University Ave.
Provo, Utah 84604
Facsimile #801-375-3865
Scott R. Sabey, Esq.
Fabian & Clendenin
215 S. State Street
12th Floor
P.O. Box 510210
Salt Lake City, Utah 84151
Facsimile #801-596-2814

f^ubyj1—ssler
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ATTACHMENT B

GUARANTY AGREEMENT / SECURITY AGREEMENT
April 10,2006
Orem, Utah
Richard Pratt ("Guarantor"), in consideration of the extension of credit and a Promissory
Note /Security Agreement by Real Estate Investment Specialists, Inc. ("Creditor") to
Sovren Group ("Debtor"), agrees:
Guarantor unconditionally guarantees to Creditor, and its successors and assigns, the full
and complete payment, as and when the same becomes due and payable, the following
obligations of the Debtor to the Creditor:
Phase I collateral performance of the Sovren / Charles D. Pugh Promissory Note /
Security Agreement,
and in addition, all extensions, renewals and consolidations of the obligation, together
with such interest and late charges as may accrue upon the same. For purposes of this
agreement, the term "obligation," "agreement," or "debt" includes any renewals,
replacements or modifications of the same;
Guarantor shall not be released from the obligations herein due to:
(a) the talcing of security for the obligation;
(b) the failure or delay in taking legal action against the Debtor or collateral, if
any;
(c) any other actions permitted under the Promissory Note / Security Agreement;
(d) any negligence or failure to act of the Creditor.
The Creditor, in its discretion, may bring suit against the Guarantors), jointly and
severally or individually before bringing action against the Debtor. The Creditor, in its
discretion, may settle, release and compromise the liability of Debtor or any other
guarantor(s) of this agreement without affecting the liability of the Debtor.
This agreement shall bind the successor, heirs, administrators and legal representatives of
the Creditor.
Successors. All agreements of Guarantor in this Note shall bind their successors
and permitted assigns. This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of the Creditor and its
successors and permitted assigns. This Agreement may be transferred by the Creditor at
any time without the consent of Guarantor, subject to compliance with applicable federal
and state securities laws. The Creditor shall give prior written notice to Debtor of any
transfer of this Agreement.
Delegation. Guarantor shall not delegate or assign any of his obligations
hereunder without the prior written consent of Creditor.
Waivers. Guarantor waives demand, presentment for payment, notice of dishonor,
protest, notice of protest and notice of non-payment of this Agreement. The Creditor shall
not be deemed by any act of omission or commission to have waived any of its rights or
remedies hereunder unless such waiver is in writing and expressly stated as such and
signed by the Creditor and then only to the extent specifically set forth in the writing. A
waiVfer of one event shall not be construed as continuing or a bar to or wavier of any right
or remedy to a subsequent event.

Notices. AH notices and other communications in respect of this Agreement
(including, without limitation, any modifications of, or requests, waivers or consents
under, this Agreement) shall be given or made in writing (including, without limitation,
by facsimile):
(a) If to the Creditor, to:
/Charles D. Pugh/

/

(ii) If to Guarantor, to:
Richard Pratt

or to such other address as may have been furnished in the same manner by any party to
the other.
Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, all such communications shall be
deemed to have been duly given (a) when delivered by hand, (b) when transmitted by
facsimile and receipt is acknowledged, (c) if transmitted by overnight air courier
guaranteeing next-day delivery, on the next business day after the date on which is so
transmitted, or (d) if mailed by certified or registered mail with postage prepaid, on the
third business day after the date on which it is so mailed.
Amendments, Waivers or Termination. Any term of this Agreement may be amended or
waived only with the written consent of Guarantor and the Creditor. Any amendment or
waiver effected in accordance with this section shall be binding upon the Creditor and
each transferee of this Agreement and the Guarantor.
Governing Law. This Agreement and the rights and obligations of the parties hereto
shall be governed, construed and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the State of
Utah, without giving effect to principles of conflicts of law. Each of Guarantor and the
Creditor hereby irrevocably and unconditionally consents to submit to the exclusive
jurisdiction of the courts of the State of Utah and the courts of the United States of
America located in the State of Utah (the "Utah Courts") for any litigation arising out of
or relating to this Agreement and the transactions contemplated hereby (and agrees not to
commence any litigation relating thereto except in such courts), waives any objection to
the laying of venue of any such litigation in the Utah Courts and agrees not to plead or
claim in any Utah Court that such litigation brought therein has been brought in an
inconvenient forum.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Richard Pratt has caused this Agreement to be signed
as of the date set forth above.
GUARANTOR
RICHARD PRATT:

CREDITOR
Charles D. Pugh.:
By: Charles D. Pugh
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SECURITY AGREEMENT
Agreement made April 7, 2006, between Richard Pratt, hereinafter referred to as
Debtor,
and Charles D. Pugh., herein referred to as Secured Party.
In consideration of the mutual covenants and promises set forth herein, Debtor
and Secured Party agree:
I
The collateral subject of this security agreement, herein referred to as Collateral,
is the
personal and real property of the following description: real property owned by Richard
W. Pratt, as Trustee of the Riehard W. Pratt Irrevocable Trust, dated December 4, 1991 as
to, Lot 280 (below), and parcel 1 (below) and an easement interest as to parcel 2 (below),
as represented by a single deed of trust to Secured Party;
Lot 280, piat "H", Sherwood Hills Subdivision, according to the official plat
thereof, records of Utah County, State of Utah. Tax Parcel 52-144-0031.
Parcel 1. Lot 281, plat "H", Sherwood Hills Subdivision, according to the official
plat thereof, records of Utah County, State of Utah.
Parcel 2. Tax Parcel 52-144-0032.
Collectively, property at the address of 4664 North Brookshire Circle, Provo, UT 84604.
all of which shall be a component part of Collateral.
II
Debtor hereby grants to Secured Party a security interest in said Collateral,
hereinbefore
described to secure the performance and payment of Sovren Group's Promissory Note /
Security Agreement dated April 10, 2006 in the amount of Fifty Million Dollars
($50,000,000 US), given to Secured Party as principal and return on investment as therein
provided; in all expenditures by Secured Party for taxes, insurance, repairs to and
maintenance of the Collateral and all costs and expenses incurred by Secured Party in the
collection and enforcement of the note and other indebtedness of Debtor; in future
advances to be evidenced by like notes to be made by Debtor to Secured Party at Secured
Party's option; and in all liabilities of Debtor to Secured Party now existing or hereafter

incurred, matured or unmatured, direct or contingent, and ay renewals and extensions
thereof and substitutions therefore.
HI
Secured Party shall make the loan to Debtor as agreed and as evidenced by the
abovementioned note.
IV
Debtor shall pay to Secured Party the sum evidenced by the above-mentioned
note or by any renewals or extensions thereof executed pursuant to this security
agreement in accordance with the terms of such note and any other obligations that now
exist or may hereafter accrue from Debtor or Secured Party as provided herein.
V
Debtor hereby grants to Secured Party a security interest in and to all proceeds of
Collateral, as defined in Section I. The provisions shall not be constructed to mean that
Debtor is authorized to sell, lease, or dispose of Collateral without the consent of Secured
Party.
VI
At the request of Secured Party, Debtor will join in executing, or will execute as
appropriate, all necessary financing statements in a form satisfactory to Secured Party,
and will pay the cost of filing such statements. Debtor will execute all other instruments
deemed necessary by Secured Party and pay the cost of filing such documents. Debtor
warrants that nofinancingstatement covering Collateral or any part thereof or any
proceeds thereof is presently on file in any public office.
VII
Debtor will not, without the written consent of Secured Party, sell, contract to sell,
lease, encumber, or otherwise dispose of Collateral or any interest therein until this
security agreement and all debts secured thereby have been fully satisfied.
VIII
If in the judgment of Secured Party, Collateral has materially decreased in value,
or if Secured Party shall at any time deem itself insecure, Debtor shall either provide
additional Collateral sufficient to satisfy Secured Party or reduce the total indebtedness
by an amount sufficient to satisfy Secured Party.
IX
Debtor shall insure Collateral with companies acceptable to Secured Party against
such casualties and in such amounts as Secured Party shall require. The insurance shall
be for the benefit of Debtor and Secured Party as their interests may appear. Secured
Party is hereby authorized to collect from the insurance company any amount that may
become due under any of such insurance, and the Secured Party may apply the same to
the obligations hereby secured.
X
Debtor will keep Collateral separate and identifiable and at the address of Debtor
shown herein, or other agreed upon location, and Debtor will not remove Collateral from
such address without tfite written consent of Secured Party.

XI
Debtor shall keep Collateral in good order and repair; Debtor shall not waste or
destroy Collateral or any part thereof; and Debtor shall not use Collateral in violation of
any statute or ordinance. Secured Party shall have the right to examine and inspect
Collateral at any reasonable time.
XII
Secured Party may at its option and at any time dischaige taxes, liens, or interest
on Collateral; perform or cause to be perfonned for and on behalf of Debtor any action or
conditions, obligations, or covenants that Debtor has failed or refused to perform; or pay
for the repair, maintenance, and preservation of Collateral. All sums so expended shall
bear interest from the date of payment at the rate of ten per cent (18%) per year, shall be
payable at the place designated in the above-mentioned note, and shall be secured by this
security agreement.
XIII
Debtor shall pay promptly when due all taxes and assessments levied on Collateral or on
its use and operation.
XIV
When performing any act under this security agreement and the note secured hereby, time
shall be of the essence.
XV
If Debtor fails to pay when due any amount payable on the above-mentioned note or on
any other indebtedness of Debtor secured hereby, or shall fail to observe or perform any
or the provisions of this agreement, Debtor shall be in default.
XVI
Failure of Secured Party to exercise any right or remedy, including but not limited to the
acceptance of partial or delinquent payments, shall not be a waiver of any obligation of
Debtor or right of Secured Party or constitute a waiver of any other similar default
subsequently occurring.
XVII
On any default, and any time thereafter:
(1) Secured party may declare all obligations secured hereby immediately due and
payable and may proceed to enforce payment of the same, and exercise any and
all of the rights and remedies provided in this Security Agreement as well as any
and all other rights and remedies possessed by Secured Party.
(2) Secured Party shall have the right to remove Collateral from Debtor's
premises. Secured Party may require Debtor to assemble Collateral and make it available
to Secured Party at any place to be designated by Secured Party that is reasonably
convenient to both parties. For purposes of removal and possession of Collateral,
Secured Party or its representatives may enter any premises of Debtor without
legal process, and Debtor hereby waives and releases Secured Party of and from
any and all claims in connection therewith or arising therefrom.
(3) Unless Collateral is perishable or threatens to decline speedily in value or is of
type customarily sold on a recognized market, Secured Party shall give Debtor

reasonable notice of the time and place of any public sale thereof or of the time
after which any private sale of other intended disposition thereof is to be made.
The requirements of reasonable notice shall be met if such notice is mailed,
postage prepaid, to the address of the Debtor shown herein at least thirty (30)
days before the time of the sale or disposition. Debtor shall be liable for all
expenses realted to any default incurred by Secured Party. Expenses of retaking,
holding, preparing for sale, selling, real estate expenses, closing costs, marketing
fees, or the like shall include reasonable attorneys' fees and legal expenses
incurred by Secured Party.
XVIII
This Security Agreement shall be constructed according to laws of the State of Utah, and
all obligations of the parties created hereunder are to be performed in the State of Utah.
XIX
This Promissory Note / Security Agreement supersedes all prior agreements between the
parties with respect to its subject matter and constitutes (along with the documents
referred to in this Agreement) a complete and exclusive statement of the terms of the
agreement between the parties with respect to its subject matter. This Agreement may not
be amended except by a written agreement executed by the party to be charged with the
amendment.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this agreement at Orem,
Utah on the the day and year first above written.
DEBTOR
Richard Pratt:

STATE OF UTAH
: ss.
COUNTY OF

)
)

On this day of April 10, 2006, personally appeared before me RICHARD PRATT, who acknowledged to
me that he executed the foregoing Declaration an d that he did so in the capacities and for the purposes
therein stated.
My commission expires:
Notary Public

ATTACHMENT C

GUAJRANTY AGREEMENT / SECURITY AGREEMENT
April 10,2006
Oreir^Utah
UP.
Richard Pratt ("Guarantor"), hi consideration of the extension of credit and a PromissoryNote /Security Agreement by Charles D Pugh. ("Creditor") to Severn Group ("Debtor"),
agrees:
Guarantor unconditionally guarantees to Creditor, and its successors and assigns, the fiill
and complete payment, as and when the same becomes due and payable, the following
obligations of the Debtor to the Creditor!
Phase I collateral performance of the Sovem / Charles D. Pugji Promissory Note /
Security* Agreement,
and in addition, all extensions, renewals and ccmsoUdations of the obligation, togefoer
with such interest and late charges as may accrue upon the same. For purposes of this
agreement, the term "obligation,* "agreement,*5 or "debt" includes any renewals,
replacements or modifications of the same;
Guarantor shall ,bereleased:fromthe obllgalj^Th^indncto;
(a) the taking of security for the obligation;
(b) the failure or delay in taking legal action against the Debtor or collatei^I, if
any;
(c) any other actions permitted under the Promissory Note / Security Agreement;
(d) a ^ y ^ g g p ^ S c ^ ^ ^
The Q e d i t e ^ ^ j ^ ^
th^Gti^cant^rXs), jointly and,
severally or individual 1 y before bringing action against the Debtor. 1h& Creditor, in its
discretion, may settle, release and coit^roraisctheiiabilh^
guarantors) of this agreement without affecting the liability of the Debtor.
This agreement shall bind the successor, heirs, administrators and legalrepresentativesof
the Creditor.
Successors. All agreements of Guarantor in this Note shall b&d fceir successors
and permitted assigns. This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of the Creditor and its
successors and permitted assigns. This Agreement may be transferred by the Creditor at
any time without the consent of Guarantor, subject to compliance with applicable federal
and state securities laws-The Creditor shall gtVe
transfer of this Agreement
Delegation. Guarantor shall not delegate or assign any of his obligations
hereunder without the prior written consent of Creditor.
Waivers. Guarantor waives demand, presentment for payment, notice of dishonor,
protest, notice of protest and notice of non-payment of this Agreement The Creditor shall
not be denned hy any act of omission or commission 1o have waived any of itsrightsor
remedies hereunder unless such waiver is in writing and expressly stated as such and
signed by the Creditor and then only to the eoaent specific^y sc^forthin the writing. A
waiver of one event shall not be construed as continuing or abar to or wavier of any right
or remedy to a subsequent event

Nptices. All notices and other comrauiucatiQiis mrcspect of tins Agrecjnent
(mcIudiBg, without limitation, any xnodificatians o£ or requests, -waivers or consents
under, this Agreement) shall be &ven or made ta writing Onduding, without limitation*
by facsimile):
(a) If to the Creditor, to;

d-«&. w-\
(ii) If to Guarantor, to:

Richard Pratt

or to such other address as may liavcbdeafamishedhi the samexxsatmer by any party to
tfac'otfotr.
Except as otherwise provided m this A^rcejoeut, afl such eoacataieatiftas shall be
deemed to have been duly given (a) when delivered by band, (b) when transmitted by
facsimile and receipt is acknowledged, (c) if transmitted by overnight sir courier
guaranteeing next-day delivery* on the jwottbtmrjess day aftcrthe date on which is so
tratisniittecL, or (d) ifmailed by certified or registered xoail with postage prepaid, on the
•flhir^i business day after th£ date on which ii is so mailed.
Aniendxnents. Wiaivers or Teraination- Any torn of tins Agreement may be amended or
waiyed only m & the mitten conseiii of Gtoaimto
waiver effected in accordance \vidi thb section shaH
each transferee of this Agreement and the Guarantor.
Ooveaa^gfemll&Ag^^
shall be governed, construed and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the State of
Utah, without giving effect to principles of conflicts of law. Eacrr of Guarantor and tho
Qxdltot: hereby irrevocably end nncoxuHtionally consents to submit to the exclusive
jurisdiction of the courts of the State of Utah and die courts of the United States of
Ainerica lo<»ied fn Ihe Sta1» of I J ^
or relating to "to Agreement aridttietransactions conternplalcd hereby (and agrees not to
commence any litigation relating thereto except in such courts), *waives any objcction. to
the,laying of vctuic^f^u^
claim in any Utah Cowtfhat sudb Htigatkto brought tliercin has beca brought in an '
iacorrvenieot &rum-
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Daren S. Bloxham, R.P.R.
1276 North 1270 East
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CHARLES D. PUGH,
having been first duly sworn to tell the
truth, was examined and testified as follows:
EXAMINATION
BY MR. WILKINSON:
Q.
How are you, sir?
A.
I'm fine, sir.
Q.
Good. Could you state your name for the
record?
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
counsel
A.
Q.

Full name is Charles Douglas Pugh.
And have you ever had your deposition taken?
No, sir.
Have you had an opportunity to speak with your
regarding the purpose of the deposition?
The purpose, yes.
And do you feel like you understand the ins

and outs of a deposition sufficiently to go forward?
A.
Yes. Sufficiently, yes.
Q.

Okay. Did he give you some brief direction on

the importance that we not talk over each other to make
it a little bit easier for our court reporter?
A.
Yes.
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Q.
Those types of things?
A.
Right.
Q.
Okay. Are there any questions you have before
we proceed?
Don't think so.
A.
All
right. Your date of birth?
Q.
April 2nd, 1940.
A.
And what is your occupation?
Q.
I'm retired.
A.
And before your retirement?
Q.
I was a management in GE.
A.
And when did you retire?
Q.
A.

5
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January 31, 2006.
So you're starting to enjoy the benefits of
Q.
retirement?
A.
Well, I like everything except the paycheck.
Q.
And tell me what types of duties you had as
management - did you say for GE?
A.
Yeah. I'm a - I'm an engineer, registered
engineer, electrical engineer. And I've got patents and
those kind of things. And I was working with GE in
their embedded systems division where we - we'd do
projects for -- like government projects like aircraft
interfaces, rocket interfaces, things like that.
Q.
And as part of that, would you ever review
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called, situation.
Q.
And do you know how long he's had that
condition?
A.
It first became apparent ~ now, I have to say
this. I have to guess at this date, because I don't
know the exact date. I would say it became apparent
sometime in the mid-to-late '80s.
Q.
And what symptoms, if any, are you aware of
that he has as a result of that condition?
A.
He -- he gets into - I'd call a manic
situation that has to be medicated.
Q.
And what does a manic situation look like?
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A.
Of course, I'm not a doctor. I can't tell you
exactly.
Q.
Sure.
A.
It's only an opinion, you know. It's where
that - you appear to not be able to handle the
day-to-day situations logically.
Q.
And have you ever personally witnessed or
experienced Chris having a manic episode?
A.
Yes, I have.
Q.
And when was that?
A.
Don't know the dates, but it's probably
happened three to four times since I knew about this
condition.

l

Q.
And when was the last time that you were aware
of?
A.
Again, 1 have to guess at the date, but 1
would say about two and a half years ago.
Q.
And how did you become aware of it?
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contracts or have interaction with attorneys?
No, not where 1 was. Another whole group did
A.
that.
As management, did you have any
Q.
responsibilities in that regard?
No, 1 did not.
A.
What is your occupation --1 mean your
Q.
education rather?
B.S., E.E. And then I've had numerous after
A.
class — credits after, 1 guess, undergraduate school
classes
And where did you obtain your bachelor's
Q.
>
degree'?
North Carolina State University.
A.
And
in what year?
Q.
1965.
A.
And are you familiar with Christopher Pugh?
Q.
Yes, I am.
A.
And how are you familiar with him?
Q.
He's my son.
And are you aware of any disabilities or other
Q.
illnesses or challenges that he Yes, I am.
A.
And what are you aware of?
Q.
I'm aware that he has a bipolar, I think it's
A.
A.
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A.
By telephone call from his family.
Q.
Would that be his wife or other family
members?
A.
His wife, yes.
Q.
And what did she report to you as happening?
A.
Said that he was going into one of his manic
sessions.
Q.
And did she explain what that looked like,
what symptoms were being manifested?
A.
Like, again, I'm not a doctor. The only thing
1 can tell you is there is a certain irrationality about
handling daily events.
Q.
And do you recall any specific details about
that event in terms of any irrationality or concerns?
A.
No.
Q.
And did you assist in any way in his accessing
treatment or something else for the condition at that
time?
A.
Yeah, we always do.
Q.
And what did you do?
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1
A.
My wife flew o v e r here and assisted.
2
Q.
A n d prior t o that episode about two and a half
3 years ago, d o you recall w h e n the next - the episode
4 immediately previous to that w a s ?
5
A.
Y o u know, it's hard to say that, but I would
6 say it's probably once every four to five years. W e l l ,
7 I'm like from '80 - w h a t year is this? This is 2000.
8 That's about mid-'80s t o mid - now, 2 0 years. I'd
9 say - I'd say five to seven years.
io
Q.
And during those periods of time, were you
n
living in the same state or different states from Chris?
12
A.
Which period of time?
13
Q.
A n y of the - a n y of the episodes that you
14 recall.
15
A.
I lived different places. I could be anywhere
16 during these times. I lived in Raleigh, North Carolina
17 at some time.
is
Q.
Let me clarify. Did you live in the same
19 proximity or state o r city a s Chris did during any of
20 t h e episodes?
21
A.
Onetime, yes.
22
Q.
A n d w h e n w a s that?
23
A.
That w a s probably -- probably mid-'80s.
24
Q.
And do you recall what you observed from Chris
25 personally that assisted y o u in realizing that h e w a s
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Q.
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Page 11
A n d w h a t business dealings have you had?

A.
I've had personal dealings and I guess you'd
say business dealings. T h o s e are two different kinds of
dealings I've had with him.
Q.
Okay. C a n you describe what you m e a n by
"personal dealings"?
A.
Personal w o u l d m e a n that no other party is
involved that is - it's - w o u l d be a deal between
Chris and myself, like maybe the purchase of a car or
something like that. But whatever the deal is, all
dealings are documented with interest rates and loan
a m o u n t s , those kind of things.
Q.
A n d h o w are they documented?
A.
By - by a contract. It's signed.
Q.
A n d h o w are those contracts prepared?
A.
Just using a computer using standard
contracts, like a rental contract. That's a good
example. A rental contract is a good example. You can
get standard rental contracts using the computer a n d
then c h a n g e w h a t e v e r you need to change to fit t h e
circumstance, add this, those kind of things.
Q.
S o there w a s s o m e sort of forms A.
Using forms.
Q.
- and you would use those inserting your name
a n d Chris's n a m e and t h e specific terms of your
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having a manic e p i s o d e ?
A.
Just that h e a p p e a r e d to be not acting w h a t I
w o u l d call rational.
Q.
Do you remember any details or how he was not

5 acting rational?
6
A.
Very difficult to say that one. I don't know
7 how to say. W e all kind o f act irrational at times.
8 It's difficult. I don't k n o w h o w to describe w h a t a
9 rationality is, you know.
io
Q.
Okay. Do you recall any details, statements,
n
verbal or nonverbal communication that you - you
12 perceived as irrational at that time?
13
A.
Only that, y o u k n o w , you w o u l d talk events,
14 talk about c i r c u m s t a n c e s or events that you k n o w is
15 probably not true, is not real.
16
Q.
Okay. And so was it that he was exaggerating,
17 or w a s it that there w e r e things that w e r e completely
18 made up? What do you mean by 19
A.
Probably exaggeration, if anything.
20
Q.
Exaggeration?
21
A.
Y e a h . Probably not m a d e up, probably
22 exaggeration.
23
Q.
A n d have you h a d a n y business dealings with
2 4 Chris?
25

A.

Yes, I have.
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arrangement?
A.
Right. U h - h u h (affirmative.)
Q.
A n d if you c a n explain to me what types of
personal dealings you've had with Chris?
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A.
Personal dealings? Rental agreements.
Q.
A n d w h e n you s a y "rental agreements," w h a t
types of things h a s he rented from you?
A.
House.
Q.
And when -- when has he rented homes from you?
A.
Presently he's renting the house he's in.
Q.
Is there any other times other than the
current home that he's living in?
A.
T h e h o u s e that h e m o v e d from.
Q.
And do you know what city or location that was
in?
A.
Provo.
Q.
A n d his h o m e currently is also in Provo?
A.
Yes.
Q.
Has there been any other times that he's
rented h o m e s f r o m you?
A.
N o . That's t h e only time.
Q.
A n d w h e n he m o v e d from the first h o m e in
Provo - well, let m e back up.

24
25

W h a t ' s - w h a t ' s t h e address, if you recall,
of the first home in Provo?
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A.
Don't know.
Q.
Do you remember the street name?
A.
Yeah, it's close to where he lives now. It's
in the same block almost. I just can't - when - is it
called Winterbury? What's that street -- Winston, it's
called Winston. It's on Winston. It's on Winston, but
I don't know the address.
Q.
And that's the first home where he resided?
A.
Yeah.
Q.
I'll just refer to that as the Winston home.
A.
For reference, you can call it the Winston
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home. You can call the one he's in now Hillside Drive
home, if you want to use that reference.
Q.
Thank you. So for the Winston home, is that a
home that you owned prior to Chris moving in?
A.
No. No. It was a total rental agreement from
a third party.
Q.
And so you had a rental agreement with a third
party?
A.
No, Chris did.
Q.
Chris had a rental agreement with a third
party?
A.
Yes, and I subsidized his rent payments.
Q.
So did you make payments directly to the owner

5

of the Winston home?
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Page 15
Q.
And what were the terms of the loan?
A.
I don't know the exact terms. It's just the
principal amount plus an interest rate that's a
reasonable rate.
Q.

Who prepared the loan or the forms?
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A.
We - we used forms and agreed upon the terms
and filled it in ourselves. Wasn't notarized or
anything like that, no.
Q.
It was something you both filled in?
A.
Yeah.
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Q.
Okay. And are you aware whether Chris has
made any payments on - to you for that subsidy or loan?
A.
He has not.
Q.
Okay. And the home on Hillside Drive, is that
a home that is owned by you or a third party?
A.
It's owned by me and my wife.
Q.
And is there a rental agreement between you
and Chris for that?
A.
Right. Right.
Q.
And how much is the rental agreement for?
A.
It's approximately $1,100 range.
Q.
And does Chris make those payments to you each
month?
A.
No, he does not.
Q.
And how does he make those payments?

Page 14
A.

Yes, I did.

2

Q.

Rather than making the payments directly to

3 Chris?
4
A.
I do automatic banking, automatic payment. I
5 don't have time to write checks. Anything I set up like
6 that, I do it totally directly.
7
Q.
And do you remember how much you paid for the
8 rental home monthly?
9
A.
I really don't know the exact amount, but it
0 was -- it's within the reasonable rates of a house of
1 that size, I can tell you that.
2
Q.
A thousand dollars a month, $1,500 a month?
3
A.
Probably 1,500, in that range, yeah.
4
Q.
And for what period of time did Chris reside
5 in that home?
6
A.
I'd say probably ~ this is a guess, this is
7 totally a guess, because I don't know. I'd say a year.
8
Q.
And during that year period of time, you made
9 the payments of approximately $1,500 each month?
o
A.
Approximately, yeah.
i
Q.
And did -- there was a separate rental
2 agreement between you and Chris?
3
A.
Yeah. We had - we had an agreement where 4 when and if he can make his money or do what he's going
5 to do that he'll pay me back.
ige 13 to Page 16
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A.

He hasn't made them yet.

Q.
And so is the arrangement similar as to what
it was in the Winston home where if things improve for
him, then he'll begin making payments?
A.
Yes.
Q.
And is there an interest rate that he owes you
for payments that he has not yet made on both the
Winston home and the Hillside Drive home?
A.
Yes.
Q.
And do you recall what the interest rate is on
either of those?
A.
No, but it's a low rate. It's like 4 percent
or something like that.
Q.
Okay. And is there anyone that keeps track on
an ongoing basis ~
A.
I do. I keep a spreadsheet.
Q.
Okay. And have you reviewed that spreadsheet
recently?
A.
Not recently. Probably reviewed it a year ago
or more.
Q.
And when you reviewed it approximately a year
ago, how much did Chris owe you?
A.
I really can't tell you. I don't know.
Q.
Was it over a hundred thousand?
A.
You mean total debt for everything?
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Q.
Correct.
A.
Probably over a hundred thousand, yeah.
Q.
Was it over 200,000?
A.
I'd hate to say that. I don't know. Probably
not though.
Q.
Okay. And those loans, would that ~ was
there anything in addition to the home in Provo on
Hillside Drive and the Winston home?
A.
What do you mean "addition"?
Q.
The approximately 100 to 200 hundred thousand
dollars that was owing to you, the principal for that,
was that owing due to the Winston home and the Hillside
home, or was there additional debt included in there?
A.
There's other debts, yeah. That doesn't have
anything to do with rental agreements.
Q.
Okay. What other debts are included in that?
A.
I pay him a subsidy per month to live, living
subsidy.
Q.
And how much is that?
A.
2,000.
Q.
And is that something that's an automatic
deposit as well?
A.
Yeah, it's just to keep his family going, that
kind of thing.
Q.
And is there a loan document or ongoing
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amount on his financial. So he's tried to pay what he
can as he can.
Q.
Do you recall any of the other payments that
he's made?
A.
I don't know the exact payments, no. I wasn't
prepared to go this deep.
Q.
Sure. I understand.
A.
If I would have known, I would have brought
that, but I didn't know it.
Q.
Okay. Is that spreadsheet something that you
could provide to your attorney fairly readily so that we
could review it?
A.
Yeah, but I don't - yeah, I could. If that's
necessary, I could, yes.
Q.
Okay. If you could, that would be helpful.
Were there any other loans or dealings that
you would classify as personal with Chris other than the
monthly subsidy and the rental agreements on the Winston
and the Hillside home?
A.
There was loans that was more of a business
nature, not a personal nature.
Q.
So those are really the only ones you would
classify as personal?
A.
Yeah, that's on the personal side.
Q.
Any automobiles, vehicles that were purchased?
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agreement that you have with respect to that?
Yeah. We have the same agreement, in fact.
A.
It's whatever the principal amount is, because it adds
up. Then the interest rate applies.
Okay.
Q.
Whether it be a subsidy or whether it be a
A.
rental.
And has Chris ever made any payments toward
Q.
the amounts owed to you?
Yeah, he has.
A.
And when has he made those payments?
Q.
When he sold one of the cars that he had.
A.
And when was that?
Q.
I don't know exactly. I'd say a couple years
A.
ago.
Do you remember approximately how much was
Q.
paid?
No, I don't.
A.
Okay.
Q.
It was substantial part of the money, I can
A.
tell you that. A substantial part of the amount that he
got, total amount that he got.
From the sale of the vehicle?
Q.
Right. And there's been times before that
A.
when he has liquidated something that he's paid the
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A.
Oh, yeah, that's part of the personal. That
would be personal.
Q.
Okay. Is that part of the 2,000 subsidy or is
that in addition to?
A.
No. 1 bought, 1 don't know, one or more
automobiles that - that 1 totally paid for.
Q.
Were those automobiles registered in your name
or in Chris's name?
A.
In Chris's name » 1 don't know whose name
it's in. Not mine.
Q.
Okay. So you just provided the funds ~
A.
To purchase.
Q.
- to purchase the vehicle?
A.
Uh-huh (affirmative.)
Q.
And those funds were considered a loan that
Chris would later pay?
A.
Right.
Q.
How about for any medical expenses or expenses
for children or for his spouse?
A.
Not typically, no. You know, that being said,
but not typically, no. He's got insurance and stuff
like that.
Q.
Okay. And then you indicated that there were
some dealings that were more business in nature?
A.
Yeah.
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Q.
Can you describe each of those for me?
A.
Yes. First, I want to describe one as being a
Chris business, then I'm going to describe another as
being a Chris company business.
Q.
The first one you called a Chris business?
A.
Chris Pugh personal business.
Q.
Okay.
A.
And one had to do with a dental practice.
Q.
Okay.
A.
And there was loans for that.
Q.
Okay.
A.
To open - open the practice and get the
equipment, that sort of thing.
Q.
Other than the Chris Pugh personal business
and the business practice, were there any other business
dealings you had with Chris?
A.
Businesswise you mean?
Q.
Uh-huh (affirmative.)
A.
Yeah. The thing that we're all sitting here
for right now. I invested in a company called REISI
that Chris managed and owned as far as I know.
Q.
Anything other than Chris Pugh personal, the
dental practice, or REISI?
A,
You know, it could be something that I've
forgotten about, but I don't think so.
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Q.

So let's first go to the Chris Pugh personal.

Can you describe for me that business and your
involvement or ~
A.
Which one now?
Q.
You referred to it as the Chris Pugh personal
business?
A.
That would be the dental practice.
Q.
So there are really only the two, the dental
practice and REISI?
A.
Right. Yeah.
Q.
Okay. And the dental practice, when were
those provided?
A.
I really can't tell you, but I would say it's
probably in the neighborhood - I really don't probably in the late '80s or early '90s. Probably early
'90s. Not sure when it was.
Q.
And do you recall approximately how much you
provided for him for that purpose?
A.
I really don't know the answer to that one. I
don't know, but there's a couple things involved, like
equipment and - and then the - I don't know, the
equipment and operating expense. I guess that's what
you break it down to.
Q.
And do you recall how much the equipment was?
A.
I really don't know.

ige21 to Page 24

Was it more than 100,000?
Yeah, it was more than 100,000.
Was it more than 500,000?
Probably no.

5
Q.
And how about the operating expenses, how
6 much 7
A.
There was more than 100,000 and less than
8 500,000, I can tell you that.
9
Q.
So the total amount was somewhere between
10 200,000 and a million dollars?
ii
A.
No, not close to a million dollars. Probably
12 between 200,000 and maybe 500,000 maybe.
13
Q.
Total between the two?
14
A.
Total.
is
Q.
And has -- were there documents prepared, loan
16 documents prepared or other documents prepared between
17 you and Chris for that?
18
A.
They were prepared professionally with a
19 lawyer and all that sort of thing just like you would do
20 any other business.
21
Q.
And who was the lawyer that assisted with
22 that?
23
A.
I have no idea.
24
Q.
Was it someone that was selected by you or by
25 Chris?
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A.
It was by Chris.
Q.
And were they in Utah or another state?
A.
It was in Utah.
Q.
And they were documents that were signed by
both of you?
A.
Right.
Q.
Were those documents notarized?
A.
Yes.
Q.
And has Chris made any payments toward that those loans or funds that were provided?
A.
Yes.
Q.
And how much?
A.
I don't know. It's when he liquidated some of
the equipment, he made payments.
Q.
Other than when he - some of the proceeds
from when he liquidated the equipment, were there any
other payments that were made?
A.
No.
Q.
And the only other funds that you provided to
him other than that which we've already discussed is for
what you described as REISI?
A.
Right.
Q.
And can you tell me what REISI is?
A.
REISI is a real estate investment company.
Q.
And are you an officer of REISI or partner in
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REISI?
A.
No. No. No connection.
Q.
Are you aware if it's incorporated or if it's
just a dba?
A.
Really don't know. All I know is it's got a
tax number or something on it.
Q.
And what funds have you provided to REISI?
A.
$250,000.
Q.
And when did you provide those funds?
A.
I don't know the exact date, but it's
somewhere on the neighborhood of April 12th - 11th
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maybe.
Q.
Of what year?
A.
Of 2006. I don't know the exact date.
Q.
Okay.
A.
I know it's in that range.
Q.
Sometime in April of 2006?
A.
Yeah. Yeah.
Q.
And how did you provide those funds?
A.
Actually, let me back up on that. The time
frame that I provided the funds was prior to April 7th.
Q.
Okay.
A.
Prior to that date.
Q.
Okay.
A.
I don't know, it might have been a week prior.
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i transferred to Guardian Title was 250,000?
2
A.
On my behalf, $250,000, yes.
3
Q.
Were there other funds that you had
4 transferred?
5
A.
Yes, I had somebody else in the family
6 borrowed money from me and instructed me to transfer
7 money on their behalf.
8
Q.
And who was that?
9
A.
That was Arnold Gilliam.
io
Q.
What is your relationship with Mr. Gilliam?
ii
A.
He is Chris's wife's father.
12
Q.
Okay. And so you loaned Mr. Gilliam $250,000?
13
A.
Standard loan contract. He paid me interest
14 on the days that the money was out.
15
Q.
All right. And were there loan documents
16 signed between you and Mr. Gilliam?
17
A.
Yes.
is
Q.
And were there loan documents signed between
19 you and REISI?
20
A.
Loan documents?
21
Q.
Correct.
22
A.
There was documents signed about the contract
23 of how the return would come. I don't know if you call
2 4 that a loan. It was a contract is what it was.
25
Q.
So there was a contract signed between you and
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I don't know.
Q.
How did you provide those funds to REISI?
A.
REISI involved me in an investment possibility
through REISI, and so he wanted me to invest in the

5 company for an attractive return. I finally agreed to
6 do that. So I had the money transferred by his
7 instructions to a title company.
8
Q.
And so you transferred $250,000 to a title
9 company?
io
A.
For my behalf I did, yes. For my behalf I
l i did.
12
Q.
And so from what account did - was the money
13 transferred? Was it a personal account?
14
A.
My personal investment account.
15
Q.
Okay. And is that through a bank?
16
A.
It's a bank, yeah.
17
Q.
So you instructed a bank with whom you do
18 dealings to transfer $250,000 to a title company in your
19 behalf?
20
A.
Per instructions and, also, a loan number and
21 all that. All the numbers are there.
22
Q.
Okay. And do you recall the title company
23 where the funds were transferred?
24
A.
Well, I do now. It's Guardian Title.
25
Q.
Okay. And the total amount that you had
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REISI that indicated how you would receive a return on
your funds?
A.
For a whole - for the whole contract, the way
it's going to work, yes.
Q.
And who prepared those documents?
A.
They were prepared in conjunction between
Chris, myself, and Arnold, and some other lawyer, I
think his name was Norris.
Q.
Would it be Graham Norris?
A.
Graham Norris, yeah.
Q.
And was he your attorney?
A.
No, he was not.
Q.
And whose attorney was he?
A.
I don't really know the answer to that. He
could have been REISI's attorney, could have been
Soveryn's. I don't know whose attorney he was.
Q.
Did you have any interactions or dealings with
Mr. Norris?
A.
No, I did not.
Q.
And how did you become aware -

21
22
23

A.
Wait a minute. Hold on a minute. You said
"interactions"?
Q.
Correct.

24
A.
I did ask him a question one time. I can't
25 remember exactly what that was, but it was one question
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1 I did ask him.
2
Q.
A n d w a s that a business-related question?
3
A.
Business-related question relating to this
4 contract we're talking about.
5
Q.
A n d w a s that before or after you h a d
6 transferred t h e funds?
7
A.
That w a s probably after.
8
Q.
Okay. A n d did y o u transfer all t h e funds in
9 o n e transfer, or w e r e there t w o separate transfers?
0
A.
There were two separate transfers. One was my
1 behalf and one was the loan on behalf of Arnold Gilliam.
2
Q.
A n d so w h e n those f u n d s w e r e transferred to
3 G u a r d i a n Title, were they held by Guardian Title for
4 your benefit and for Mr. Gilliam's benefit?
5
A.
I w o u l d a s s u m e so, b e c a u s e mine w a s just for
6 m y benefit.
7
Q.
Okay.
8
A.
A n d his situation w a s for his benefit as far
9 a s I know, logical speaking.
0
Q.
And so the purpose wasn't to provide the loans
1 at that time to REISI but to m a k e sure that they w e r e
2 there for your benefit?
3
A.
Actually, the instructions for transferring
4 t h e m o n e y c a m e from REISI.
5
Q.
The instructions for transferring the money?

i

A.

Page 30
Yes, transferring to this account, blah, blah,

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
o
i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2

blah, at Guardian Title.
Q.
A n d w h e n you say "the instructions," w h a t are
y o u referring to?
A.
W e l l , you know, if you have - you transfer
money, y o u can't transfer without s o m e b o d y telling you
w h e r e to transfer it to and w h e n t o d o it and h o w much
it is.
Q.
So you mean the information as to where a
transfer came from REISI?
A.
The amount of money, after the contract that
we signed to invest this money came from REISI to go to
Guardian Title, which I a s s u m e is t h e title c o m p a n y that
REISI picked.
Q.
Okay. I guess w h a t I'm trying to figure out
is w h e n , if ever, did t h e m o n e y b e c o m e REISI's, or w a s
it m o n e y that w a s just transferred to Sovern?
A.
It w a s transferred o n REISI's behalf to
Sovern - I m e a n to - to G u a r d i a n Title.
Q.
Okay. A n d so it w a s never your intention to
transfer the funds that w e r e being held by
Guardian Title for your benefit but only for REISI's

3
4

benefit?
A.
N o , I didn't have any deal with anybody else

5

but REISI.
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Q.
And so you never signed any deals with Sovern
or any other party, only with the REISI?
A.
A t the transfer time, no.
Q.
A t t h e time of transfer A.
A t t h e transfer time, no. There's no other
deals with anybody else except REISI.
Q.
Okay. A n d t h e documents that were prepared
between y o u a n d REISI w e r e those that Mr. Norris
prepared?

io
A.
W e l l , it w a s actually - it w a s back and
n
forth, y o u know, emails back and forth getting the
12 documents a n d w h a t the contract w a s going to be, all
13 these sort of things between REISI and myself and REISI
14 and Mr. Gilliam. And then to get the documents
i s certified and signed and notarized and all that sort of
16 stuff, that's w h a t Mr. Norris is doing.
17
Q.
Okay. A n d so Mr. Norris prepared the
18 documents to be signed for the deal between you a n d
19 REISI a n d Mr. Gilliam a n d REISI?
20
A.
A s far as I know, he prepared it. Now, y o u
21 know, this thing blew up in the air as w e all know about
22 that time, so I never got Mr. Norris' documents.
23
Q.
W h e n y o u say you didn't get Mr. Norris'
2 4 documents, did that m e a n that you never signed an
25 agreement with REISI?

i

A.

Page 32
I signed a n agreement with REISI, yes. I'm

2 talking about the cleaned-up version, y o u might call it
3 t h e cleaned-up version w h e r e you notarize it and all the
4 stuff is o n there.
5
Q.
S o y o u received documents, drafts, changes
6 w e r e m a d e , they need to be cleaned u p ?
7
A.
We had a verbal agreement and we had a written
8 agreement.
9
Q.
Okay. But the written agreement was never io the final written agreement was never signed?
ii
A.
The final one by Mr. Norris was never done,
12 right.
13
Q.
Was there a final one by someone else that was
14 completed?
15
A.
W e k n e w the terms and conditions through
16 REISI, y e a h .
17
Q.
S o it w a s just a verbal understanding?
18
A.
W r i t t e n . Written understanding.
19
Q.
A n d there w a s a signed written understanding
20 that w a s a final a g r e e m e n t ?
21
A.
There w a s a written understanding, not signed
22 at this point.
23
Q.
S o there w a s a written understanding that had
2 4 been prepared by Mr. Norris, but it w a s never signed?
25
A.
Y e a h , because Mr. Norris never sent it to us.
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i

Actually, REISI never sent it to us, because that's

i

2

about the time this w h o l e thing came up.

2

3
4
5

Q.

Okay. So you've never seen the final

4

agreement?
A.

3

I can't answer that. I might have, might not

5

Chris.
Q.

Let m e back up for a minute. You said Sovern

would pay.
A m I understanding that your belief is that
REISI had an agreement with Sovern?

6

have. I would have to look at my notes to see. I might

6

A.

Yes.

7

have gotten it. I really might have gotten it. I don't

7

Q.

Sovern would pay REISI, and then REISI would

8

know.

8

pay you?

9

Q.

But it's nothing you signed?

io

A.

It's not something I went back and reviewed.

io

able to pay me exactly as specified because of some

n

I'm supposed to answer this very honestly. Honestly I

ii

change.

12

might have and don't even know. It's possible.

12

13
14

9

Q.

Y o u don't recall ever signing an agreement?

13

A.

Y o u know, I can't answer that because I might

14

A.

Q.

Yeah. REISI was telling me they might not be

W h e n y o u say "REISI," this is a conversation

with Chris?
A.

Yeah. Some specified. I said, "Why is that?"

15

have. I'm just thinking about it. I did sign an

is

Because there's a possible change or possible condition

16

agreement. I'm trying to think w h e n it w a s and where it

16

that Sovern might not be able to pay exactly on time,

17

was. I really can't say I didn't. I would have to look

17

which REISI depends on paying me by whatever Sovern

is

at that. I would have to look at that to see.

18

does.

19

Q.

Sure.

A.

My understanding. So I said, "Well, you know,

19
20
21

Q.

A n d so you're not sure if you signed an

20

agreement?
A.

I know w e agreed on the agreement. It w a s a

21

what if I only d o t w o million dollars and not three or
one million dollars and not three?" And then if I do

22

verbal agreement and, also, an agreement in writing

22

23

between - between the parties.

23

that, then that changes the rates. Because, you know,

24

if I invest this much money, I get one rate. If I

25

invest that much money, I get a different rate. That's

24
25

Q.

A n d what w a s t h e agreement based on your

recollection?
Page 34

1
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Gosh, that's a complicated agreement, because

i

what it was, it w a s - you know, you invest a certain

2

Q.

So the rate depended upon the percentage ~

3

amount of money in REISI, and then you're going to get a

3

A.

T h e amount that you put in. I guess ~ yeah.

4

certain amount of return in the first 12 months from in

4

Q.

Okay. A n d so your final understanding of t h e

5

that time, and that's got a certain amount of return

5

agreement between yourself and REISI was that you were
to provide h o w much money?

2

A.

the bottom line.

6

money ~ original money plus return money. Then to a

6

7

time period goes after that for nine more years, and

7

8

that's got a different rate of return based on - of the

8

well, back this story again. That's something w e had -

9

time period.

9

came right down to the wire, the very last minute. If I

A.

Depending on if I coughed up the extra -

io

Q.

I realize the returns can be complicated -

io

put in one million dollars, I get this rate. If I put

ii

A.

It's complicated, yeah.

ii

in two million, I get that rate.

12

Q.

-- depending on the agreement.

12

13

W h a t about your responsibilities under the

13

Q.

Okay. So it depended on how much you

provided?

14

contract, how much -- how much money or services or

14

A.

Yeah, to REISI.

is

other consideration were you to provide in terms of your

15

Q.

A n d h o w would you provide those funds to

16

agreement with REISI?

16

REISI?

17
is
19
20

A.

Well, that's - that's complicated, too,

because that changed slightly by my own doing.

17
is

A.

Q.

Okay.

19

Q.

A.

Originally I w a s going to do three million

20

other-

21

dollars, my part. I'm not talking about Mr. Gilliam.

21

22

My part w a s three million dollars. At the time of the

22

Transfer, just like I did before, by

instructions.

A.

Y o u w o u l d transfer them to a title company or
By instructions. REISI would have to tell m e

how and where and when.

23

closing, there's s o m e questions coming up about what

23

24

happens if Sovern can't pay on time and those kind of

24

transferred the money that it w a s REISI's money or that

25

things, which I got a little nervous about and told

25

it w a s your money?

Q.
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A.
When I transferred it to REISI, it's REISI's
money to invest as they see fit. However, they have to
invest it according to what our contract was the way
they're going to invest it.
Q.
And so when you transferred the 250,000 to
Guardian Title, it was for REISI's benefit?
A.
Absolutely, yeah.
Q.
And it was REISI that would be able to
authorize its being provided to a third party?
A.
Right.
Q.
Okay. And because the money was no longer
yours to make decisions with, you had provided it to
REISI?
A.
Once it left my hands and got transferred,
it's REISI's decision on what to do with it. But ~ but
by contract, they have to do with it according to the
terms of the contract we agreed on for the original
investment in REISI.
Q.
And what - what steps were taken to assure
that Guardian Title knew that once the funds were
transferred it was then REISI's money?
A.
I wouldn't do any steps. I mean, I would
assume that's on the other side. I'm dealing with a
company called REISI, and what's on the other side of
that wall is not my business, not my responsibility.

Page 39
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3
4
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8
9
10
n
12

relationship was on that.
Q.
Did you ever provide any funds to Mr. Hurdle
to encourage him to work with Chris?
A.
Yes.
Q.
And can you describe that relationship?
A.
It was just to put seed money in to help -because, see, Charlie like any other business can't pay
without something being done. Put seed money in to help
get started on something, like he's going to invest in
houses. There's a good example right there. Going to
invest in houses, you need some kind of funds to start
with.

13
14
is
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Q.
So you provided Charlie some funds?
A.
To help pay the cost of Chris operating in his
office, yes.
Q.
Okay. So you were - was that a loan to Chris
or was that just a gift from a father?
A.
It's a gift from a father to help encourage
the flower to bloom.
Q.
Okay. And are you aware of whether or not
Chris was able to sell any homes or do any real estate
through Mr. Hurdle?
A.
I'm not aware of any --1 know they had

24
25

several deals going and I looked at. I was not part of
it. I don't know what they did or didn't do. They

Page 38
Q.
You assumed REISI had done what they needed to
ensure that took place?
A.
Yeah.
Q.
And are you familiar with an individual by the
name of Charlie Hurdle?
A.
Unfortunately, yes.
Q.
How are you familiar with Charlie?
A.
Charlie is somebody I met through Chris. He
lives in the same neighborhood. And he seemed to be
a - certainly a good friend of Chris's, which makes him
a friend of mine, because he seemed to be a real -- very
much in the interest of Chris, best interests.
Q.
And what were the types of things that you
observed that indicated to you at the time that he was a
good friend of Chris's?
A.
He was always helping the family. When Chris
moved into his house, he did a little barbecue cookout
for him. They were members of the same church, and they
did a lot of things church related. Their wives were
pretty tight together. Charlie just appeared to be the
kind of person that cared about the behalf of Chris.
Q.
Were you aware of any business relationships
between Mr. Hurdle and Chris?
A.
Serious business, no, but I know Chris worked
some in Charlie's office. I don't know what the
ge 37 to Page 40
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1 might have - I know he sold two houses. I know.
2
Q.
How were you aware of that?
3
A.
Because one of them is the house I bought.
4
Q.
Is that the one on Hillside Drive?
5
A.
Yeah, that one, and the second one is the
6 house my daughter bought.
7
Q.
Okay. Is that one also in Provo?
8
A.
Yes.
9
Q.
Okay. And does your daughter reside there?
io
A.
No, she sold that house.
ii
Q.
Okay. Did she reside there at the time?
12
A.
Yes. She resided there, you know, after she
13 bought the house.
14
Q.
And have you had any personal business
15 dealings with Charlie Hurdle?
16
A.
No.
17
Q.
And so have you had any - you've had no
18 contracts with him or no other arrangements with him?
19
A.
I don't know. That's something ~ wait. Hold
20 on. Back off. The house we bought at Hillside Drive, I
21 think Charlie is the - I guess you call it the
22 brokerage, the brokerage company.
23
Q.
The real estate brokerage company?
24
A.
The real estate broker. He was that kind. So
25 those contracts were all written by Charlie, I mean
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through his office. And the lot beside the house, too,
not just the house, the lot beside the house.
Q.
So other than the purchase of the home on
Hillside Drive and a lot next ~ immediately next to it,
there's been no other business relationships between you
and Mr. Hurdle?
A.
No. And that was through his company, I would
assume, since Chris is working through that company.
Q.
How about with Richard Pratt, are you familiar
with Richard Pratt?

n
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A.
Yes.
Q.
And how did you become familiar with
Richard Pratt?
A.
I met him in Charlie's office one day.
Q.
Okay.
A.
And knew that Richard was a contractor and
that sort of thing.
Q.
Okay. And did you have any business dealings
with Richard Pratt?
A.
Not before this — not any dealings, no.
Q.
And you began by saying "not before." I'm
wondering was there ever - my understanding is there
was a contract signed between you and Mr. Pratt at a
later time?
A.
There was a contract at a later time, yes. I

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
n
12
13
14
15
16
17
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19
20
21
22

was going to say not before this ~ this 7th, April 7th
deal.
Q.
What is your understanding of the contract or
relationship between you and Mr. Pratt sometime in April
of 2006?
A.
Say that again.
Q.
What was the contract or arrangement between
you and Mr. Pratt sometime in April of 2006?
A.
It's a boilerplate contract that I --1 had as I invested the money, I received a PDF copy of the
Sovern deal that REISI was working on and the guaranty
deal he's working on with Richard Pratt.
And a PDF copy is one that unless you have
special software on your computer, you can't change.
That's why you make it PDF. So I can't change it.
Those are the two contracts.
And I don't know how to get into that, but
after that April 7th contract, there was a lot of things
happened during that contract that made me become aware
very specifically of those two contracts, which I was
not aware of very specifically before.
Q.
And can you tell me what you became aware of?

23
24
25

A.
Of the details of the contracts.
Q.
Okay. So you became aware of them by
receiving the PDF -
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A.
Yes.
Q.
- file? And who did the PDF file come from?
A.
You know, I'm not real sure. That might have
come from REISI originally before the 7th or right at
the 7th. But I can tell you this, I didn't read all I didn't need to read it all, because we already had our
contracts. I won't get into detail. I'm an engineer.
I'm not - unfortunately, I'm not good at - I don't
like to read a lot of wordy things.
Q.
I can fully appreciate why you would feel that
way.
A.
I'm sorry about that. It's unfortunate.
It's - it's definitely a problem. From an engineering
standpoint, I'm very detailed, but when it comes to
reading a bunch of lawyer mumbo jumbo, forget it. I
don't want to mess with it. I hire people to do that.
Q.
Yeah, those of us that are hired to do it
don't always like doing it either.

19
20

A.
I live in a small house. Look at these
houses.

21
22
23
24
25

Q.
Yeah. And so was there a time that you signed
a document that was provided to you that dealt with
Mr. Pratt?
A.
Yeah. That's the later time. Do you want to
move to that time frame now?
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Q.

Sure.

A.
That's a lot later time.
Q.
I'm just trying to figure out what
obligations, if any, you and Mr. Pratt A.
There's a lot of words between here and to
answer those questions. I can't answer those questions
until you get through those words, because it makes a
difference.
Q.
So let me back up.
A.
If you shoot your dog, that sounds bad, then
you've got to go back and find out why you shot your
dog.
Q.
Sure.
A.
What caused that.
Q.
I don't want you to shoot Mr. Pratt. But to
make sure you're able to provide a proper context, let's
go back.
What would the first event be that you would
think would be significant in providing the proper
context?
A.
The first event would be the fact that I
thought everything went well from REISI's standpoint,
because I got a call from Chris.
Q.
Just so I'm understanding and it's clear,
what - approximately what day or time period are we
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discussing?
A.
April 7th.
Q.
Okay.
A.
Afternoon, late afternoon - see, I'm on the
East Coast, so it's really later afternoon for me.
Q.
Sure. We'll say on April 7th, sometime during
the day?
A.
On the 7th. I got a call from Chris that the
deal went well, that everything is on track.
Q.
When you say "the deal," that was between
REISI and Sovern?
A.
Yeah. He obviously said he's going to invest
in Sovern, so he's going to do it with our money. So he
said it went well, everything's on track, it looks good.
Then I got a call from Charlie Hurdle that said that,
"You'd be proud of your son, he really handled himself
well."
Q.
Was that very shortly after your call with
Chris?
A.
Within an hour.
Q.
Okay.
A.
He said, "You would be very proud of him, he
did very professional, did a good job negotiating this
contract." Everything went very well he thought.
Q.
Okay.

Page 47
i

Q.

Those weren't his words?

2

A.

I'm inferring it because those were not his

3

words.

4
5

Q.

And what then took place?

A.

I got a call from Charlie. Actually, I tried

6

to call Charlie several times. I called him - I don't

7

have the phone records, but I'm sure I called him five

8

or six times trying to find out what's going on.

9

Q.

After the call from Mr. Pratt?

10

A.

W h y would I call Charlie? Here's why I would

n

call Charlie.

12
13

Q.

Let me stop you for just a minute. W e r e these

calls after the call from Mr. Pratt?

14
is

A.
Q.

Yes.
Okay.

16

A.

The reason I called Charlie is Charlie was

17
is

directly involved in an episode Chris had two and a half
years ago or more, in that time frame. I mean, he was

19

like the guardian angle to help take him to the

20

hospital, do all these things. So he w a s very aware of

21

the situation.

22
23

I live, you know, 23-25 hundred miles away.
I'm not there. I can't see.

24

Q.

Sure.

25

A.

So Charlie being his best friend, somebody I

Page 46
A.
Then I got a call from Lisa, Chris's wife. My
wife and I was there together, and we have a
speakerphone. I was working in my office. And she
heard words - his wife called and said that Charlie had
called her and told them essentially the same thing,
that the deal had went well and Chris just did a
fantastic job doing this deal. This was Saturday,
April 8th. Saturday morning, April 8th. I got a call
from Mr. Pratt, and I can't really nail this one down
whether it's Saturday or Sunday, but it was sometime
after these conversations.
Q.
Okay.
A.
Where he said that, "I need to call you as a
friend to tell you that your son is not talking right."
Q.
Were those his words, "He's not talking
right"?
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1

could trust, you know, play pool with him, had just

2

great times together, I called Charlie trying to find

3

out just exactly what is going on, you know, that kind

4

of thing.

5
6

I couldn't get him. Finally Charlie did call
me, and he said that Chris is acting - see how he said

7

that exactly. I w a n t to be careful how I say the words.

8

Acting over the top.

9
io
n

Q.
Okay.
A.
That's what he said. And that I said, "Well,
Charlie, is he manic?" He said, "Well, he's certainly

12

acting over the top that way." Y o u know, I trust what

13

Charlie said, because he's the best friend, I assume

14

he's taking care of him. I've got to assume something

15

is going w r o n g , and I did. That w a s --1 think that

16

went on through Sunday, actually, that kind of

Yeah.
Okay. And then what happened?

17

conversation.

A.
"And he might have a problem you might want to
check into."

19

looked at the contract of Mr. Pratt is where we're

20

going, right? Then at that time I got a call from

A.
Q.

18

Q.
Okay.
A.
Now, inferring - I'm sure inferring to the
fact that this manic depressive situation possibly.
Q.
A.

Okay.
It was inferring that.
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And then we get into why I talked - why I

21

Charlie, says that, you know, "You need to consider

22

taking over this deal of REISI and making sure it goes

23

through, or he's going to lose all the work he's got

24

into it."

25

Q.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
Sunday
A.
Q.
A.

Yes.
Did that take place -He referred me to Greg.
Greg Anderson?
Greg Anderson, yes.
And did these conversations take place on
the 9th or Monday the 10th?
No, this was Monday.
So this is the The 10th.

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
is
19
20
21
22

Q.
- 1 0 t h of April?
A.
Yeah.
Q.
Okay. So Charlie expressed his concern to you
about Chris personally and about the business?
A.
Did I want to consider taking over this deal,
make this deal go through, because they said that Sovern
is not going to deal with him. Sovern, the company that
this deal was about.
Q.
Sovern is not going to deal with Chris?
A.
Not going to deal with him, period.
Q.
And did they give you any details as to why
Sovern - representatives of Sovern would have made

23
24
25

those comments?
A.
Yeah. They said he acted too aggressive in
the closing on Friday night.

Page 51
i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
n

copies which I sent to Greg. Well, here's the deal
right here.
Q.
When you say —
A.
There's more to that. My wife was involved in
this conversation on a speakerphone. And our first
reaction was this is our son. We can't go against our
son on a deal he's got going. I mean, that's -- that's
not something we can do. We can't do that. He's going
to lose everything he's got if you don't do it. He's
put a lot of work into it. Don't care. We still can't
do that.

12
13
14
is

So then Greg took the contract, looked at it,
and I had him go back to Mr. Coles, Bruce Coles, and ask
him one more time, "Are you sure -- we could do this
deal and let it go through and leave Chris's name where
it is if he's manic." I assumed he was by what
everybody was telling me. I had no reason not to think.

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Richard told me this prior thing, Charlie told
me that. Certain people - certainly Charlie I trust a
lot, because he's been a good friend to the family. So
I have to assume he's manic. Assumption. I'm not
there. Hindsight is 20/20. If I had really thought
about it, I should have jumped on a plane that moment
and flown there to find out myself.
We got kind of pressured into you need to take

Page 50
1
Q.
And did they give you any details?
2
A.
No, but that's a conflict directly of what he
3 just got through telling me on Saturday, "You'd be proud
4 of him" ~ on my ~ Friday - no, he told me Sunday.
5
6
7
8
9
10
n
12
13
14
is
16
17
is
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

That's a direct conflict. I didn't know what to think
at this point.
Q.
Did you know if Mr. Hurdle had been at the
closing or if he had just heard secondhand?
A.
I don't know if he was there or not. I assume
he was there.
Q.
So you assumed he was there. He may have just
heard it went well from Chris or from another party?
A.
You would have to ask Mr. Hurdle that. I
don't know the answer to that.
Q.
That's fair.
A.
I wasn't there.
Q.
So on Monday you were told he was concerned
that the hard work on the Sovern-REISI deal was not
going to happen, and that because Sovern was not going
to deal with Chris because he had been too aggressive at
the closing on Friday?
A.
Too aggressive, right.
Q.
And what else took place in that conversation?
A.
He then directed me to Greg Anderson to talk
to him about the deal. And that's when I had my two PDF

XMAX(13/13)
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i this deal over, pressured in. You've got to do it.
2 You've got to do it. There's two reasons. Number one,
3 Sovern needs the deal to go through. They need the
4 money to do it. We already agreed to do the investment
5 through REISI. That kind of fits.
6
So we still had a lot of conversation about
7 really can't do this. Finally, Greg got involved, and
8 Greg sent the contracts to him. He called me back,
9 said, "We're going to change some of the terms, because,
10 number one, we're going to go from a four million dollar
n
contract to two million dollar contract, so you've got
12 to change those terms." This has nothing to do with any
13 guaranty contract, this is only the Sovern contract
14 part.
is
Q.
Sure.
16
A.
Still was very uncomfortable, didn't want to
17 do this thing whatsoever, neither me or my wife. But if
18 that would mean that the deal would go through and Chris
19 would get the same amount of money, wouldn't be any -20 we were assured there's no difference as far as Chris is
21 concerned. He would get the same amount of money, same
22 everything. All you're doing is facilitating the deal
23 to go through. Even though I didn't like it, it's
24 better than nothing, you know. So we agreed to do it,
25 but then as we did that -
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l
i

Q.
A.

Page 53
When you say "we agreed to do that"?
My wife and I agreed to do it with Greg. Then

XMAX(14/14)

Page 55
i

A.

I wouldn't say miscommunication. Here's why I

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

would send me. I would read it and look at it, then
agree or not agree or change whatever and send it back.
Make my changes, send it back to him. We did that back
and forth all day long on Monday afternoon.
Couple times I called the office to talk to
Greg directly. Charlie answered the phone. But Charlie
didn't talk. He says, "No, you need to talk to Greg."
The only conversation I had with Charlie was the very
initial part. But he'd answer the phone at least once

2 wouldn't say that. The PDF copies that I had, I took
3 those copies and printed them on a printer. There's two
4 documents. One was Sovern's contract, second was the
5 guaranty agreement with Richard Pratt.
6
Q.
Okay.
7
A.
I signed those PDF copies by printing them and
8 senting them in. That's what initiated the first
9 action.
io
Q.
You hadn't read through those in detail?
ii
A.
No.
12
Q.
Okay. And so 13
A.
Maybe recommend a good lawyer in Florida. I
14 need one now, somebody next to me.
is
Q.
Now, I'm going to go back just a little bit.
16 I didn't want to interrupt your flow. There were a
17 couple things I didn't understand.
18
At first you said that Greg Anderson sent you
19 two PDF files early on; is that correct?

0
1
2
3
4
5

or twice that I recall, but he quickly switched me to
Greg. So I talked to Greg.
I did not talk to Mr. Coles at that time. So
they changed all the contracts and got them all changed.
And then on the 11th, this is kind of a strange thing
that happened, we got ~ finally got down to where we

20
A.
No, that's not correct. No. I honestly
21 believe that two PDF files came from REISI.
22
Q.
Okay. So they were sent from Chris?
23
A.
From REISI, yeah.
24
Q.
And those two PDF files that you received
25 initially-

3 Greg calls back and says, "There's got to be some
a changes in this contract that changes four to two and a
5 few other deals."
5
He sent me a marked-up copy, it was marked in
7 red, using the change notice in Word, Word document. So
3 in other words, he converted the PDF to Word, because
3 you can't change a PDF, I think. He sent me that.
3
For every single change that was made, he

Page 54
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

agreed on the Sovern contract.
You know, you've got to understand my
situation. At that point 1 should have got me a lawyer
to read this contract to find out what it is. I'm an
engineer, 1 don't care what's in that contract. All 1
want is to get the thing done. 1 really didn't read all
the stuff, didn't look at it.
So if they say it's - it's the same thing,
Chris gets the same money, it's okay with me, fine. 1
did it. And then 1 signed that contract and sent it to
them. 1 didn't sign the contract. 1 sent the
original - after they sent me a copy of the PDF without
any changes in it, that's the one 1 signed.
Q.
When you say "without any changes in it"?
A.
It didn't have - it didn't have all the final
changes
Q.
A.
Q.

in it.
Okay. So you had discussed some changes?
Uh-huh (affirmative.)
And you believe those changes would be

4

incorporated?
A.
Actually, no, 1 didn't discuss them. 1 sent
the contract as it was. 1 thought that was what we was
going to do.
Q.
So there was miscommunication between you and

5

someone with respect to ~

0
1
2
3
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Page 56

15

A.
Were supposed to be the final agreement as of
the 7th agreement, April 7th.
Q.
Okay. And were those the ones that you ended
up signing, or was it something later?
A.
Yeah, 1 printed those out and signed those.
That's the only ones 1 signed.
Q.
The only ones you signed were the ones
provided to you by REISI?
A.
Uh-huh (affirmative).
Q.
And they came in an email from Chris?
A.
Right.
Q.
As a representative of REISI?
A.
Right. I've got documentation of all that.
I've got exactly what it is and when it is.
Q.
Okay. And so let me back up just a little bit

16

more. You don't have any ownership interest in REISI?

17

A.
No.
Q.
You don't have any authority to act on REISl's
behalf?
A.
No.
Q.
You're not an officer or partner or anything
else with REISI?
A.
No.
Q.
Other than you had an arrangement with Chris?
A.
1 never heard of REISI until this deal came

l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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1

up

2
3

Q.

4
5
6

Okay

Okay

A n d is Chris the one that first

told you about REISI?
Yes

Q.

Okay

A.

m e signed copies, original signed copies, which I have,

2

from all these characters you're talking about, the

3

people in Sovern

4

A.

Did Chris tell you that he had started

REISI or formed REISI?

7

1

Yeah, to d o real estate investments

I knew

5

Q.

Okay

A.

Said, " G o ahead and release the m o n e y " I

6

said, "Well, y o u know, I can't release the money until I

7

get - you left out the Richard part

Where is the

8

he was working on several deals I looked at some plots

8

guaranty agreement?" Well, then some time went by,

9

with he and Charlie a couple times

9

maybe an hour or more

10
n

Q.

Okay

Russell Robinson, have you ever met

Russell Robinson?

12

A.

No

13

Q.

I believe so

Is he part - he's part of Sovern?
S o you've never had any

14

personal contracts or communication or business dealings

is

with Russell Robinson?

16

A.

Not that I'm aware of

It's possible I had a

io

Q.

This is all on April 10th, Monday?

ii

A.

No, April 11th

12

Q.

April 11th Okay

13

A.

A s far a s - - t h a t ' s the best of my

14

recollection

is

without looking at a calendar, that's what I think

16

17

phone conversation and not even remember, but not that

17

is

I'm aware of, no

Q.

Let me say that outright, to my -

I'm not trying to trip you up with dates

We'll say on or about April 11th?

is

A.

19

Q.

How about J a n Carlson?

19

Q.

Sure

20

A.

No

20

A.

I said, "I'm not going to release the

21

Q.

Never met him?

21

contract

22

A.

Unh-unh ( n e g a t i v e )

22

Don't even have t h a t " W h y is the guaranty agreement

23

Q.

Don't recall any telephone conversations with

23

important? Because it's a lien guaranty agreement to

24

protect the money until the whole deal is done

NO

25

24

him?

25

A.

Q.

I'm trying to tell you the sequence of events

I've got to have the guaranty agreement

So in the sequence of events, this would be
Page 60

Page 58
i
2

Q.

Never h a d any personal business relationships

with him? Okay

3

How about Bruce Coles?

4

A.

Bruce Coles, sometime after this - these

i

the next event that happened on or about April 11th, you

2

had a discussion saying, wait a minute, where is the

3

guaranty?

4

A.

Y o u didn't send m e that part

I'm not going

5

agreements were done, he came into the picture, because

5

to clear it unless you give m e the whole document

6

w e were convinced that this w a s not the right thing to

6

Nobody would do that Even engineers wouldn't do that

7

do Well, let me say this You know, when we agreed -

7

Q.

So you hadn't signed the documents yet?

8

w e had t w o agreements

8

A.

Unh-unh (negative)

9

ahead with it, right?

The first - w e agreed to go

9

10

Q.

Okay

io

n

A.

And then we found out some new information

ii

12

through Chris, because he had scrutinized these

12

13

contracts pretty heavily

13

14

Q.

Let me make sure that I'm understanding When

you say w e decide to g o ahead with it, you're referring

15

16

to the time you and your wife -

16

is

A.

When I signed that PDF file, yeah, that

That's one set of circumstances right there

19
20

Q.

Okay

Well, no, I had signed

I signed the PDF documents at first,

like I told you I did

I hadn't released the money yet

So the documents were signed but the

monies hadn't been released?

14

15
17

the documents

A.

Right

Q.

So tell m e how - what led to your releasing

the money?
A.

W e l l , I got a lot of calls from Greg telling

17

m e to call T a m m y - to go ahead and fax Tammy

18

Greening - not fax her, but - yeah, I think it was fax

Q.

Okay

I 9

her or email her, one of those two methods, to go ahead

A.

So at that point w e m a k e - Greg is making

20

and release t h e money

21

adjustments on the contract, have not released the money

2i

I get the copies of the signed documents, all of them "

22

yet

22

23

Q.

Okay

24

A.

A n d he's making adjustments

25

23
Finally, he

makes the adjustments and we agree on it Then he sends

Q.

T h e guaranty?

A.

Yeah

24

to that time

25

in

I said, "I'm not doing it until

So a time period went by from this time

All of a sudden, the other document c a m e

I called Greg and said, "I got i t " I tried to
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i call Tammy Greening to confirm that I'm going release
2 this money.
3
Actually, he kept trying to get me to get the
4 documents. I tried to call her to get the documents,
5 couldn't get her to answer to save - I mean,
s Jesus Christ couldn't have got through that phone. It's
7 a fact. I called her every five minutes. Couldn't get
3 through it.
9
Finally, Greg said he would get up out of his
3 office, go down there himself and make sure the
i documents got sent from that office to me. That's what
2 Greg said. Whatever happened, he made it happen, got
3
4
5
6

there.
Q.
Okay. My understanding is the document, the
guaranty, that it's something that you signed and
Richard Pratt signed?

7
8
9
o
i
2
3
4
5

A.
Originally.
Q.
Okay.
A.
Yeah.
Q.
And I'm wondering when you signed it?
A.
I told you a while ago when I signed it.
Q.
That was one of the original PDF files REISI
sent you?
A.
Yes.
Q.
And then you received a copy of that --

i

A.

Page 62
I never signed anymore documents past that,

2 any documents.
3
Q.
So when you say you received the guaranty,
4 what you received was the document that you had signed
5 with Richard Pratt's signature also on that?
6
A.
I thought that was the document. It was not.
7
Q.
What do you mean "it was not"?
8
A.
I thought it was. It had my signatures on it,
9 because I looked to see. Yeah, it was there. It had
o Richard's signature on it. Being an engineer, again,
i well, okay, I got it. Fine, go ahead. Call up, release
2 the money. I did it. And then Chris got ahold of the
3 documents, because he was upset as you can imagine.
4
Q.
I can imagine.
5
A.
And he started pulling out, "This is not
6 right. This is -- this has been changed." "What do you
7 mean it's been changed?" "That's a serious change right
3 there." Well, I looked at it and sure enough, it's been
9
3
i
2
3
4
5

changed.
Q.
What had been changed?
A.
There's a whole page in that document I got
back that's not my page, but had my signatures on the
rest of the pages. I can prove that.
Q.
Okay.
A.
I can prove it.

tge 61 to Page 64
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Q.
Do you have any reason to believe that the
document that Richard Pratt signed is the same document
that you had signed?
A.
It should have been the same document.
Q.
Right.
A.
I have no way of knowing what Richard really
saw in front of his eyes. It should have been. That's
what I sent to be signed.
Q.
Okay. So you don't know what was shown to
Richard or not?
A.
I have no idea. No. Anything can happen.
But all I know is that I got a copy of what I sent, I
got a copy of what Guardian said they received, and
that's two different things.
Q.
Okay. So the copy that you received, you
looked, saw your signatures were on it, assumed it was
the same document?
A.
And released money.
Q.
And then released the money?
A.
Unfortunately.
Q.
You say "unfortunately." In hindsight, you
wish you had had that Florida attorney?
A.
Yeah, lawyer. Wish I had you sitting beside
my side, saying, "Look at this, this is not right."
Q.
Wait a minute, the document that Richard Pratt
Page 64

1 signed is different than the document you had previously
2 signed?
3
A.
Yes. What's different about that is the
4 Sovern document, I knew exactly what that was, because
5 we agreed on the changes, and I had the changes and back
6 and forth changes. I looked and thumbed through the
7 pages to see if the paragraphs were all in the same
8 place, see if they looked right, and they did.
9
Now, I made a couple of errors. One serious
10 error that I made is, number one, is releasing the
n
money. That's an error. But the real error I made is
12 when I sent those documents, PDF file, I should have put
13 my signature on every page, my initials. I've learned
14 that. I know that from now on, I'll do that. I didn't.
15
Q.
So Tammy Greening, what's your - what
16 business dealings, if any, have you had with her?
17
A.
Only in transferring the money by instructions
18 from REISI, because they used her name.
19
Q.
The business relationship with Tammy Greening
20 was not between you and her, but it was between REISI
21 and her?
22
A.
Right.
23
Q.
And24
A.
Now, that was on April 7th. After April 7th
25 when this money was released, that was a direct business
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i relationship between Tammy and myself.
2
Q.
Okay.
3
A.
Directly, because, you know, right now we're
4 saying your son is not capable of doing the deal, Sovern
5 is not going to deal with him, you're going to have to
6 take over the deal to save his situation; therefore, I
7 had to act to do that.
8
Q.
Let me go back to the timeline, because I
9 think - I don't want to be making assumptions,
io
A.
Yeah, please don't.
n
Q.
So on April 11th, on or about April 11th, you
12 received the guaranty agreement, told Tammy to release
13 the funds. And then what happened?
14
A.
Well, we - obviously we kept getting calls
i s from my son Chris wanting to know what's going on. We
16 hadn't divulged any of this is going down. We kept it
17 away from him. Here's why. Why would you do that? If
18 a person was manic, there is no logical way you're going
19 to deal with them.
20
Q.
Had you had any conversations with Chris on
21 April 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th?
22
A.
Probably 9th, yes, but after - after we got
23 this information about that he was over the top and not
24 right, not going to be able to handle the deal, we
25 didn't at that point because you've got to keep it

i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
io
ii
12
13
14
is
16
17
is
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Q.
Okay.
(A discussion was had off the record.)
Q.
(By Mr. Wilkinson) So what else, if anything,
did Chris point out to you with problems with the
document?
A.
He said also in the Sovern documents, there's
all kind of changes that would affect, you know, his
return, REISI's return. It would affect it
considerably.
Q.
When you mean "return," you mean return on
their investment?
A.
On their investment. It wasn't invested
through. It would change the numbers significantly. I
tell you, to be honest, I'm not sure I understand all
that.
Q.
Sure. I'll confirm that I don't know that I
understand all of it yet.
A.
It's too complicated.
Q.
And so Chris reported to you that some numbers
had been changed?
A.
Uh-huh (affirmative).
Q.
Chris reported t o you that the document that
Richard Pratt signed was not consistent with the
d o c u m e n t you had previously signed?
A.
Was not.
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shielded from him to protect him.
Q.
Okay. So when is the first conversation you
had with Chris after - after you made the deal?
A.
He calls me up and says, "You know, what's
going on? This deal is being made ~ what's going -look like -- what's happening? Something's not right."
He found out that we had agreed to take over the deal,
which he got totally irate about. You can imagine.
Q.
Sure.
A.
And finally 1 told him, "Rest assured,
everything is the same. You're going to get the same
amount of money. Everything's going to work. We'll
just help get through it. That's all we're trying to
do, just facilitate to get it through."
He said, "Well, you can't trust those guys."
1 said, "1 think 1 can trust those guys," blah, blah,
blah. 1 finally sent him the documents, emailed them to
him. He called me back pointing all these things that's
wrong.
Q.
What things did he point out?
A.
He pointed out the fact that the whole page
had been changed on the document 1 signed with
Richard Pratt without anybody telling me about it. And
the documents that 1 signed were not the same documents,
because a page had been inserted without my knowledge.
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Q.
you?

What else, if anything, did Chris point out to

That's pretty much it. And then he did a
A.
pretty convincing story that, "Look, 1 can handle this
thing." And so, you know, we didn't want to do it to
start out with, "we" being me and my wife. You wouldn't
either. You wouldn't want to go against your son and
your family.
Sure.
Q.
Okay, fine. And he sounded good on the phone.
A.
Wait a minute, he's not manic. You know, that's why 1
should have flown out. That's why 1 told you that. 1
said, you know, this is a mistake on our part. We
jumped the gun. We shouldn't have done this. 1
certainly didn't have a right to release that money.
That's a fact. It's really true.
What do you mean by that?
Q.
Because it wasn't my money to release.
A.
Okay.
Q.
It was REISI's money.
A.
Okay.
Q.
That's what I'm saying.
A.
Okay.
Q.
1 invested the money into REISI, not into
A.
Sovern - not into Guaranty Title.
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Q.
Did you ever indicate to Tammy Greening that
it was REISI's money?
A.
No, because I tell you what, all these - I
was getting ramrodded pretty heavily into that 11th day
to get this thing closed. You've got to understand the
pressure. We were scared to death. We thought Chris
was going to come in and blow the deal up any minute if
he's manic. We was worried about him. You've got to
understand it, that's the honest truth.
Q.
Sure. No. I understand.
So is there anything else that Chris relayed
to you or other information he provided to you at that
time?
A.
Other than you can't trust these guys now,
because they're doing crooked stuff. No doubt.
Q.
And then what happened?
A.
Then I notified them that -Q.
When you say "them"?
A.
No. Then what happened was we drafted up a
cease and desist for Sovern to deal only through REISI,
and I signed it. I had Chris sign it first off, but I
did sign it and have it notarized on my end. But just
to get it passed through fast, I gave him authority to
go do that.
Q.
Okay. How did you give him that authority?

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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that's the thing that Norris told me. There you go.
Couldn't remember what that question was. It was about
the April 7th contract, was it viable or not. He said
it was.
Q.
So you had a conversation with Mr. Norris
asking him if that April 7th contract was valid or not?
A.
Yeah, because Chris said it was. He said,
"Call my lawyer." Ask his lawyer. I did.
Q.
And what information did you provide
Mr. Norris in order for him to give you that advice?

11
A.
I told him that I was Chris's father, and that
12 we had invested money into his company, REISI. I was
13 told now that that's not - that's the other thing, that
14 they told me on Monday and Tuesday, the 10th and 11th,
15 was that the contract that Chris did on April 7th was
16 not valid.
17
Q.
Okay.
is
A.
That's a very big number right there.
19
Q.
And who told you that?
20
A.
Greg, Dave Greg. Not Dave Greg,
21 Greg Anderson.
22
Q.
Did Greg Anderson give you any facts as to why
23 he believed that?
24
A.
He said that Bruce Coles said it was an
25 invalid contract.
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A.
Telephone, talked to him.
Q.
Okay. So telephonically you said?
A.
My wife was on the phone, too, agreed with the
same thing.
Q.
You said, "Chris, I don't want to deal with
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Sovern anymore"?
A.
"No. Really, we're going to take the deal
back to you."
Q.
Okay.
A.
This is a complicated story. It's going to go
like a Ferris wheel, like a roller coaster.
Q.
I'm trying to get the details in there. If
there's something I miss or something else you think is
important, stop me. Okay?
A.
Yeah.
Q.
I want to make sure that we have a clear
picture of your understanding of this.
So my understanding is you instructed Chris,
"Chris, you have my authority to - to cancel the deal"?
A.
To go and notify Sovern and all parties
involved they have to deal directly through REISI and
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3
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5

not contact us.
Q.
Okay. So at that time were you canceling your
deal and trying to reinstate Chris's deal?
A.
He was going to take his deal over, because -
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1
Q.
But did you have 2
A.
Even though they all signed it, he said that
3 Chris had marked up on the contract and whatever, it was
4 invalid.
5
Q.
He had marked up?
6
A.
Marked on the contract or something after it
7 had been signed or something.
8
Q.
Okay. So Chris had made some additional 9
A.
What they said 10
Q.
- notations?
11
A.
That's what they said.
12
Q.
Let me make sure I understand.
13
A.
This is confusing. I don't know what to think
14 about it. Mr. Norris saw the contract. The question to
15 me when Chris was trying to get me to completely release
16 this whole situation and go back original like things
17 were going, I mean, makes a good argument, he said,
18 "Well, call Mr. Norris and ask him," so I did.
19
Q.
And was Mr. Norris able to - if you know, was
20 Mr. Norris able to see the contract that was signed?
21
A.
I would assume so.
22
Q.
You're not sure?
23
A.
How can he make a judgment if he didn't see
24 it? He's a lawyer.
25
Q.
So my understanding is there was an attachment
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and an appendix, there were two documents added to the
contract that Chris signed o n the 7th. W e r e you a w a r e
on that?
A.
No. I'll tell you, t h e details I a m not
aware. All I can tell you is just overall view of w h a t
it w a s , is this a valid contract or not type thing.
Q.
Okay. A n d so I w a n t to have a clear
understanding of your intent w h e n you g a v e w h a t you
referred to as the cease and desist document or gave
Chris authority to provide that cease and desist
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document to Sovern?
A.
I feel like I had been ballyhooed into a
falsehood that Chris could, in fact, did h a v e a valid
contract and w a s capable of carrying it through. That's
exactly w h a t I w o u l d say.
Q.
A n d so you didn't w a n t to interfere with that
contract?
A.
W h y should I? I don't have the right t o .
Q.
Okay. S o your intention w a s to let Sovern
k n o w you already have a valid contract w i t h Chris, m y
contract is no g o o d ?
A.
A n d we're still going to invest, everything is
to go through like it's going.
Q.
But I w a n t to k n o w w h a t your intentions w e r e
with -- with t h e contract that you felt manipulated
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don't know what the laws are, I have no idea. But from
a c o m m o n sense standpoint, if I send in a contract that
I signed and we majorly change it, we should both agree
o n t h e changes a n d both to m a k e it valid.
Q.
S o you're signing t h e s a m e document with t h e
s a m e understanding?
A.
Y e a h . A g o o d example is like a real estate
contract. M a k e a contract o n a house. You sign it.
You send it off. There's a couple major changes.
Unless both parties initial those changes, it's not a
valid contract. Those changes aren't valid.
Q.
T h e s a m e w o u l d be true, then, with your
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agreement with Mr. A.
By that argument, I'm going to get m e a lawyer
degree. By that argument, it stands to reason since
there w e r e no initial changes initialled by both
parties, y o u have to revert back to the original
contract, w h i c h is a P D F , w h i c h is that same contract
Chris had.
Q.
Okay. A n d t h e s a m e w o u l d be true, then, with
your - with your contract with Mr. Pratt?
A.
S a m e w a s true, y e a h , for both of them. Since
there w e r e t w o not initialed changes on both of them now, Pratt has g o t a little different problem. There is
somewhere -- well, use a Southern term, somebody bad in
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i into, t h e one you signed on or about the 11th?
2
A.
Why I did that?
3
Q.
No. No. N o . T h e r e are t w o contracts.
4 There's - I'm going to refer to t h e m as Chris's
5 contract?
6
A.
The 7th and 11th.
7
Q.
A n d then there's your contract the 11th,
8 right?
9
A.
Right.
10
Q.
Right. I'm trying to figure out w h e n you sent
n
that notice, w a s it your belief or intention that the 12 that your contract w a s n o longer going t o be valid or
3L3 you were not going to go through with it, Chris's was
14 the one that you were going and supporting?
is
A.
Yes. Because when I found out that ~ through
16 a lawyer that his contract w a s valid, that totally m a k e s
17 mine invalid. I can't step in the w a y of a n ongoing
18 contract and manipulate t e r m s in it.
19
Q.
Okay. Okay. I just w a n t e d to m a k e sure I h a d
20 a clear view of that.
21
S o it's your belief you don't have a contract
22 with Sovern?
23
A.
Absolutely.
24
Q.
Okay. A n d 25
A.
Well, there's a couple beliefs to that. I
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a w o o d pile here. Something's going on here.
Q.
You're going to have to explain to m e what
that m e a n s .
A.
I'm not going to say it. It's too racial
nowadays. But in t h e South, w h e n w e have something
going on, we say there's somebody behind the woodshed we
don't k n o w going o n here. Here's something going o n .
There is no valid reason for somebody to take a page
that I sent in a contract that's a big deal like this
and insert another page and not notify me of the
situation.
Q.
Okay.
A.
I have absolute look-at proof of that.
Q.
Okay. And do you have any reason to believe
that Mr. Pratt's the one that changed that page?
A.
W e l l , y o u know, knowing Mr. Pratt, I can think
he w o u l d d o that, but I don't know. I can't say that.
I'm not going to a c c u s e anybody of anything. All I know
is this. S o m e w h e r e in this ball of wax, somebody did
that. It didn't h a p p e n by itself.
Q.
Okay. A n d that's fair.
A.
It wasn't d o n e in a prior session here.
Something h a p p e n e d here. A n d that's called deceit.
It's called fraud.
Q.
And do you have any evidence to suggest who
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may have done that?
A.
I have no way of knowing.
Q.
Okay.
A.
All I know is what they sent me back is not
what I sent them.
Q.
No, that's fair.
A.
Also, I've got one more piece of proof in
court, you were there. Also, we were provided the exact
documents they had and filed and received from me, and
those are not the same documents. The fiduciary duty of
that Guardian Title company, somebody's responsible for
letting that change.
Q.
I understand. I understand your concern.
Now, let me go to - to Chris and the
authorization you verbally gave to him to sign the cease
and desist document.
A.
Right.
Q.
Had you previously given Chris authority to

9
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sign your name for any purpose?
A.
Yeah. Oh, yeah. I never ~ I never have
given him power of attorney, which is general. But I
gave him an instantaneous reason to sign something.
Q.
Verbally?
A.
Some business deal, before it's happened.
Q.
Have you ever done it in writing?

Page 79
i
A.
Probably an email.
2
Q.
Okay. And 3
A.
Definitely did it verbally. No doubt.
4
Q.
Okay. Can you recall, were there any other
5 times during this Sovern-REISI mess that you gave Chris
6 authority to sign your name other than the cease and
7 desist agreement?
8
A.
I gave him authority to check on information
9 in the bank, I can tell you that. I want to know what's
10 going on myself when I'm not there to do it.
ii
12
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Q.
I'm not sure I know what you mean when you say
"check on information from the bank"?
A.
I said find out what's really going on, you
know, in some of these accounts. Where did the money go
to? What happened to it?
Q.
You still lost me. Is there a specific
incident or specific bank you're referring to?
A.
I can't -- one I - really comes to mind would
be Guardian Title.
Q.
Okay.
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A.
He had my full authority to go check on
whatever he needed to check on there. Yeah.
Q.
Did you give instructions or anything in
writing to Guardian Title so they would be aware of
that?
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Might have. I don't know, but I certainly
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have done it verbally.
Q.
Okay. With respect to any dealings with
Sovern, have you ever done it in writing or has it
always been verbal?
A.
No, not in writing.
Q.
Okay. And have you ever signed a written
power of attorney given ~
A.
Back up a minute now. Originally it was — it
was a verbal agreement. Am I allowed to ask Chris a
question?
Q.
We can take a break if you think it's helpful.
A.
The question I've got to know is - see, I
can't remember everything.
Q.
Sure.
A.
Somewhere along the line I did get a document
notarized. I know I did that.
Q.
Okay. A document with your signature on it?
A.
Yeah. Notarized, yeah. Said the same thing,
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yeah.
Q.
What I'm asking is did you ever give Chris a
written document that authorized him to sign anything in
your behalf?
A.
Probably an email.
Q.
Okay.
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A.
No.
Q.
Okay. And did you ever have a conversation
with Bruce Coles around this time frame, April 7th to
April 11th approximately?
A,
Not 7th or 11th, no, but after that, yes.
Q.
What conversations did you have?
A.
Here's what happened after that that caused me
to talk to Bruce Coles.
THE WITNESS:
Is Bruce coming back?
MR. KELLY:
Doesn't look like it.
MR. ROBINSON:
So you can say whatever you want.
THE WITNESS:
I'd say it anyhow, judge. I say
what I think is the truth, that's all I do.
See, when we first agreed to do the contract,
even though reluctantly to take over this deal, REISI's
deal, that was one time, one event. Then Chris gave me
convincing evidence that thing is wrong. That's another
event.
And then behind that situation, I don't know
who the parties were involved, but Lisa, Chris's wife,
called me crying -- my wife and I crying, said, "You've
got to take this thing back over and keep this thing
over. Chris is going to get put in jail," I mean bad
things, bad things. "What? What are you talking
about?"
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And at that point --1 don't know when all the
details of why he was going to be put in jail, but I can
tell you this, I got the same information from
Mr. Coles. That's the first contacts I've had with him;
that you're going to have to maintain the deal. We
cannot put it back with Chris, because we can't do it
illegally. Nobody in the state of Utah is going to deal
with him legally, because he's done some things that
would make him not valid as an entity to carry out this
deal.
It was such a strong situation. I was even
told that, you know, if you will go ahead and take this
contract over back like we originally agreed to do, if
you'll go ahead and do that, we'll sort of overlook the
pressing charges and the jail problem.
Well, any good father and mother in their
right mind if they thought, man, this is getting
serious, especially his wife is calling, right? Maybe
we better take this contract over. Maybe he has done
something that we don't know about. Maybe something has
happened. That's sort of ~ put you in a real bind
then, because you're talking about jail and talking
about criminal charges. What would you do as a father?
Q.
I understand your concern.
Do you recall having conversations with
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Q.

Mr. Coles making statements such as, "Do we still have a
deal? I hope we have a deal"?
A.
I don't think Mr. Coles ever thought we didn't
have a deal.
Q.
Ever thought we didn't have deal?
A.
Did not have. He kept calling me, which I
never answered. He left a lot of voice mails.
Q.
And what did he say in those voice mails?
A.
About, you know, we want to go ahead and
proceed and get the money through and do this and do
that. And, also, I've got emails and voicemails
about ~ when I say voicemail, I've got an Internet
phone, and it records these mails so you can hear them.
You can play them back on the computer.
I've got words. I know what they are, that
Chris really would get, you know - that they would be
willing to forget charges, you know, that would cause
him to go to prison. His family wouldn't have a daddy.
And all these - this is on and on and on stuff, you can
imagine. It's pretty heavy for me.
So -- you asked me at the first of this have
you ever done a deposition. You know, I've never been
in anything like this, hope I never get in another one
either. This is ridiculous. Just trying to invest in
something. This is crazy. Anyhow, you see the problem.

I understand.

A.
With that kind of pressure, I had no choice,
no choice, my wife and I, no choice but to just take the
deal back over. I talked to Mr. Gilliam about all of
these events, of course. He sort of left me as
spokesman, I guess, probably because I'm related to
Chris. He didn't get involved in it directly, but he
talked to me about it, you know.
Q.
Okay. And what was the major difference, if
any, between your deal, April 11th, and Chris's deal on
April 7th?
A.
Well, there's one obvious difference is the
fact that it was a four million dollar deal and a two
million dollar deal. That's a real outstanding
noticeable difference right there. There's other things
that has to do with Chris's or REISl's Q.
When you say two million and four million,
that's how much you're investing?

19
A.
Total contract, yeah, those two. That's 20 that's the main thing. But then -- but then there's a
21 lot of changes of wording that affects the - the amount
22 of return that REISI would get, maybe not in proportion,
23 even though it's two to four, that would really water
2 4 d o w n t h e a m o u n t of return that RE1S1 would get, w h i c h
25 Chris pointed out.
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I tell you the truth about it, this is a
complicated, long, drawn-out thing. I'm not really
familiar with all this thing. I'll know them if you
talk about them, but I can't really come up with them.
That's big. And then the second big change is this
contract, this guaranty contract, the guaranty contract
is not even a valid contract if you change the term the
way it was changed.
Q.
Right.
A.
It makes it an invalid contract.
Q.
Right.
A.
So it was a stupid situation. I mean why
would I sign - why would I accept that?
Q.
Before releasing the funds?
A.
Yeah. Right, right, wouldn't do it.
Q.
Okay. Let me show you some ~
A.
Doesn't that sort of smoke a little bit sort
of deceit and fraud to you?
Q.
Well, I'm not under oath, so I'm probably not
going to answer because I wasn't there.
Let me show you some documents that we'll have
marked as exhibits, because we referred to a lot of
documents, and I want to see if we can try to identify
those so we're not just talking in generalities.
A.
Okay. I'm going to take a little drink of
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water first.
MR. WILKINSON:
Do you need a break?
THE WITNESS:
I could stand about a five-minute
break.
MR. WILKINSON:
Before the break, I'm going to
have these two marked, and that may give you some time to
look at them, too. I want to give you sufficient time so
you know what ~ I'm not trying to ~
THE WITNESS:
What kind of question are you
asking me? Are you asking me are these valid documents or
what?
MR. WILKINSON:
No, I'm just going to ask you if
you recognize these documents, because we've talked about a
lot of documents. What I don't want to do is I don't want
you leaving this deposition feeling like I switched pages
or documents on you.
THE WITNESS:
I don't think you would.
MR. WILKINSON:
I want to make sure we're talking
about the right thing. So if we can have one of these
marked as Exhibit 1 and one of these marked Exhibit 2, and
then why don't we take a five-, 10-minute break and give
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you a chance to look over them.
(Recess taken at 10:41, resuming at 10:59.)
(Exhibits 1-2 marked.)
MR. WILKINSON:
Ron Wilkinson, appearing on
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behalf of Richard Pratt, who's also sitting with me to my
left.
MR. PRATT:
I'm Richard Pratt. I'm here.
MR. WILKINSON:
Bruce Coles has left. He was
here earlier.
MR. KELLY:
David Kelly on behalf of Guardian
Title.
MR. QUESENBERRY:
Brian Quesenberry for
Sovern Group, LLC.
MR. PUGH:
Chris Pugh as an interested party.
MR. KESSLER:
Jay Kessler for Charles Pugh.
THE WITNESS:
Charles Pugh, the one being talking.
Q.
(By Mr. Wilkinson) Mr. Pugh, you've had the
opportunity to look at those two exhibits, Exhibit 1 and

6

2?
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A.
Q.

Yeah.
Do you feel fairly confident in being able to

identify those documents for us?
A.
They certainly are related to some I'm
familiar with, yes.
Q.
Okay.
A.
Like I said, I didn't read every word of every
page. You know what I mean?
Q.
Sure. You've reviewed it enough -
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To know, yeah.

2
Q.
- to think you know what the document is?
3
(A discussion was had off the record.)
4
Q.
(By Mr. Wilkinson) And so the first document
5 is marked as Exhibit No. 1?
6
A.
Uh-huh (affirmative.)
7
Q.
Begins, "Guaranty Agreement/Security Agreement
8 dated April 10, 2006"; is that correct?
9
A.
Yeah, that's the name.
io
Q.
The other document, unfortunately, has those
i i same -- same information on it?
12
A.
Right.
13
Q.
The font sizes are a bit different; is that
14 correct?
is
A.
That's correct.
16
Q.
Exhibit No. 1, the font size is a bit smaller;
17 is that right?
18
A.
Right.
19
Q.
And Exhibit No. 1 also has some initials in
20 the corner, one of which - changes the first word 21 words "Richard Pratt" to "Richard W. Pratt"; is that
22 correct?
23
A.
That's correct.
24
Q.
And then there's also what appears to be a
25 signature or an initial right above the word
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"Richard Pratt"; is that correct?
A.
Yes, initial.
Q.
Okay. And at the bottom of that page, there
also appears to be an initial; is that correct?
A.
Yes.
Q.
Okay. And are any of those initials yours?
A.
No.
Q.
Okay. And the second page of that has a
signature line that says, "Guarantor, Richard Pratt, and
creditor, Charles D. Pugh"; is that accurate?
A.
Yes, that looks like my signature.
Q.
Okay. And there's verbiage on the next two
pages. And on each of those pages, there appears to be
an initial of somebody at the bottom of the page?
A.
Yes.
Q.
And then on the last page, again, there's a
signature, "Debtor, Richard W. Pratt, and secured party,
Charles D. Pugh"; is that correct?
A.
Yes.
Q.
And, also, there's a change that says on the
notary portion that changes it from "Richard Pratt" to
"Richard W. Pratt" and appears to be the initials "TG"
above that; is that correct?
A.
That looks like "TG," yeah.
Q.
Well, I'm assuming because Tammy Greening is
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i the notary, that may be her signature?
2
A.
Uh-huh (affirmative.)
3
Q.
You weren't present when Richard Pratt signed
4 this document?
5
A.
No.
6
Q.
And so you weren't present when Tammy Greening
7 notarized it either?
8
A.
No.
9
Q.
And I noticed that on the notary line, it just
10 indicates that, "Personally appeared before me," the
n
notary, Richard W. Pratt, there's no verbiage in there
12 that you appeared before the notary at that time; is
13 that correct?
14
A.
That's correct, yes.
is
Q.
Okay. Now, on the first page of this
16 agreement on the one, two, three 17
A.
Talking number 2 now?
is
Q.
No, Exhibit 1 still. In the fifth paragraph
19 begins, "Guarantor." Do you see that?
20
A.
Right.
21
Q.
It says, "Guarantor shall be released from the
22 obligations herein due to," and then there are four
23 contingencies, A, B, C, and D; is that accurate?
24
A.
That's accurate.
25
Q.
And if we are to look at Exhibit No. 2, there
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not be released from the obligations herein due to," and
then lists the four contingencies A, B, C, and D; is
that accurate?
A.
That's accurate.
Q.
Those contingencies appear to be the same on
Exhibit No. 1 and Exhibit No. 2, correct?
A.
Yes, appear to be.
Q.
However, there's an important word that is
not - that's added to Exhibit No. 2 that is not on
Exhibit No. 1; is that correct?
A.
Yes.
Q.
And what is that?
A.
The "not." I would say it differently than
you said it. I would say there's an important word
taken out of document number 1 that's on document
number 2, since document number 2 seems to prevail as
the first document, number 1, by the signatures.
Q.
Okay. And the document that you were relying
on, you believed it was Exhibit No. 2 that had been
signed by Mr. Pratt, and that's why you released authorized the release of funds from Guardian Title?
A.
I thought - I thought that - say that again.
Q.
You bet. It was your belief ~ let me back
up.
Before you authorized Guardian Title to
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1 is no 2
MR. KESSLER:
I don't think you handed out 2.
3
MR. WILKINSON:
Happy to do that.
4
Q.
(By Mr. Wilkinson) If you were to compare
5 Exhibit No. 1 and Exhibit No. 2 on the first page,
6 there's ~ it does not contain the same initials
7 throughout those pages as the other one does, correct?
8
A.
Right.
9
Q.
And, additionally, Richard Pratt on both the
10 first page and the last page is not changed to
n
Richard W. Pratt either; is that correct?
12
A.
That's true.
13
Q.
Okay. And Exhibit No. 2 also contains your
14 signature on the second and the last page but does not
15 include Mr. Pratt's signature; is that correct?
16
A.
That's true.
17
Q.
And, additionally, if I were to look at the
is first page 19
A.
Actually, it's got more than my signature.
20 Also, there's another page that's got my signature on
21 it, too.
22
Q.
The third page also has your signature?

5
Q.
You later learned that the agreement Mr. Pratt
6 had signed was, in fact, Exhibit No. 1 that had what you
7 believe the word "not" taken from it?
8
A.
One word, that's right.
9
Q.
And, additionally, it had been changed to
10 Richard W. Pratt?
ii
A.
Richard W.
12
Q.
Do you know why it had been changed to
13 Richard W. Pratt?
14
A.
I have no idea. Might be his name. I don't
15 know.
16
Q.
Were you aware that the title of the property
17 was in the name of Richard W. Pratt rather than
18 Richard Pratt?
19
A.
No.
20
Q.
Okay. Let me show you what we'll have marked
21 as Exhibit No. 4. A n d 22
MR. KESSLER:
Are you skipping 3?

23
24
25

23
24
25

A.
Third page, to be accurate, yeah.
Q.
Thank you. And if I were to look at the fifth
paragraph of Exhibit No. 2, the language reads, "Shall

i
2
3
4

release the $250,000 to Sovern, it was your belief that
Exhibit No. 2 had been signed by both yourself and
Mr. Pratt?
A.
Right.

MR. WILKINSON:
I am. The reason I'm skipping 3
is so that we're using the name numbering that we used with
Chris's deposition. As I indicated yesterday, I don't have
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additional copies of these documents. These are the ones
you would have received yesterday. We'll keep the
numbering the same.
(Exhibit 4 marked.)
Q.
(By Mr. Wilkinson) Do you recognize this
document?
A.
Do I recognize it?
Q.
Correct.
A.
I sort of - I don't know if I've seen this or
not. Might have.
Q.
Okay. And on the letterhead is the name
Graham H. Norris, Jr., Attorney at Law in Orem, Utah.
Is this t h e G r a h a m Norris that you obtained
the legal opinion from regarding the contract?
A.
It appears to be, because he's in Orem, Utah.
Q . But you don't recall w h e t h e r you've seen this
letter before?
A.
I don't know.
Q . Okay. Let me show you what we'll have marked
a s Exhibit No. 5.
A.
I don't think - s e e , one thing about this
letter, it doesn't seem to affect me. I don't see where
I would be involved in it.
Q . Okay.
(Exhibit 5 marked.)

1

Q.
(By Mr. Wilkinson) Exhibit No. 5 also appears
to be a document from Graham H. Norris, appears to be a
billing statement to Chris Pugh. Have you seen this
document before?
A.
Don't think so. Not sure.
Q.
Okay. It's your understanding that Mr. Pugh
prepared the documents for the deal between Sovern and
REISI?
A.
Say again?
Q.
It's your understanding that Mr. Norris
prepared the documents between Sovern and REISI?
A.
Yeah. You said Mr. Pugh the first time.
Q.
Did 1? 1 apologize.
And is it also your understanding that
Mr. Norris prepared the documents between yourself and

Page 95
i
(Exhibit 6 marked.)
2
Q . (By Mr. Wilkinson) Exhibit No. 6 is a document
3 entitled "Promissory Note/Security A g r e e m e n t " dated
4 April 7, 2006. H a v e y o u s e e n this d o c u m e n t before?
5
A. Yes.
6
Q . And when we spoke earlier about an agreement
7 that w a s Chris's deal that w a s d a t e d April 7, 2006,
8 w o u l d that be consistent with your recollection that
9 this was the agreement between Sovern Group and REISI?
io
A.
The only thing different about this is it's
n
got signatures on it. All I have is an email copy.
12
Q . Okay. S o you've not seen t h e signature?
13
A.
No, I haven't seen this page.
14
Q . Okay. A n d 15
A . Y o u k n o w , I might have seen it later on. I
16 don't know. I'm telling y o u at the time I didn't.
17
is
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Q. Okay. You don't recall at this time seeing it
prior to - prior to that?
A.
Prior to the deal, no.
Q . Okay. A n d t h e n if y o u look at the page that's
numbered 10, t h e 10 is cut off, s o it's - it's t h e
third page f r o m t h e b o t t o m .
Do you k n o w that there is s o m e additional
language that is a d d e d that reads, "This" - it's
handwritten, "This contract is modified to include the
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REISI?
A.
1 think - it's my understanding he was
finalizing the cleanup version of it, yes.

4

Q.
Okay. B u t A.
He didn't do the original documents. We
did - we negotiated the original documents.
Q.
Okay. Had you seen this bill before?
A.
1 don't think so.
Q.
Okay. Let me show you what we'll have marked

5

as Exhibit No. 6.

9
0
1
2
3
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items listed in Addendum 1"?

2

A.
I see it.
Q.
And the next page seems to be entitled
"Addendum 1." Do you see that?
A.
Uh-huh (affirmative.)
Q.
Back to the prior page, do you recognize that
handwriting that reads, "This contract is modified to
include the items listed in Addendum 1"?
A.
Not really.
Q.
Okay. Could that be Chris's signature Chris's handwriting?
A.
Could be. I don't see many things written by
him, so I don't know.
Q.
Addendum No. 1, do you recognize the
handwriting on that page at all?
A. No.
Q.
So it could be Chris's, it may not be Chris's?
A.
Don't know.
Q.
Okay. Have you ever seen this Addendum No. 1
before?
A.
Don't think - I'm just not really sure. I
don't think I have.
Q.
Okay. And subsequent to that is another page
which is called "Attachment No. A," which is the last
page. Have you ever seen that before?

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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A.

Not to my recollection. I could have seen it

2 and not know it, but I don't recall.
3
Q.
Okay. And do you recognize the handwriting on
4 that page at all?
5
A.
Not necessarily.
6
Q.
Okay. Do you see right above the text, page 1
7 on the bottom third of the page, there's a signature
8 that says, "By" - it appears "Chris M."?
9
A.
Are you saying page 1 or the -io
Q.
The very last page. You'll see there's text
i i that says page 1 on that last page?
12
A.
Uh-huh (affirmative.)
13
Q.
Do you see a signature above that?
14
A.
Russell Robinson you mean?
15
Q.
No, the one below Russell Robinson.
16
A.
Looks like Chris Pugh, yeah.
17
Q.
Okay. And are you familiar with Chris's
is signature?
19
A.
To a degree. Like I say, I don't have really
20 much reason to see his writing. It's usually emails.
21
Q.
Okay. And you'll notice that there's - in
22
23
24
25

the middle of that last page, there's text which
indicates Graham H. Norris, Jr., Attorney at Law?
A.
Where is that? Oh, there. Okay. Uh-huh
(affirmative.)
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Q.

Okay. And when we referred to Chris's deal

and your deal, yours being on or about April 11th, would
this be one of the documents that would be an indication
of your deal?
A.
Right.
Q.
Okay. And there's some changes that have been
made on that. For example, on the last line of the
first paragraph reads, "U.S., for a total 25 million
dollars," the five is crossed and 6 was added; is that
correct?
A.
Looks like it, yes.
Q.
And there's some initials there. Are any of
those initials yours?
A.
No.
Q.
And, also, on the - in that paragraph, the
line right above it, there was a number 23 million that
has been changed to 24. Do you see that?
A.
Yes.
Q.
And is any of those initials yours?
A.
No.
Q.
And at the bottom of the page, are any of
those initials yours?
A.
NO.
Q.
On the next page, there are also initials with
some changes changing a 4 to 2 and changing - taking

Page 98
1
Q.
And you indicated you've not seen this before.
2 Would it be fair to say that you're not familiar with
3 why this document was prepared or the purpose of it?
4
A.
That would be fair, yeah.
5
Q.
Okay. And the page just prior to that that's
6 primarily handwritten, would it be fair to make the same
7 statement with respect to this page?
8
A.
Yeah. If I've seen it, I don't recall it. I
9 can tell you that.
io
Q.
Okay. And would it be fair to say you're not
i i sure the purpose of this Addendum 1?
12
A.
Yeah, it would be fair to say.
13
Q.
Okay. Let me show what we'll have marked as
14 Exhibit 7.
15
(Exhibit 7 marked.)
16
Q.
(By Mr. Wilkinson) Exhibit No. 7 is another
17 document that is marked "Promissory Note/Security
is Agreement" dated April 11, 2006?
19
A.
Uh-huh (affirmative.)
20
Q.
Has a dollar figure of two million dollars on
21 the top; is that correct?
22
A.
That's correct.
23
Q.
Is this a document that you believe you've
24 seen before?
25
A.
I believe I've seen this one, yes.

AMAA^d/Zd)
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i out an extra "a" on Provision 1.3. Then there's some
2 signatures or initials at the bottom. Are any of those
3 injuries?
4
A.
No.
5
Q.
And then there are some what appear to be
6 cutoff initials on the bottom of the next page. Are any
7 of those initials yours?
8
A.
No.
9
Q.
And the same on the following page that begins
io 4.5?
11
A.
No.
12
Q.
And the next page that begins 8?
13
A.
No, those are mine.
14
Q.
Okay. And, also, on that page that begins
is with the number 8, it talks about - paragraph 11,
16 "Notices." Do you see that?
17
A.
Yes.
is
Q.
It says, "If to the Holder (1), to Charles D
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Pugh, 780 South Barfield Drive, Marco Island, Florida
34145." Do you see that?
A.
Yes.
Q.
And that is you and your address?
A.
Right.
Q.
And then it has B, "If to the holder (2), to
Arnold Gilliam," with a North Carolina PO box; is that
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i correct?
2
A.
Now, I'm not sure that's his PO box, but I
3 think it is. I can't verify that.
4
Q.
And then the next page that begins 13,
5 "Governing Law," there's signatures. The signatures for
6 Sovern says, "By Jan W. Carlson, Bruce H. Coles, and
7 Russell L. Robinson." Do you see that?
8
A.
Yes.
9
Q.
And your signature and Arnold Gilliam's
0 signature are not there; is that correct?
1
A.
That's right.
2
Q.
All right. And do you see the initials at the
3 bottom, those are not your initials?
4
A.
No.
5
Q.
And on the next page, those are not your
6 initials?
7
A.
No.
8
Q.
And on the next page, those are not your
9 initials?
0
A.
No.
i
Q.
And on the subsequent page that has Roman
2 numeral 28 at the top, those are not your initials?
3
A.
No.
4
Q.
And on the last page that begins, "And witness
5 whereof," those are not yours either; is that correct?

-uuiy
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Page 103
four million dollars. Are we looking at the same
document?
A.
Yes.
Q.
And have you seen this document before?
A.
You know, the PDF file might be this one. I'm
not sure. The one I was talking about earlier.
Q.
One of the first two documents that were sent
to you?

9
10
ii
12
13
14
is
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A.
The two documents sent to me, right. It might
be this one.
Q.
And those were sent to you by REISI, by your
son?
A.
I think it was REISI. I'm pretty certain it
was.
Q.
Okay. And at the bottom of each page dated
April 4th - I'm sorry - dated 04/25/06, there are
initials on each of those pages. Do you see that?
A.
Yes.
Q.
And do you recognize those initials at all?
A.
It looks like Chris's initials on top of
page 1 talking about.
Q.
If you could look at each of the pages because
it a p p e a r s A.
Looks like the same. Yeah.
Q.
You'll note on the last page that there are no
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A.
No, not mine.
Q.
Okay. Do you have an understanding of the
purpose of this Promissory Note or Security Agreement?
A.
Yes.
Q.
And what is your understanding of it?
A.
My understanding of it is this — this is to
take over the REISI agreement that they had with Sovern
to carry through this loan, because Chris was deemed to
be incapable of doing it.
Q.
Okay. And your position is - is this is not
a valid contract because Chris's is the valid contract?
A.
Yeah, I was advised his is a valid contract.
Q.
Say the last part again.
A.
I was advised his is a valid contract by a
lawyer.
Q.
And so in your mind, this is not a valid
contract?
A.
In my mind, this is not a valid contract under
the circumstances.
Q.
Okay. Let me show what we'll have marked

1
2
3
4
5

Exhibit 8.
(Exhibit 8 marked.)
Q.
(By Mr. Wilkinson) Exhibit 8 is another
document entitled "Promissory Note/Security Agreement"
dated April 7, 2006, with a dollar figure on the top of
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signatures other than the initials of - that appear to
be Chris's?
A.
Uh-huh (affirmative.)
Q.
Are you familiar at all or have an
understanding of the purpose of this document?
A.
Not really.
Q.
Okay. Do you know why your son would have
initialled each page on the 25th of April?
A.
Probably because he wanted to make sure that
what he's reading, if somebody else has got it signed,
it's the same document.
Q.
Okay. And did you - are you assuming that or
is that knowledge that you've obtained through
conversation with Chris or someone else?
A.
No, I assumed it is basic business.
Q.
Okay. Let me show what we'll have marked as
Exhibit No. 9.
(Exhibit 9 marked.)
Q.
(By Mr. Wilkinson) Exhibit No. 9 is a document
entitled "Promissory Note/Security Agreement" dated
April 7, 2006, with a dollar figure on the top of
$30,000,000; is that accurate?
A.
That's correct.
Q.
And on there on the first page, there appears
to be a change made from JWC/Sovern to Sovern Group, and
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Okay. And on the last page of that document,
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there appears to be initials and a date; is that
accurate?
A.
Uh-huh (affirmative.)
Q.
Is this a document you've seen before?
A.
Yes.
Q.
And in what context have you seen it?
A.
I saw this after Greg Anderson revealed it to
me.
Q.
So Greg Anderson provided this document to
you?
A.
I didn't know anything about this document
until he revealed it to me during the time that we were
going to take over the contract.
Q.
And when he showed this to you, it would have
been before April 11th?

2 there are signatures of Bruce Coles, Jan Carlson,
3 Bruce Coles, Russell Robinson, and Chris Pugh, which are
4 each notarized by Tammy Greening; is that accurate?
5
A.
That last signature, I guess, is Chris Pugh.
6
Q.
You're not positive?
7
A.
It doesn't look - all right, could be.
8
Q.
Okay. That's fair.
9
A.
I don't see his signature. I can't tell you.
io
Q.
That's fair. Let me show you what we'll have
i i marked as Exhibit 10.
12
(Exhibit 10 marked.)
13
Q.
(By Mr. Wilkinson) Exhibit 10 appears to be
14 some email message or messages beginning with original
15 message from Greg sent Monday April 10, 2006, to

16
17
is
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A.
Yeah.
Q.
Okay. And what representations, if any, did
Mr. Anderson make to you regarding this document?
A.
He said that this was a deal between REISI and
Sovern independent of any other dealings going on
between myself and REISI.
Q.
Okay. So this was a separate agreement where
Sovern was paying Chris Pugh personally rather than
through REISI?
A.
It appeared to be that way, yes.

16
17
is
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

"cpugh01@comcast.net." Do you recognize this document?
A.
Yes.
Q.
And do you know whose email address is
"cpugh01@comcast.net"?
A.
Yes, that's mine.
Q.
And it says, "Subject, forward Third Party
Guarantor"?
A.
Yes.
Q.
Do you have any independent recollection about
this email or its purpose?

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Q.
Okay. And were you aware that Chris had
worked out an additional deal where he would receive
approximately $30 million?
A.
I was not at the time, no, not before the Greg released it, shared it to me.
Q.
Chris had not told you that he was receiving
some sort of commission or additional amounts of
$30 million?

i
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4
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Page 108
A.
Let me read what this says and I'll tell you.
Q.
Okay.
A.
Excuse me, again. But this appears by reading
it that this is just evidence about Richard putting his
property up.
Q.
Okay. Do you have independent recollection
about these emails or what was - what transpired on
April 10th?
A.
On this one, not really.
Q.
Okay. And you'll notice two pages into that,
so the third page of that exhibit, is a document
entitled "Guaranty Agreement/Security Agreement" dated
April 10th, 2006?
A.
Where are we now?
Q.
Third page of Exhibit 10.
A.
Okay.
Q.
Do you recognize that document?
A.
That looks like the note - the Guaranty
Agreement/Security Agreement.
Q.
All right. You'll notice in the first,
second, sort of fourth paragraph that begins
"Guarantor," it says, "Guarantor shall not be released
from the obligations herein due to"?
A.
Right.
Q.
Is this the original PDF document you believed

Page 106

9
A.
No.
io
Q.
Was it concerning to you that he had not
11 informed you of this?
12
A.
Not really, because REISI can do what they
13 want to do. All I care about is my deal through REISI.
14
Q.
And did you have any conversations with
15 Mr. Anderson about ~ what conversations did you have
16 with Mr. Anderson about this document?
17
A.
Mr. Anderson said that this - this agreement
18 right here, if I took over the deal, would still be
19 valid, Chris would still get this deal right here.
20
Q.
Okay. And your hope was for him to continue
21 to get this deal?
22
A.
Yes.
23
Q.
Which is one of the reasons you signed the
24 second agreement?
25
A.
Yeah. This is one of the reasons.
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i you received?
2
A.
It seemed to have the wording, yes.
3
Q.
Okay. And did you receive that as an
4 attachment email from Chris or from Greg, do you recall?
5
A.
This?
6
Q.
Yes. When you say "this," you're pointing to?
7
A,
You're talking about that particular document?
3
Q.
Guaranty/Security Agreement.
9
A.
See, I received that document, the PDF, the
o original said these words, right. Now, it's possible
i when Greg sent me this, he attached this with it.
2
Q.
Okay.
3
A.
I have to look at my computer to tell you. I
4 don't know.
5
Q.
So you're not sure if it was Chris or Greg
6 that sent it to you?
7
A.
No. I'm not sure. This original, this top
8 part came from Greg.
9
Q.
Let me show you again, we're going to skip
0 some exhibit numbers to keep them consistent. Let me
1 show what we'll have marked as Exhibit No. 13.
2
(Exhibit 13 marked.)
3
Q.
(By Mr. Wilkinson) Do you recognize this
4 document?
5
A.
Yeah, it's - let me look at the rest of it

1
2
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No. 14?
A.
You know, I really didn't know why these were
that way, but as I got to looking at it closer,
apparently it's two different trust deeds, one for the
land and one for the house, which is kind of surprising
to me. I thought it would all be one.
Q.
You'll notice on Exhibit No. 13 on the first
page, it says "property address." Do you see that?
A.
Yes.
Q.
And it says, "4664 North Brookside Circle,
Provo, Utah 84604 (land)"?
A.
Right.

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
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Q.
And on Exhibit No. 14, it lists property
address, "4672 North Brookside Circle, Provo, Utah 84604
(house)"?
A.
Uh-huh (affirmative.)
Q.
All right. Is this also a document you
received from Tammy Greening following A.
You know, I can't honestly answer that because
I think something was missing when they first sent it to
me. One of these two documents might have been missing.
I might have gotten it later. I might have found out
about it later. I'm not sure. So I really can't answer
that as a positive yes.
Q.
Okay. Let me show you what we'll have marked
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and I'll tell you.
Q.
Okay.
A.
This appears to be what was mailed to me from
Tammy Greening after I released the money.
Q.
Okay. And what is your understanding of the
purpose of this document?
A.
It's to assign a trust deed to me, trust deed
of this property to me to - as a lien for the note
that - provided Sovern.
Q.
This was a document provided to you by Tammy
Greening following your releasing of the funds?
A.
Right.
Q.
Let me show what we'll have marked as Exhibit
No. 14.
(Exhibit 14 marked.)
THE WITNESS:
Of course, you know, looking at my
records to see where it came from, but I think that's where
it came from.
Q.
(By Mr. Wilkinson) You'll have the opportunity
following the deposition to be able to review the
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deposition, and at that time can you make sure you check
your records to make sure the accuracy of the
information you're providing today?
A.
Right. Right.
Q.
Okay. Do you recognize this document, Exhibit

21
A.
Briefly.
22
Q.
When did you have discussions with him about
23 his deposition?
24
A.
When he picked me up at the airport.
25
Q.
And what did you discuss with him?
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as Exhibit No. 17.
(Exhibit 17 marked.)
Q.
(By Mr. Wilkinson) Do you recognize this
document?
A.
No, I don't think so.
Q.
Okay. Do you recall discussing with Chris his
desire to have Charlie Hurdle not be involved or in his
words not interfere with Real Estate Investment
Specialists' contract with Sovern?
A.
Can't recall.
Q.
Okay.
MR. WILKINSON:
I have nothing further.
MR. QUESENBERRY:
I've got a couple questions.
EXAMINATION
BY MR. QUESENBERRY:
Q.
Mr. Pugh, again, I'm Brian Quesenberry, and I
represent Sovern in this case. I just have got a couple
questions here for you.
First of all, have you discussed with Chris,
your son, his deposition that he took earlier this week?
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1
2

A.

Said he had a deposition, said it wasn't

really hard, just tell the truth.

1

W h e t h e r I did it exactly or not, I can't tell. There's

2

a lot of emails. You know, things I thought was
pertinent for sure.

3

Q.

W h a t else did he say?

3

4

A.

That's about it.

4

Q.

Y o u still have those emails though, right?

5

Q.

Nothing specific?

5

A.

Uh-huh (affirmative.)

A.

No. He did say that I might be asked

You haven't deleted them or anything like

6

Q.

7

financial things. I said, "Doesn't matter." I said, "I

7

that?

8

don't have the exact numbers with me of what happened."

8

A.

9

Wouldn't have thought it w o u l d have been appropriate.

9
10
n

server.
Q.
A.

6

10
n

Q.

Can you think of any other specifics that you

and Chris discussed about his deposition?

12

A.

12

Not really. It's pretty general. That's

Q.

No. Well, actually, I've got them on a

Hard drive?
Server.
What about these voicemails that you mentioned

13

about it. There is a statement, though, that he said

13

Bruce Coles had left you, you've got that as an

14

the thing to do is w e can't practice a deposition. You

14

electronic file saved?

15

need to just say it off the top as it is.

is

16

Because I thought maybe what you do in a

A.

Y e a h , server.

16

Q.

A n d you still have those?

17

A.

Yes.

is

Q.

Do you know how or do you have the ability to

17
is

deposition is you come and prepare for it like you do a
test or something, right? He said, "No, that's not the

19

way you do it." Just right off the top say it as you

19

20

know it. If you don't know it, say you don't know it."

20

A.

Yes.

21

Q.

About how many of those voicemails do you have

21

Q.

W h e r e do you physically keep your documents

22

and files regarding this REISI transaction? Do you have

22

23

like a cabinet at home?

23

b u m those onto a CD or save those to a CD?

from Bruce?
A.

Hard to say, but I would say 10 or more.

24

A.

Yeah.

24

Q.

Do you have any other voicemails from any

25

Q.

Filing cabinet?

25

other-

1

A.

I have a filing cabinet --1 have an office in

1

2

my home that's a specific office, you know, that's a

2

didn't answer the phone, right. If I - on the phone,

3

certified office.

3

it didn't record.
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4
5
6
7

Q.

Do you have like a manila folder that has all

the REISI documents?
A.

Yes. I have - it's a standard hanging file

Understand, the voicemails is like when I

4

Q.

A message?

5

A.

Y e a h , it's a message.

6

Q.

From anyone else besides Bruce related to this

7

system with folders in a hanging file.

A.

whole transaction?

8

Q.

They're all located in one central -

8

A.

You mean voicemails?

9

A.

One place that says "Sovern case."

10

Q.

Do you know, have you produced that complete

Q.
A.
Q.

Correct. For example, Russell Robinson?
Possibly Charlie Hurdle.
Charlie Hurdle?

A.

It's possible. But not Russ Robinson. Well,

n

file in this case, or have you at least given those

9
io
ii

12

documents to your attorney in this case?

12

13

A.

A s far as I know, w e have.

13

you know, I don't know about Russ Robinson. I've heard

14

Q.

Okay.

14

the name, but - they may have left me a voicemail.

A.

You know, all the documents relating -- as far

15

They may have.

15
16

16

as I know.

17
is

17

Q.

W h a t about -

18

A.

Makes sense to do that.

19

Q.

W h a t about emails, you've discussed emails

Q.

Greg Anderson?

A.
I wasn't paying as much attention -- not Greg,
in particular. I think the last conversation Greg and I

19

had w a s at the close of this 14th through maybe 21st or

20

between you and Chris, emails between you and Greg,

20

some days in there. W e haven't talked about any since

21

variety of emails.

21

then.

22

Have you printed off copies of all the emails

22

Q.

But for sure you have those all saved, those

23

between you and Chris that relate to this dispute and

23

24

you and Greg and anyone else in this dispute?

24

A.

Yes.

25

Q.

Y o u talked about - you had heard from, I

25

A.

I would say I w o u l d attempt to do that.

messages that w e r e left?
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i guess, Bruce, sounds like primarily about claims that
2 this April 7th contract was invalid and that your son
3 was — was ~
4
A.
Start that sentence again.
5
Q.
So you heard - you testified today that
5 Bruce - you heard from Bruce Coles that the - he
7 thought the April 7th contract was invalid, right?
3
A.
Uh-huh (affirmative.)
5
Q.
You also heard from Bruce Coles some comments
3 about your son's behavior?
i
A.
Right.
2
Q.
Right? And that based on that, you entered
3 into negotiations with Greg?
4
A.
No. No. That's not true. I didn't do any
5 conversation with Bruce Coles where I entered into
s negotiation with Greg.
7
Q.
I thought - after hearing these things
8 from ~ whether it's Charlie or Bruce that you wanted to
9 save this deal for your son ~
3
A,
I did but I didn't ~ the only time I talked
1 directly with Bruce Coles is on the second time we took
2 over the deal, not the first time.
3
Q.
What day would that have been?
4
A.
That would have been after the 11th.
5
Q.
Is when you first talked to Bruce?
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A.
After the 11th.
Q.
How about the claim that Chris is manic, when
did you first hear that?
A.
I heard -- from Greg I heard early on on the
10th and 11 th - well, on the 10th in particular that he
was acting over the top. And I can't even recall if
Greg ever said the word "manic," but he was inferring
manic. Charlie certainly inferred it, too. He said,
"He's not acting right, he's not competent doing this
deal right now. He's acting too aggressive."
Q.
So I think you said Richard said that Chris
was not talking right?
A.
Right. Richard said that, totally independent
conversation.
Q.
Is that before the April 11th contracts were
signed or after?
A.
Before the April 11th? Yes.
Q.
And then Charlie Hurdle's claim that Chris was
acting over the top, was that before April 11th or
after?
A.
Before.
Q.
Now, did you do anything to verify or question
these claims about Chris's conduct?
A.
No. No. And if you stop and think about why

25

I wouldn't do it, it makes totally good sense. If Chris
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A.
Yes, after the 11th.
Q.
And heard from his mouth A.
In fact, I even told Greg Anderson during that
10th and 11th time frame, "Please go back one more time
and ask Bruce Coles can we just leave Chris's name in it
and just do the deal and let it go like it is?" Save
face, right? See, if I would have been talking to
Bruce, there would have been no need of me to tell that
to Greg.
Q.
I guess it was from Lisa that you heard Bruce
is making these claims about ~
A.
I don't know - she didn't say Bruce. I don't
know who made the claims about — that we've got to
retake over the deal. But I did hear from Lisa.
Q.
How about the claim that the contract was
invalid, that the April 7th contract was invalid, when
did you first hear that?
A.
I heard it when I advised Greg that we were
not going to take over the deal, that Chris is going to
take back over the deal, because the contract is
invalid.
Q.
What day was that?
A.
That was after the 11th.
Q.
Now, how about the claim that Chris is going
to go to jail, when did you first hear that?
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really was manic, there's no way I can talk to him on
the phone. It would be like trying to talk to a wife
you didn't divorce, only wants to kill you. Can't talk.
SoQ.
How about calling Lisa to ask Lisa, "Is there
anything wrong with Chris?" Did you do that?
A.
I did talk to Lisa about that during that
time. And then when we took over the contract and then
decided there's problems in the contract, there is
something going on here, and getting back to Chris,
that's when Lisa is trying to bolster Chris, say, "You
know, this is Chris's deal, you guys shouldn't be taking
this over," blah, blah, blah, during that time.
Then the second time I talked with Lisa with
her crying saying she's been advised by some other party
that Chris is definitely going to go to jail if we don't
take over this contract, so you've got to take it back
over to keep him from going to jail. That was after the
11th.
Q.
And you're not sure who that other party was
talking to Lisa, right?
A.
Tell you the truth about it, I think it was
Charlie and Richard.
Q.
But you're not sure?
A.
I can be real damn sure if I talk to my wife.
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I c a n be real sure S h e heard it, t o o T h e reason I
hate t o say it out right n o w is because I don't w a n t to
guess I'm not going to guess at it
Q.
It sounds like those conversations with Lisa
took place after the April 11th c o n t r a c t 7
A.
Yes
Q.
S o prior to the April 11 th contract after you
heard f r o m Richard that Chris w a s not talking right a n d
after you heard from Charlie Hurdle that Chris was
acting over the top, you did not talk to Lisa and call
her up to ask how is Chris doing until after that

12 April 11th contract?
13
A.
Right Lisa w a s definitely working with Chris
14 during t h e time that w e w e r e trying to prevent an
15 explosion in this w h o l e thing I m e a n , it's obvious to
16 m e S o we're sort of working with Greg a n d those guys
17 sort of behind Chris's back you might say, because w e
18 thought if he really is having these problems, can't
19 deal with that A n d s o that's w h y I didn't contact him
20
Q.
Y o u said you released t h e m o n e y after you got
21 t h e signed Security A g r e e m e n t signed by Richard Pratt
22 back, right?
23
A.
Y e a h I had to sign one from Sovern first,
2 4 w h i c h I h a d in m y hand, a n d it's got the original
25 signature o n it, t h e ink o n e s Strange e n o u g h , t h e o n e

i
2
3

w e took over the d o c u m e n t s , it w a s more Bruce Coles
Q.
What gave you ~
A.
He w a s trying to call m e all the time about

4

It
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Q.
What gave you the impression Greg was acting
on behalf of A.
Because he w a s t h e only one I talked to
Q.
Did h e say anything to the effect of A.
He's the one that had me send the deal to him,
you know, the contracts I had, send it to him Then he
changed the PDF file into adjustable file, like a Word
file so he can adjust it He's t h e one that did and the
only one I talked to about it I didn't even talk to
Charlie about it
Q.
How about Bruce, did he say anything that gave
t h e impression that h e w a s a n agent of or on behalf of
Sovern?
A.
I didn't talk to Bruce during the signing
Q.
That's right, before the April 11th W h o else
did you talk to before the April 11th documents w e r e
signed besides Greg A n d e r s o n ?
A.
W e l l , Charlie -- talked to - Charlie w a s the
initiator He w a s t h e first guy that told m e that there
w a s a problem here Because, understand, he told m e
like a day before h o w proud h e w a s , right This is
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from - they w a n t e d - they w e r e forcing m e to go ahead
a n d release t h e m o n e y without doing t h e Richard part,
a n d I'm not going to do that, because that guarantees a
lien that protects t h e money, little small a m o u n t of
m o n e y we're putting in right now, t h e 500,000
Q.
T h e S o v e r n document, that's the April 11th
Promissory Note/Security Agreement signed by Sovern?

8
A.
Uh-huh (affirmative)
9
Q.
Once you got that and you got Richard's
io Security Agreement, then you released the money?
ii
A.
Right Immediately following it, yes
12
Q.
Your release o f the m o n e y w a s b a s e d o n
13 getting ~
14
A.
Both documents
is
Q.
The April 11th Sovern Promissory Note
16 agreement and then the April 11th Richard Pratt Security
17 Agreement?
is
A.
Right Understand that I did not - I wasn't
19 aware a word had been changed in that document, one word
20 had been c h a n g e d
21
Q.
W h o is - your understanding w a s acting on
22 behalf of Sovern through t h e negotiations a n d
23 communications?
24
A.
T h e first part understanding w a s G r e g , a n d he
25 was working directly with Bruce Coles The second time

Page 124
i amazing how fast this went, from - it w a s Saturday ~
2 Friday night, to Saturday
3
Friday night to Saturday morning, everything
4 was fine Something happened between Saturday morning
5 a n d Sunday afternoon Richard called - I can't
6 r e m e m b e r w h i c h d a y Richard called m e I really can't
7 say It w a s either Saturday or Sunday, one of the t w o
8 Said he just talked to Chris Probably Sunday I don't
9 know when it was
io
Anyhow, that's the first information that I
i i got that something is wrong I tried to call Charlie
12 real quick, b e c a u s e I trusted Charlie as being a super
13 friend of Chris's, trying to take care of him, of what's
14 going on? What's happening? You would ask the same
15 question if you thought something was going on with your
16 s o n and also t h e deal you just got done investing in,
17 right? I w a n t e d to find out w h a t w a s going on
18
Q.
S o did you - did you ask Charlie, " W h y are
19 you telling m e he's doing great but now he's not going
20 great?"
21
A.
I didn't push t h e phone W h e n he said that
22 Chris is over the t o p a n d not acting right, I m e a n , it's
23 like - it's like a stab in t h e heart all of a sudden
2 4 This is a serious problem O h , heck, now w h a t are w e
25 going to do? W e ' v e got to d o something about it
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Because I could trust Charlie Charlie has been there
before when that happened
But, understand, that's the only conversation
I had with Charlie After that he directed me straight
to Greg Also, understand clearly, and make it be
recorded, I did not solicit to take over that contract
I was asked to take over the contract to save the deal
for Chris
Q.
Who asked you specifically?
A.
Greg And Charlie -- and Charlie in his
original conversation, Charlie in his original
conversation
Q.
What did they specifically say in asking you
to take over the contract?
A.
That Bruce Coles is not going to deal with
Chris Sovern is not going to This deal is going to
fall apart, it's not going to be done Your son is
going to lose all the work he's got into it and all the
heart He's really done a great job up to this point
He's going to lose all that unless you step in and take
over the contract
Q.
You said at one point, "I don't think
Mr Coles even thought we had a deal" Do you remember
saying that today?
A.
I said that in reverse You wrote that down
Page 126
wrong What I said was this I said I think Mr Mr Coles always thought we had a deal And why did I
say that? The reasoning being he kept calling me, kept
pushing it, kept dealing with it, advising me we're
getting the property ready for the big deal Get your
money ready to pay the rest of the money Wouldn't that
make you assume he thinks the deal's going on further?
Q.
So, in other words, your understanding is he
always thought he had a deal with you?
A.
He thought I was going to take over Chris's
deal That's what he thought
MR. QUESENBERRY:
I think that's all the
questions — oh, wait, no A few more I'm sorry
Q.
(By Mr Quesenberry) Do you have a lawyer in
Florida that you've used in the recent past?
A.
No Don't normally have a reason for a
lawyer
Q.
You don't have like either a friend in the
neighborhood or family member that's a lawyer?
A.
No
Q.
What about to do these - you said that you
did use a lawyer to draft up some of these agreements
with Chris I thought?
A.
He used Noms
Q.
Okay When was the last time that you engaged
ge 125 to Page 128
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the lawyer for some kind of legal -A.
When I bought my house in Florida I bought
two houses in Florida When I bought the second house
in Florida Also, in a deal, a real estate deal here in
Provo, I think Provo, yeah
Q.
When was the real estate deal in Provo that
you used a lawyer, that you engaged a lawyer?
A.
Probably about two, three years ago
Q.
A Utah lawyer?
A.
Yeah

n
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Q.
What about buying a house, the most recent
house purchase you made in Florida, when was that?
A.
I bought that in 1999 - 1999 the first one,
the second one in 2000
Q.
And you used Florida lawyers for both of
those?
A.
Uh-huh (affirmative) Yes
Q.
When Richard said Chris is not talking right,
did he give you any examples of what Chris was saying?
A.
Yes He said that he was talking about taking
his part of the money that he got and investing it in
good causes
Q.
In good causes?
A.
Yeah
Q.
What did you understand that to mean?
Page 128
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A.

Like needy people type things

Q.
Did he say -- did Richard give you any other
examples of how Chris was not talking right, specific
examples?
A.
Not really
Q.
You didn't ask, "What are you talking about,
Richard?"
A.
He's talking about giving the bulk of the
money to needy people
Q.
How about Charlie Hurdle, did Charlie Hurdle
give you any specific examples of how Chris was acting
over the top?
A.
Yeah Charlie said he would be pushing the
point right much about that, about Chris is acting over
the top He's acting in an inferred manic type He
might have said the word "manic" I can't say it
because I don't remember, but he certainly inferred
pretty heavily - it seemed that he was working pretty
hard to convince me that Chris is not going to be able
to do this deal
Q.
What specific - did he give you any examples
of how Chris was supposedly acting over the top?
A.
He said that Chris was too aggressive And
the Friday night thing, which is in conflict what he
just got through telling me about the Friday night
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i thing, too aggressive and hard to deal with. That 2 that's probably it. Said he was performing too well on
3 the contracts.
4
Q.
Was not?
5
A.
Was performing too well on the contracts.
6
Q.
By that he meant Chris was acting over the
7 top, do you think?
8
A.
Confuses me, too.
9
MR. QUESENBERRY:
That's all that I have. Thank
io you.
ii
MR. KESSLER:
I've got just a couple follow-up
12 questions.
13
EXAMINATION
14
15
16
17
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19
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21
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25

BY MR. KESSLER:
Q.
When you received the contracts via PDF from
Greg?
A.
Or Chris. I'm not sure who that came - came
from, either Chris or Greg, one of the two.
Q.
The ones that you eventually signed?
A.
They came from either Chris or Greg. I'm not
sure which one it came from. I got the email to show
where it came from. The PDF copy came from either Chris
or Greg, and that was right after the Friday.
Q.
Okay. And you were asked to sign them; is
that correct?

1

A.
Yes. They asked me take over the deal to sign
them, right. So what I did, I printed them out, signed
them, and faxed them as instructed to Greg.
Q.
So you faxed them to Greg?
A.
Right.
Q.
Okay. Now, I just want to clear up some some of the timeline.
When you originally rescinded the April 11th
agreement, when you said - you testified that you
had - you and Chris wrote up this letter to rescind the
April 11th agreement; is that correct?
A.
That's right.
Q.
And why did you rescind that agreement the
first time?
A.
Because Chris pointed out to me where there
was fraud in the documents they sent me. And two
things, in the documents on the guaranty agreement,
fraud-type thing where they changed words and didn't
tell me, which is very important to the contract,
because the contract wouldn't be valid the way they
changed it.
Secondly - or would be useless the way they
changed it. Secondly, in the Sovern contract, proved to
me that it was not a comparable ratio from the two
million to the four million, that the returns he would

i get would be commensurate with what he would have gotten
2 under his original contract.
3
Q.
Okay.
4
A.
And that his April 7th contract was valid.
5
Q.
Okay. And then you testified that - that you
6 took back the agreement after that, because you were
7 told that Chris was going to go to jail for things; is
8 that correct?
9
A.
That's right. I was threatened by the fact
io that - that he was going to jail if we didn't do it.
i i However, if we did agree to take back over the contract
12 and carry it on, that they wouldn't press any charges to
13 prevent jail.
14
Q.
And then why did you -- did you rescind the
is contract the second time then?
16
A.
The first time we rescinded it was because
17 Chris pointed out these errors. The second time we
is rescinded it is because two things happened. Number
19 one, they started telling me about this criminal action
20 against Chris, he was going to be prosecuted if we don't
21 take it over. Number two, his wife called to tell me
22 she had been told the same thing.
23
Q.
You said those were the reasons why you got
2 4 back into the deal. Why did you get out of the deal the
25 second time?
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A.
Because Chris showed us - well, when we saw
the whole fraud of the whole situation, as more items
were pointed out into it, we decided to - wasn't going
to be able to deal with these guys. And, also, I was
assured that April 7th contract was valid, in fact.
MR. KESSLER:
I have nothing further.
THE WITNESS:
That's probably when Graham Norris
really nailed that thing about the April 7th contract as
well.
MR. KESSLER:
There is one more question. Is it
possible that - never mind. Nothing further. Anything
further, Ron?
MR. WILKINSON:
Nothing. Thank you.
(The deposition concluded at 11:54 a.m. on
this, the 19th day of July, 2007.)
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24
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6,15,73 2,74 6,80 3,5,
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10 2,5,48 6,8,12,119 6,
99 16
131 4,132 5,8
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9,10,19,121 10,122 21,
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47 22
123 5,124 22,128 11, 14,

11th [39]
25 11,53 24,59 11,12,17,
60 1,65 11,21,694,71 14,
74 1,6,7,80 4,5,83 10,
99 2, 105 15, 11724,118 1,
4,23, 119 1,5, 15,17,19,
120 19, 121 5,7,12,122 6,
15,16, 123 19,20,130 8,
11
12 [1]
34 4

24 [1]
99 17
25 [1]
99 8
250,000 [2]
27 1,37 5
25th [1]
104 8
28 [1]
101 22
2nd [1]

12th [2]
25 11,65 21
13 [4]
101 4, 109 21,22,111 7
14 [4]
11014, 15,111 1,13
14th [1]
11619
17 [2]
1121,2
19 [1]
133 2
1940 [1]
57
1965 [1]
6 16
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127 13
19th [1]
132 15
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2 [16]
85 20,86 16,89 17,25,
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17 20,20 3
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7 7,9 8,23,22 15
84604 [2]
111 11,14
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action [2]
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11 21
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73 1,91 9,95 24 99 9
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96 1,4,8, 14, 19,98 11
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17 7,9,20 4
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17 13,72 8,93 1,95 23,
106 2,7
9 [3]
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104 17, 18, 19
90 9,17,92 9
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22 15, 16
12 24,13 7,100 22,107 18,
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111 8,14
49 7,65 21,22
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183
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a.m. [1]
134 15
132 14
adjust [1]
ability [1]
123 12
11518
adjustable [1]
12311
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7 17, 35 10, 16,37 8,39 21, adjustments [3]
44 16,65 24,72 19,20,
58 21,24,25
86 18,110 20, 128 19,
advice [1]
132 4
71 10
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advised [4]
76 13
102 12,14,118 18,120 15
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advising [1]
126 4
37 7, 74 23
accept [1]
affect [3]
84 13
67 7,8,93 22
accessing [1]
affects [1]
83 21
8 21
according [2]
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37 3,16
12 2,20 14,21 18,54 18,
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56 9,67 21,87 6,89 2,
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134 18
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)43, 105 3, 111 16,1155, a n s w e r e d [2]
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53 16,82 7
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30 24,31 6,66 23,76 18
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80 12,82 25,124 10
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>3 16
62 1,70 6
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125 17
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94 13
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7 4,6
1 13
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i o l d [1]
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>12
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appropriate [1]
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[10]
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17 10,18 16,22 17,44 25,
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2 24
april [63]
l o w e d [1]
.10
57,2511,17,21,421,4,
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8,18,45 2,6,46 8,49 11,
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56 2,59 10,11, 12,17,
60 1,64 24,65 11,21,71 3,
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9,15 3,18 3,21,22,
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105 15,107 15, 108 8, 13,
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17, 19,121 5,7,12,122 6,
12,18 9,106 7
15,16,123 19,20,130 8,
i d e r s o n [15]
14,5,50 24,55 18,71 21, 11,131 4,132 5,8
, 105 7,9,18,106 15,16, aren't [1]
,11616,1183,123 21
75 11
a r g u m e n t [3]
igle [1]
72 17,75 14, 15
19
arnold [5]
i s w e r [14]
27 9,28 7,29 11, 100 25,
19,28 14,33 5,11,14,
101 9
6,50 14,53 19,61 5,
a r r a n g e m e n t [4]
20, 111 19,23,1162
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12 1, 16 2,42 7,56 24
arrangements [1]
40 18
asking [5]
71 6,78 21,85 10,125 13
assign [1]
1107
assist [1]

821
assisted [3]
9 1,25,23 21
a s s u m e [10]
29 15,30 13,37 23,41 8,
48 13,14,50 9,51 21,
72 21,1267
a s s u m e d [5]
381,5011,51 16,63 16,
104 15
a s s u m i n g [2]
88 25,104 12
assumption [1]
51 21
assumptions [1]

65 9
assure [1]
3719
assured [3]
52 20,66 10,132 5
attached [1]
10911
attachment [3]
72 25,96 24,109 4
attempt [1]
114 25
attention [1]
116 17
attorney [11]
1911,2811, 13,15,16,
63 22,77 21,78 8,93 12,
97 23, 11412
attorneys [1]
61
attractive [1]
26 5
authority [9]
56 18,69 23,25,70 19,
73 10,77 18,79 6,8,21
authorization [1]
77 15
authorize [1]
37 9
authorized [3]
78 22,91 21,25
automatic [3]
144,1721
automobiles [3]
19 25,20 6,7
a w a r e [26]
6 21,24,25,7 8,8 1,5,
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b.s. [1]

69
bachelor's [1]
6 12
ball [1]
76 19
ballyhooed [1]
73 12
bank [6]
26 15,16, 17,79 9, 12, 17
banking [1]
144
barbecue [1]
38 17
barfield [1]
100 19
based [4]
33 24,34 8,117 12,122 12
basic [1]
104 15
basis [1]
16 15
begins [8]
87 7,89 19,100 9, 12,14,
1014,24,108 21
behalf [16]
26 10,19,27 2,7,29 11,
30 18,38 21,56 19,78 23,
86 1,6,122 22,123 6, 16
behavior [1]
11710
behind [3]
76 6,80 19,121 17
belief [6]
35 4,36 23,74 11,21,
91 23, 92 1
beliefs [1]
74 25
believe [8]
54 19,55 21,57 13,63 1,
76 14,92 7,98 23,25
believed [3]
71 23,91 19, 108 25
benefit [8]
29 14, 16, 18,22,30 22,23,
37 6
benefits [1]
5 14
beside [3]
41 1,2,63 23
besides [2]
1166, 123 21
bet [1]
91 23
bill [1]

94 22
billing [1]

94 3
bind [1]

81 21
bipolar [1]
6 25
birth [1]
56
bit [6]
4 24,55 15,56 15,84 17,
87 13,16
blah [9]
30 1,2,66 16, 17, 120 13
blew [1]
31 21
block [1]
134
bloom [1]

39 19
blow [1]

69 7
bloxham [2]
133 2,134 5
boilerplate [1]

42 9
bolster [1]
120 11
borrowed [1]
27 6
bought [9]
20 5,40 3,6,13,20,127 2,
3,13
box [2]
100 25,101 2
break [6]
22 23,78 12,85 2,4,5,21
brian [2]
86 8,112 16
brief [1]
4 22
briefly [1]
11221
broker [1]
40 24
brokerage [3]
40 22,23
brookside [2]
111 10,14
bruce [31]
51 13,58 3,4,71 24,80 3,
8,9,86 4, 101 6,107 2,3
11513,22,1166, 1171,6,
9,15, 18,21,25,118 5,8,
10,12, 122 25,123 1,15,
18, 125 15
bulk [1]
128 8
bunch [1]
43 15
burn [1]
11519
business [30]
10 23, 11 1,3,19 20,20 24,
21 3,4,5 6,14,15,22 2,6,
23 20,37 25,38 22,24,
39 7,40 14,41 5,18,49 14,

57 14, 58 1,64 16,19 25,
77 24,104 15
business-related [2]

11 9,12 4,13 15,20,21,
classify [2]
14 3,14,22,15 11, 18,22, 19 17,23
16 22, 18 8, 19 17,20 16, cleaned [1]
21 3,4,5,6, 14, 16,21,22, 32 6
29 2,3
22 1,5,23 17,25,24 1,9,
cleaned-up [2]
businesswise [1]
28 7,35 1,13,38 8,12,16, 32 2,3
21 17
buying [1]
21,23,24,39 3, 14, 16,21, cleanup [1]
127 11
41 8,44 23,45 8,19, 46 6, 94 18
clear [6]
47 17,48 6,49 14,19,
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50 12,20,52 18,20,54 9, 44 24,60 5,70 16,73 7,
74 20,130 6
55 22,56 10,24,57 2,5,
cabinet [3]
closed [1]
58 12,62 12,65 15,20,
113 23,25,114 1
69 5
66 3,67 4,19, 22,68 1,
calendar [1]
closer [1]
69 6,11,21,70 5,18,19,
59 15
71 7,15,72 3,8,15,73 2, 111 3
call [33]
10, 13,20,75 19,77 14, 18, closing [4]
710,86,103,1311,12,
78 10,21,79 5,80 16,23,
34 23, 49 25, 50 8, 21
27 23,32 2,40 21,44 23,
81 6,82 16,83 7,25,86 10, coast [1]
45 8,15,18,46 1,8,13,
94 3,97 8,16,102 8,
133 9
45 5
47 5,6,9,10,11,13,48 5,
104 14,105 23,106 1,6,
coaster [1]
changed [21]
20,25,60 17, 61 1,4,
70 11
34 18,53 23,62 16,17,19, 19 107 3,5,109 4,15,
62 11,71 8,72 18,121 10,
1126,19,11311, 114 20, coles [26]
20,66 22,67 20,76 15,
123 3, 124 11
51 13,53 22,58 3,4,71 24,
84 8,90 10,92 9,12,99 17, 23,118 19,24,1192,11,
calling [4]
80 3,8,81 4,82 1,3,86 4,
122 19,20,123 11,130 18, 18,25,120 6,10,11,16,
81 18,82 6,120 5,126 3
121 8,9,11,13, 124 8,22, 101 6,107 2,3,115 13,
21,23
calls [5]
125 8,16,126 23,127 18, 1176,9, 15,21,1185,
changes [25]
47 13,53 3,60 16,65 14,
122 25,123 1, 125 15,23,
32 5,35 23,53 4,13,54 13, 19, 128 3,11, 14,19,22,
66 4
126 2
14,16, 17, 19,64 5,6,67 7, 23,129 6,17,18,20,22,
cancel [1]
130 10, 15,131 7, 17,20, comcast.net [2]
75 4,9, 10,11,16,23,
70 19
132 1
107 16,19
83 21,87 20,88 21,99 6,
canceling [1]
coming [2]
chris's [32]
25
70 23
11 25,20 8,9,27 11,38 10, 34 23,80 9
c h a n g i n g [2]
capable [2]
c o m m e n s u r a t e [1]
15,46 1,51 15,70 24,
99 25
65 4,73 14
j 131 1
171 11,74 4,13,80 20,
characters [1]
caption [1]
c o m m e n t s [2]
83 10,16,92 25,95 7,
59 2
134 9
96 10,11,17,97 17, 99 1, 49 23,1179
charges [4]
car [1]
[102 11,103 20,104 2,
I commission [2]
81 15,23,82 17,131 12
11 9
1185,11923,120 12,
106 7,134 23
Charles [10]
care [5]
121 17, 124 13,126 10
c o m m o n [1]
4 3, 13,86 11, 12,88 10,
48 14,51 10,54 5,106 13,
75 2
18, 100 18, 133 5,18,20
Christ [1]
124 13
61 6
Charlie [54]
communication [2]
cared [1]
Christopher [1]
38 5,7,8,20,39 7,13,
1011,57 14
38 21
40 15,21,25,45 15,46 4,
617
communications [1]
careful [1]
47 5,6, 10, 11,16,25,48 2, church [2]
122 23
48 7
5, 11, 13,21,25,49 13,
'38 18, 19
c o m p a n y [18]
carlson [3]
51 18,19, 53 16,18,57 9,
circle [2]
121 4,20,24 24,26 5,7,9,
57 19, 101 6, 107 2
1127,116 10, 11,117 18, |111 10,14
18,22,30 13,36 19,37 24,
Carolina [3]
119 8, 18, 120 23, 121 9,
circumstance [1]
40 22,23,41 7,8,49 17,
6 14,9 16,100 25
123 14,22, 124 11, 12, 18, 11 21
71 12,77 11
carry [3]
1251,4,10, 11, 128 10, 13 circumstances [3]
comparable [1]
81 9,102 8,131 12
Charlie's [2]
[10 14,58 18,102 19
130 24
carrying [1]
38 25,41 14
city [2]
compare [1]
73 14
check [6]
919,1214
904
cars [1]
46 20,79 8,12,21,22,
claim [4]
c o m p e t e n t [1]
1812
11021
111815,24,1192,18
1199
case [6]
claims [4]
checks [1]
complete [1]
11217,114 9,11,12,1331
1171,11811,13,11923
14 5
11410
caused [2]
clarify [1]
children [1]
completed [1]
44 14,80 7
20 19
[918
32 14
cd[2]
choice [3]
class [1]
completely [2]
11519
610
1017,72 15
83 2,3
cease [5]
complicated [7]
chris [159]
classes [1]
69 20,73 9,10,77 15,79 6 7 20,9 11,19,24,10 24,
611
34 1,10,11,17 67 18,
central [1]
1148
certificate [2]
133 4,134 1
certified [3]
31 15,1143,1346
certify [2]
133 18,134 7
challenges [1]
6 22
chance [1]
85 22
change [20]
11 20,35 11,15,42 14,15,
52 9, 12,53 7,9,10, 12,
62 17,67 13,75 3,77 12,
84 5,7,88 20, 104 25
change-correction [1]
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70 10,84 2
computer [5]
11 16,19,42 14,82 14,
109 13
computer-aided [1]
134 13
concern [3]
49 13,77 13,81 24
concerned [2]
50 17,52 21
concerning [1]
106 10
concerns [1]
8 19
concluded [1]
132 14
condition [5]
7 3,9,25,8 22,35 15
[ c o n d i t i o n s [1]

32 15
conduct [1]
11923
confident [1]
86 18
confirm [2]
61 1,67 16
conflict [3]

50 2,5,128 24
confuses [1]
129 8
confusing [1]
72 13
conjunction [1]
28 6
connection [1]
252
consider [2]
48 21,49 15
considerably [1]
67 9
consideration [1]
34 15
considered [1]
20 15
consistent [3]
67 23,95 8,109 20
constitutes [1]
134 14
contact [2]
70 22, 121 19
contacts [1]
81 4
contain [1]
906
contains [1]
90 13
contents [1]
133 7
context [3]
44 16,20,105 6
contingencies [3]
89 23,912,5
continue [1]
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06 20
ontract [112]
1 14, 17, 18,27 13,22,24,
5,28 3,29 4,30 11,31 12,
4 14,37 3, 16, 17,41 23,
5,42 3,7,9,18,19,45 24,
8 19, 51 12,52 11, 13,
3 4,54 1,4,5,10, 11,22,
5 4,58 21,59 21,71 3,6,
5,25,72 3,6,14,20,73 2,
, 1 4 , 1 7 , 2 0 , 2 1 , 25,74 5,
,12, 16, 18,21,75 2,8,
1,18,21,76 9,80 14,
1 13, 19,83 19,84 6,7,
0,93 14,95 25,96 7,
02 11, 12, 14, 17, 18,
0513, 1129,1172,7,
18 15,16,20, 120 8,9,17,
21 5,7,12,125 6,7,14,
1, 130 19,20,23,131 2,4,
1,15,132 5,8
ontractor [1]
1 16
on tracts [20]
1, 11 15,17,19,40 18,
5,42 16,20,23,43 7,
2 8,53 23,57 14,58 13,
4 3, 119 15,123 10,129 3,
,15
onversation [17]
5 12,48 17,50 23,51 5,
2 6,53 18,57 17,66 2,
1 5,80 2, 104 14, 116 18,
1715,11914,125 3,11,
2
onversations [9]
5 11,49 6,57 23,65 20,
0 6,81 25,106 14,15,
214
onverted [1]
38
onvince [1]
28 19
onvinced [1]
86
onvincing [2]
B 4, 80 17
o o k o u t [1]
317
opies [9]
1 1,55 2 , 3 , 7 , 5 9 1,60 21,
3 1 , 11422
opy [10]
2 10,13,53 6,54 12,
1 25,63 12, 13, 15,95 11,
29 22
orner [1]
7 20
orrections [2]
33 7, 16
OSt [1]
9 14
o u g h e d [1]
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36 7
counsel [1]
417
county [1]
134 3
couple [11]
18 14,22 20,53 15,55 17,
57 9, 64 9, 74 25, 75 9,
112 13, 17, 129 11
course [3]
713,83 5, 11016
court [2]
4 24, 77 8
cpughOI [2]
107 16,19
crazy [1]
82 25
creditor [1]
88 10
credits [1]
610
criminal [2]
81 23,131 19
crooked [1]
69 15
crossed [1]
99 9
crying [3]
80 21, 120 15
current [1]
12 12
currently [1]
12 17
cut [1]
95 21
cutoff [1]
100 6

41 14,44 25,45 7,53 14,
694,11723,11822,
123 25,124 6,132 15,
133 23,134 18
day-to-day [1]
718
days [2]
27 14,116 20
dba [1]
25 4
deal [103]
11 8,10,30 24,31 18,42 2,
11,12,45 9,10,46 6,7,
48 22,49 15,16, 17, 18,19,
20,50 18,20,25,51 1,7,
15,52 1,3, 18,22,56 25,
59 24,65 4,5,6, 19,24,
66 3, 5, 7, 69 7, 20, 70 5, 7,
19,21,24,25,76 9,77 24,
80 15,16,81 5,7,10, 82 2,
4,5,83 4,10, 13,14,94 7,
95 7,19,99 1,2,4,105 19,
106 2,13,18, 19,21,
11719,22,1186,14,19,
20,119 10, 120 12,121 19,
123 9,124 16,125 7,15,
16,23,126 2 , 5 , 9 , 1 1 ,
127 4,6,128 20, 129 1,
130 1,131 24,132 4
deal's [1]
126 7
dealing [2]
37 23,126 4
dealings [21]
1023,11 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 6 , 1 1 ,
12 4,5,19 16,20 24,21 16,
26 18,28 17,40 15,41 18,
20,57 14,64 16,78 3,
-k "k JT\ ie "k
105 20
deals [5]
daddy [1]
31 1,6,39 24,53 5,57 8
82 18
dealt [1]
daily [1]
43 22
8 17
death [1]
d a m n [1]
69 6
120 25
debt [2]
daren [2]
1625,17 13
133 2, 134 5
debtor [1]
date [9]
88 17
5 6,7 5,6, 8 3, 25 10, 14,
debts [2]
23,105 1,133 2
17 14,16
dated [9]
deceit [2]
87 8,95 3,7,98 18, 102 25, 76 23,84 18
103 15,16, 104 20,108 12 decide [1]
dates [2]
58 15
7 23, 59 16
decided [2]
daughter [2]
120 9,132 3
40 6, 9
decision [1]
dave [2]
37 15
71 20
decisions [1]
david [1]
37 12
86 6
declare [2]
day [12]
133 5,18
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deed [2]
1107
deeds [1]
111 4
d e e m e d [1]
102 8
deep [1]
196
definitely [4]
43 13,79 3,120 16,121 13
degree [3]
6 13,75 15,97 19
deleted [1]
1156
dental [5]
21 8,23,22 7,8, 11
d e p e n d e d [2]
36 2,12
d e p e n d i n g [2]
34 12,36 7
d e p e n d s [1]
35 17
d e p o n e n t [2]
133 18,20
deposit [1]
17 22
deposition [15]
4 14,17,20,82 22,85 15,
92 25,110 20,21,112 20,
23,113 1, 11,14,17,
132 14
depressive [1]
46 23
describe [7]
10 8,11 5,21 1,2,3,22 2,
39 5
described [1]
24 21
desire [1]
1127
desist [5]
69 20,73 9,10,77 16,79 7
detail [2]
43 7,55 10
detailed [1]
43 14
details [9]
8 18,10 4,10,42 23,49 21,
50 1,70 12,73 4,81 2
difference [5]
44 8,52 20,83 9,12,15
differently [1]
91 13
difficult [2]
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7, 20,73 2,74 1,75 3,
1174
78 7, 89 3, 91 20, 92 2, 6,
senting [1]
104 10, 106 23, 119 16,

121 21,122 7,123 21,
129 19,130 2
significant [1]

44 19
significantly [1]
67 13
signing [4]
33 13,56 4,75 5, 123 18
single [1]
53 10
sir [3]
4 9,10,15
sitting [3]

21 19,63 23,86 1
situation [14]
7 1 , 11, 12,2918,46 23,
47 21,54 3,65 6,72 16,
76 11,80 19,81 11,84 12,
132 2
situations [1]
718
six [1]
47 8
size [2]

1411,8716
sizes [1]
87 13
skip [1]

109 19
skipping [2]
92 22, 23
slightly [1]
34 18
smaller [1]
87 16
smoke [1]
84 17
software [1]
42 14
sold [3]

1812,401,10
solicit [1]
125 6
somebody [11]
27 5, 30 6, 38 8, 47 25,

55 14,75 25,76 6,8,19,
88 14,104 10
somebody's [1]
77 11
someone [4]
23 24,32 13,54 25, 104 14
something's [2]

66 6,76 1
s o m e w h e r e [5]

23 9,25 11,75 25,76 19,
78 16
son [15]
6 20,45 16,46 14,51 6,7,
65 4,15,68 7,103 12,
104 7,112 20,117 2,19,
124 16,125 17
son's [1]
117 10
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sorry [3]
43 12, 103 16,126 13
sort [16]
11 22,21 13,23 19,31 13,
15,41 17,81 14,21,83 5,
84 17,93 9, 106 7,108 21,
121 16, 17
s o u n d e d [1]
68 10
s o u n d s [3]

44 10, 117 1, 121 4

stand [1]
85 3
standard [4]
11 16,19,2713,1146
standpoint [3]
43 14,44 22,75 2
stands [1]
75 15
start [3]
3911,686,1174
started [4]

s o u t h [2]

39 9,57 5,62 15,131 19

76 5,100 19

starting [1]
southern [1]
514
75 25
state [7]
sovern [57]
4 1 1 , 6 1 4 , 9 1 1 , 1 9 , 2 4 2,
30 17,19,31 1,34 24,35 2, 817,134 2
5,7,16,17,4211,4511,
statement [3]
13,49 16,17,19,22,50 19, 94 3,98 7,113 13
52 3,13,54 1,57 12,59 3, statements [2]
64 4, 65 4, 67 6, 68 25,
10 10,82 1
69 20,70 6,20,73 11,19,
states [1]
74 22,78 4,86 9,92 1,
911
94 7,11,95 9,101 6,102 7, step [2]
104 25,105 20,23, 110 9, 74 17, 125 20
1129, 17, 1149, 121 23,
steps [2]
122 6,7,15,22,123 17,
37 19,22
125 16,130 23
Stop [3]
sovern's [1]
47 12,70 14,119 24
55 4
story [3]
sovern-reisi [2]
36 8,68 4,70 10
50 18,79 5
straight [1]
soveryn's [1]
1254
28 16
strange [2]
s p e a k [1]
53 24,12125
416
street [2]
s p e a k e r p h o n e [2]
132,5
46 3, 51 5
strong [1]
speaking [1]
81 11
29 19
Stuff [6]
special [1]
20 21,31 16,32 4,54 7,
42 14
69 15,82 19
specialists [1]
stupid [1]
1129
84 12
specific [9]
subject [1]
8 18,11 25,79 16,17,
107 21
1135,1142,128 3,11,21 subscribed [2]
specifically [4]
133 22,134 17
42 20,21,125 9,13
subsequent [2]
specifics [1]
96 23, 101 21
113 10
subsidized [1]
specified [2]
13 23
35 10, 14
subsidy [6]
s p o k e [1]
15 12,17 17,18,186,
95 6
19 18,20 3
s p o k e s m a n [1]
substantial [2]
83 6
18 20,21
s p o u s e [1]
sudden [2]
20 19
60 24,124 23
sufficient [1]
s p r e a d s h e e t [3]
85 7
16 16,17,19 10
sufficiently [2]
stab [1]
4 20,21
124 23
From ron to sufficiently

terms [11]
8 19,11 25,15 1,2,6,
32 15,34 15,37 17,52 9,
12,74 18
t e s t [1]
11318
testified [4]
4 5,117 5,130 9,131 5
testimony [2]
133 7, 134 15
text [3]
97 6,10,22
tg [2]
88 22,24
thank [4]
13 14,90 24,129 9, 132 13
there's [45]
17 14, 18 24,22 20,31 5,
34 23,35 15,39 10,41 5,
44 5,514,52 2,20,53 3,
55 3,62 21,67 6,70 13,
74 4,7,25,75 9, 76 6,
83 12, 15,20,87 24,88 12,
16,20,89 11,90 6,20,
91 8,14,97 7,10,21,22,
99 6,12, 100 1, 101 5,
* * T * *
1151, 1201, 9
thereafter [1]
alk [19]
134 13
23, 10 13, 14,50 24,
thereof [2]
3 15, 17,22,80 8,84 4,
133 7, 134 16
20 1,2,3,7,25,121 10,
they're [3]
23 13, 18,20
37 4,69 15, 1148
alked [15]
thinking [1]
8 18,53 21,70 1,83 4,8,
33 15
5 13, 116 20,25,117 20,
third [12]
5,120 14,123 7,13,22,
|13 17, 18, 21,15 15, 37 9,
24 8
90 22,23,95 22,97 7,
alking [25]
107 21, 10811, 15
9 4,32 2,34 21,46 14,15,
t h o u s a n d [4]
9 2,80 24,81 22,84 24,
14 12,1624,172,10
5 18,86 13,89 17, 103 6,
threatened [1]
1,1097, 1187,11912,
131 9
20 21, 121 8, 127 18,20, three [7]
28 3, 6, 8
7 24,34 20,22,35 21,22,
alks [1]
89 16, 127 8
00 15
t h u m b e d [1]
ammy [14]
64 6
0 17,61 1,64 15, 19,65 1, tight [1]
2,69 1,88 25,89 6, 107 4, 38 20
104, 10, 111 18
timeline [2]
IX [1]
65 8,130 7
56
times [12]
alephone [3]
7 2 4 , 9 16,107, 12 11,19,
6, 57 23, 70 1
18 24,47 6,8,48 2,53 15,
slephonically [1]
57 9, 79 5
02
title [24]
filing [10]
26 7,8, 18,22,24,27 1,
0 6,35 9,50 3,51 17,
29 13,30 2, 13, 19,22,
0 16,66 23,95 16, 124 19, 36 19,37 6,20,68 25,
28 25,131 19
77 11,79 19,24,86 7,
*rm [2]
91 21,25,92 16
5 25, 84 7
total [9]

13 16, 16 25,18 22,23 9,
13,14,26 25,83 19,99 8
totally [7]
14 6,17,20 6,66 8,74 16,
11913,25
track [3]
16 14,45 9,14
transaction [2]
11322,1167
transcribed [1]
13413
transcript [4]
133 6,7,134 14
transcription [2]
133 19,134 14
transfer [14]
26 18,27 6,29 8,9,30 5,6,
7,10,21,31 3,4,5,36 17,
19
transferred [15]
26 6,8, 13,23,27 1,4,
29 6,12,30 17,18,36 24,
37 1,5, 14,21
transferring [4]
29 23,25,30 1,64 17
transfers [2]
29 9,10
transpired [1]
108 7
treatment [1]
8 22
trip [1]
59 16
true [10]
10 15,68 16,75 12,20,22,
90 12,16,117 14,133 19,
134 15
truly [1]
133 7
trust [10]
48 1,12,51 19,66 15,16,
69 14, 1107, 111 4, 125 1
trusted [1]
124 12
truth [9]
4 5,69 9,80 13,84 1,
1132, 120 22, 134 10, 11
tuesday [1]
71 14
twice [1]
53 20
type [3]
73 6,128 1,15
types [5]
5 1,17,12 3,7,38 13
typically [2]
20 20,21

om suggest to who's
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u g g e s t [1]
6 25
u n d a y [7]
6 10,48 16,49 7,50 4,
24 5, 7, 8
uper [1]
24 12
upporting [1]
4 14
u p p o s e d [2]
311,561
u p p o s e d l y [1]
28 22
urprising [1]
11 5
w i t c h e d [2]
3 20,85 15
w o r n [2]
4,133 22
y m p t o m s [2]
8,8 14
y s t e m [1]
147
y s t e m s [1]
22

* * M * *

U.S. [1]
99 8
uh-huh [19]

12 2,20 14,21 18,54 18,
56 9,67 21,87 6,89 2,
96 5,97 12,24,98 19,
104 3,105 3,111 16,1155,
1178,122 8,12717
uncomfortable [1]
52 16
undergraduate [1]
6 10
understand [20]
4 19,19 7,54 2,55 17,
67 14,17,69 5,9,10,
72 12,77 13,81 24,83 1,
116 1,122 18,123 24,
125 3,5,127 25
understanding [30]
32 17,18, 19,21,23,35 4,
20,36 4,41 22,42 3,44 24,
58 14,61 14,70 17,18,
72 25,73 8,75 6,94 6,10,
14,17,102 2, 5,6,104 5,
110 5,122 21,24,126 8
unfortunate [1]
43 12
unfortunately [5]
38 6,43 8,63 20,21,87 10
unh-unh [2]
57 22, 60 8
university [1]
6 14
upset [1]
62 13
useless [1]
130 22
Utah [10]
24 2,3,81 7,93 12,15,
111 11, 14, 1279, 134 2,3

via [1]
129 15
viable [1]
71 3
view [2]
73 5, 74 20

voice [2]
82 7,8
voicemail [2]
82 12,116 14
voicemails [6]
82 11,115 12,21,24,
1161 8
* * \A/ * *

w a i t [6]
28 21,40 19,60 2,63 25,
68 11,126 13
w a l l [1]
37 25
w a n t e d [6]
26 4,74 19, 104 9,117 18,
122 1, 124 17
w a n t i n g [1]
65 15
w a n t s [1]
120 3
w a t e r [2]
83 23, 85 1
w a x [1]
76 19
w e ' d [1]
5 22
we'll [16]
45 6,59 17,66 12,81 14,
84 21,92 20,93 2,19,
94 24 98 13,102 20,
* * \t * *
104 16, 107 10, 10921,
11013,111 25
valid [24]
we're [16]
71 6, 16,73 6, 13,20,
21 19,29 4,48 19,52 9, 10,
74 12, 16,75 4, 11,76 8,
65 3,66 13,70 7,73 22,
81 9,84 7,85 10, 102 11,
84 24,85 18,92 24, 109 19,
12, 14,16, 18, 106 19,
121 16, 122 5, 126 4
130 20,131 4,132 5
we've [4]
variety [1]
24 20,85 13,118 13,
11421
124 25
w e e k [2]
vehicle [2]
25 25, 112 20
18 23,20 13
w e r e n ' t [3]
vehicles [1]
47 1,89 3,6
19 25
what's [16]
verbal [6]
10 11,32 7, 17,33 22,78 5, 12 24,13 5,37 24,47 8,
54 5,64 3,15,65 15,66 4,
10
5,6,79 9,13,124 13,14
verbally [4]
whatsoever [1]
77 15,23,78 2,79 3
52 17
verbiage [2]
88 12,89 11
w h e e l [1]
verify [2]
70 11
101 3,11922
w h e r e o f [1]
version [3]
101 25
32 2,3,94 18
w h o ' s [1]

86 1
wife [20]
8 7,9,9 1, 15 16,46 1,2,4,
51 4,52 17,53 2,58 16,
68 6,70 3,80 20,21,81 18,
83 3,120 2,25,131 21
wife's [1]
27 11
Wilkinson [26]
4 8,67 3,85 2,5, 12, 18,
25,86 4,14,87 4,90 3,4,
92 23,93 5,94 1,95 2,
98 16,102 23,104 19,
107 13,109 23, 110 19,
112 3,12,132 13
willing [1]
82 17
w i n s t o n [13]
13 5,6,10,11,14,25,16 3,
8,17 8,12,19 18
winterbury [1]
135
w i r e [1]

36 9
w i s h [2]
63 22, 23
witness [12]
80 9,12,85 3,9, 17,86 12,
101 24,110 16,132 7,
133 4,6,134 10
witnessed [1]
719
wives [1]
38 19
w o n ' t [1]
43 7
w o n d e r i n g [2]
41 22, 61 20
w o o d [1]
76 1
w o o d s h e d [1]
76 6
w o r d [15]
53 7, 8, 86 23, 87 20, 25,
91 8,14,92 7,8, 119 7,
122 19, 123 11, 128 16
w o r d i n g [2]
83 21,109 2
w o r d s [14]
44 5,7,46 4, 15,47 1,3,
48 7,53 8,82 15,87 21,
109 10, 112 8, 126 8,
130 18
w o r d y [1]
43 9
w o r k [7]
28 4,39 3,48 23,50 18,
51 10,66 12, 125 18
w o r k e d [2]
38 24,106 2
w o r k i n g [10]
5 21,41 8,42 11,12,46 3,
57 8,121 13,16,122 25,

115 13,120 17,126 15
yours [8]
69 8
37 12,88 6,99 2,13,19,
w o u l d n ' t [14]
22,100 7,101 25
37 22,52 19,55 1,2,60 6, yourself [3]
68 6,7,82 18,84 15, 113 9, 36 5,92 2,94 15
119 25, 126 6, 130 20,
131 12
write [1]
14 5
writing [6]
128 18
worried [1]

33 22, 77 25, 78 4, 6, 79 24,
97 20
written [12]
32 7,9,10,18, 19,21,23,
40 25,78 7,22,96 12
w r o n g [6]
48 15,66 19,80 17,120 6,
124 11, 126 1
w r o t e [2]
125 25,130 10

* * Y **
yeah [88]
5 19,8 24,10 21,13 3,9,
14 13,20,23,15 10, 17 2,
14,23,18 2,10,19 13,24,
20 1,25,21 19,22 10,23 2,
25 18, 26 16,28 10,32 16,
25,34 11,35 9, 14,36 3,
14,37 7,38 3,40 5,43 17,
21,24,45 12,46 17,49 12,
24, 55 23, 56 5, 57 7,
58 17,60 18,23,61 19,
62 9,63 23,65 10,70 15,
71 7,75 7,22,77 20,78 19,
20,79 22,83 19,84 15,
86 17,87 1, 9,88 24,
90 23,94 12,97 16,98 4,8,
12,102 12,103 24,105 16,
106 25, 109 25,113 24,
115 15,1165, 121 23,
127 5,10, 24, 128 13

year [7]
6 15,9 7, 14 17, 18, 16 19,
21,25 13
years [9]
8 4,9 3 , 6 , 8 , 9 , 1 8 14,34 7,
47 18,127 8
yesterday [2]
92 25, 93 2
you'd [3]
11 2,45 16,50 3
you'll [8]
81 14,97 10,21,103 25,
108 10,20,110 19,111 7
you've [25]
12 4,33 3,40 17,44 11,
52 1,2,11,54 2,57 13,
65 25,69 5,8,80 21,86 14,
25,93 16,95 12,98 1,23,
104 13,1054, 114 19,
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ADDENDUM F

Jay L. Kessler (8550)
KESSLER LAW OFFICE, L.L.C.
9087 West 2700 South
Suite 9
Magna, Utah 84044
Telephone: (801) 252-1400
Facsimile: (801) 252-1401
Attorney for Christopher Pugh and Real Estate Investment Specialists, Inc., Charles
Pugh, Arnold Gilliam, and Lisa Pugh

iFTTiToljrrfT?^

COURT, OF ufAH COUNTY,
AMERICAN FORK DEPARTMENT, STATE OF UTAH

CHRISTOPHER PUGH AND REAL
ESTATE INVESTMENT SPECIALISTS, INC.,
Plaintiffs,

v.

ANSWER TO COUNTERCLAIMS
AMD CROSSCLAIMS OF
ROBINSON, COLES, AND
CARLSON
Case No. 060101257

SOVREN GROUP, LLC, and individuals
RUSSELL ROBINSON, BRUCE COLES,
JAN CARLSON, CHARLIE HURDLE, GREG
ANDERSON, RICHARD PRATT, and
GUARDIAN TITLE COMPANY OF UTAH
Defendants.

SOVREN GROUP, LLC, RUSSELL
ROBINSON, BRUCE COLES, and JAN
CARLSON,
Third-Party Plaintiffs,
v.
CHARLES PUGH, ARNOLD GILLIAM,
and LISA PUGH,
Third-Party Defendants.

Judge Derek P. Pullan

~

COMES NOW the Plaintiffs and Third-Party Defendants, by and through counsel
undersigned, and Answers Defendants1 Robinson, Coles, and Carlson's Counterclaims
and Crossclaims, as follows:
FiRST DEFENSE
The aforementioned Defendants fail to state a claim upon which relief may be
granted.
SECOND DEFENSE
The Plaintiffs and Third-Party Defendants responds to the individually-numbered
paragraphs of the aforementioned Defendant's Counterclaims as follows:
1. Admits paragraph 1.
2. Admits paragraph 2.
3. Denies paragraph 3, in that Chris Pugh and REISI entered into binding
contracts with the aforementioned Defendants on April 7, 2006. Charles Pugh and
Arnold Gilliam were investors in REISI and Chris Pugh.
4. Admits and denies paragraph 4, in that the agreements to loan money were
between Sovren, REISI, and Chris Pugh, but denies that the Defendants were skeptical
of REISI's ability to fund the loan. The Defendants never asked the Plaintiffs for proof of
ability to fund the loans. The Plaintiffs obtained his investors' financial information and
provided it to the Defendants on his own volition to improve his negotiation position.
5. Denies paragraph 5, in that it is typical for lenders to provide proof of their
financial backing, and any evidence of this was performed according to general
business practices on behalf of Chris Pugh and REISI. Defendants never asked for
proof of funding. Chris Pugh provided his ability to fund his contracts on his own.
2

6. Denies paragraph 6, in that the April 3, 2008, Letter of Intent was not
requested, but provided without request by Chris Pugh. The Letter of Intent was signed
by Chris Pugh with the permission and authority granted to him by Charles Pugh and
Arnold Gilliam in anticipation of REISi and Chris Pugh's contract closing with Sovren on
April 7, 2006. Plaintiff denies that Charles Pugh and Arnold Gilliam would loan any
money to Sovren. The Letter of intent evidenced the agreement between REISi and
Chris Pugh with his investors Charles Pugh and Arnold Gilliam.
7. Denies paragraph 7 in that Chris Pugh and REIS! provided these accounts
and information on his own volition to show Sovren that his investors had sufficient
funds to back up REISI and himself for the April 7, 2006, contract closing.
8. Denies paragraph 8, in that it would be unlikely that a reasonable person with
or without business education would jump to this conclusion. From the very beginning
of all negotiations, the contracts for loan were to be between Chris Pugh, REISI, and
Sovren. Attached is Sovren's Letter of Commitment Dated March 20, 2006, wherein
Sovren has agreed to contract with Chris Pugh and REISI, not with Charles Pugh and
Arnold Gilliam. (See Exhibit A).
9. Denies paragraph 9, and Defendants have absolutely no proof or evidence of
this false statement.
10. Denies paragraph 10, in that Defendants have absolutely no proof or
evidence of this false statement.
11. Denies paragraph 11 in that Lisa Pugh never made these statements nor
signed the Letter of Intent.
3

12. Denies paragraph 12, in that the Letter of Intent was not fraudulent, and
Defendants signed contracts with Chris Pugh and REISI on April 7, 2006, not with
Arnold Gilliam or Charles Pugh. Evidence of Defendants' intent to contract with Chris
Pugh and REISI is attached as Exhibit A, the Letter of Commitment.
13. Admits paragraph 13, in that Chris Pugh, REISI, and the Defendants met at
Guardian Title Company of Utah on April 7, 2006, to review, sign, and execute loan
documents which consisted of two executed Promissory Notes/Security Agreements
with executed Addendums. Plaintiff affirmatively asserts that at the same time, a third
Promissory Note/Security Agreement was brought to and negotiated at the table
between REISI, and Richard Pratt. This third agreement was never finalized, but it was
verbally agreed on at the same time, that instead of utilizing a Promissory Note/Security
Agreement with Richard Pratt, that on Monday, April 10, 2006, Richard Pratt and REISI
would execute a Guarantor Agreement, as suggested by Tammy Greening of Guardian
Title during the closing.
14. Denies paragraph 14, in that absolutely no final arrangement for security for
the loans were made previous to the April 7, 2006, contract agreements; and that the
collateral that was discussed previous and during the April 7, 2006, closing, were lines
of credit through banks, ores, and real estate. It was verbally agreed before and during
this closing that Richard Pratt's properties would be used as the real estate collateral for
Chris Pugh and REISI's first release of funds in the amount of $500,000.00.
15. Admits and denies paragraph 15. in that Chris Pugh expected Richard Pratt
to sign his separate Promissory Note/Security Agreement with REISI on April 7, 2006,
but during the closing it was verbally agreed upon by ail parties that a Guarantor
4

Agreement would be executed between REIS! and Richard Pratt the following Monday,
Aprii 10, 2006. The Guarantor Agreement was suggested by Tammy Greening of
Guardian Title Company during the Aprii 7, 2006. closing.
16. Denies paragraph 16, in that the Defendants withdrew the corporate bond as
security, not the Plaintiff, and it was always understood between the parties that ores
would be included as partial collateral for the loan agreements.
17. Denies paragraph 17, in that as previously outlined, Defendant Pratt agreed
to put up his property as collateral before and during the April 7, 2006, contract
agreements and negotiations, but wanted his separate REISI and Pratt agreements
changed to Guarantor contracts rather than a Promissory Note, as suggested by
Tammy Greening of Guardian Title Company.
18. Denies paragraph 18 as a complete falsehood, in that Hurdle called Charles
Pugh.
19. Denies paragraph 19 as a complete falsehood as evidenced by the executed
agreements between Sovren and REISI and Chris Pugh.
20. Denies paragraph 20 as a complete falsehood and beyond reason.
21. Denies paragraph 21, in that Chris Pugh did not have any commission
agreement at ail with anyone. Defendants' Exhibit D evidences a Promissory
Note/Security Agreement as a loan for returns, and not for commissions.
22. Denies paragraph 22, in that Chris Pugh never had a commission agreement
with anyone, and besides the Promissory Notes/Security Agreements between REISI,
Chris Pugh, and Sovren, there were separate agreements between REISI, Chris Pugh
and his investors.
5

23. Denies paragraph 23, as a complete falsehood and beyond reason. These
were duly execuied agreements which were thoroughly negotiated and notarized by
Tammy Greening of Guardian Title Company.
24. Denies paragraph 24, as a complete falsehood and beyond reason.
25. Denies paragraph 25, in that the signed documents are evidence of the
Defendants' intent to go through with the contracts, ft is beyond reason that these
contracts were signed in anticipation of a future contract. The signed contracts do not
evidence a future contract being executed.
28. Denies paragraph 26, in that the terms of the hand-written addendum agreed
upon by all parties was legible enough for the parties to understand it and sign it in front
of the notary, Tammy Greening.
27. Denies paragraph 27, in that ail crossed-out changes made to the contracts
or addendums were initialed by the parties.
28. Denies paragraph 28, as a complete falsehood.
29. Denies paragraph 29, as a complete falsehood.
30. Admits and denies paragraph 30, in that after the parties signed and
notarized the addendum, then it was stated that Mr. Pugh's attorney could, only for
purposes of neatness, retype what was hand-written, and have the clean copy signed
again. It was never stated by anyone on April 7, 2006, that the terms would be
re-visited.
31. Denies paragraph 3 1 in that Chris Pugh only produced Exhibit E on April 25}
2006, in the course of negotiation to avoid a lawsuit. At no time did Chris Pugh or REI8I
ever repudiate or change any terms of the April 7, 2006 contracts.
6

32. Denies paragraph 32, in that Chris Pugh directed Charles Pugh to wire
transfer $500,000.00 to REISI's escrow account at Guardian Title Company.
33. Denies paragraph 33, in that Chris Pugh directed Charles Pugh to deposit
$250,000.00 on April 5, 2006, and an additional $250,000.00 on April 6, 2006, and
directed Arnold Gilliam to deposit his $250,000.00 on the morning of April 10, 2006;
with all monies to be deposited into REISI's escrow account at Guardian Title
Company. At the time all of these monies were deposited in REISI's escrow account at
Guardian Title Company, the only escrow agreement executed by the parties was the
April 7, 2006, contracts between Chris Pugh, REISI, and Sovren. There were no
negotiations between Sovren and Charles Pugh during the time Charles Pugh
deposited his money into REISI's escrow account.
34. Denies paragraph 34, in that Exhibit F actually evidences the April 7, 2006,
phone call between Chris Pugh and Graham Norris while Chris was having the
contracts signed at the closing on April 7,2006. The April 10, 2006, billing notation
evidences Mr. Norris drafting the exact agreements that were signed on April 7,2006,
in a clean form. Neither billing notation evidences changes that were allegedly made
unilaterally by Chris Pugh, and he denies the same.
35. Denies paragraph 35, in that Exhibit G, actually evidences the final bill for ail
of the work for the April 7, 2006, agreements, and not for some future closing.
36. Denies paragraph 36, in that Chris Pugh never met with the defendants on
April 10, 2006, and the final documents between Chris Pugh, REISI, and Sovren had
already been executed.
7

37. Denies paragraph 37, in that Chris Pugh presented Exhibit E on April 25,
2006, to Defendants to try to avoid a lawsuit. White Exhibit E is dated Apri! 7, 2006, in
the heading, Chris Pugh's initials are dated April 25, 2006. The Defendants promised to
provide comments on this proposed document by April 26, 2006, but never followed
through with their promises.
38. Admits paragraph 38, but affirmatively asserts that these discussions took
place on April 25, 2006, to try to avoid a lawsuit, and not before.
39. Denies paragraph 39, as a complete falsehood. The Defendants absolutely
executed the notes and agreements in the April 7, 2006 closing. Charles Pugh was
contacted by Defendants first, and lied to about the following items: he told that the
Defendants would not work with Chris Pugh any longer because of his mental state;
that he was cheating everybody; and that the April 7, 2006, executed agreements were
not valid. Charles Pugh was told that he would have to save Chris Pugh's deal by
executing new agreements, and was fraudulently coerced into the April 11, 2006,
contracts.
40. Denies paragraph 40, in that Charles Pugh executed the April 11, 2006,
agreements only because he was fraudulently induced by the Defendants. Also, Arnold
Gilliam never signed, discussed with Defendants, or executed any promissory notes or
security agreements with Sovren.
41. Admits paragraph 41.
42. Denies paragraph 42, in that the documents entered into between the
Defendants and Charles Pugh came about due to the fraud of the Defendants, and the
Defendants continued their pattern of fraud by changing the terms of the documents
8

without initialing or telling Charles Pugh which severely prejudiced his position. Charles
Pugh was fraudulently Induced to release funds over which he had no authority, and
Guardian Title Company improperly released the funds even though they were aware of
and participated In the binding and legal contracts executed in their office arid
witnessed by their agent on April 7, 2006.
43. Admits and denies paragraph 43, in that on the evening of April 11, 2008,
Chris Pugh and Lisa Pugh talked with Charles Pugh, Arnold Gilliam, and their spouses,
and began talking about what was happening with these agreements. It became
apparent to Charles Pugh and Arnold Gilliam and their spouses that Chris was not
having a manic episode as the defendants had claimed to Lisa Pugh, Charles Pugh,
and his spouse.
On April 12, 2006, Chris Pugh, Lisa Pugh, Charles Pugh, and Arnold Gilliam
discussed the terms and drafting of the repudiation letter (Defendants' Exhibit K), and
Chris Pugh and Lisa Pugh received authority at that time to sign Charles and Gilliam's
names, and Chris provided the letter on behalf of his father and father-in-law, to the
Defendants on the afternoon of April 12, 2006. Chris Pugh never told anyone that
Charles and Arnold signed the repudiation letter.
44. Denies paragraph 44 as a complete falsehood.
45. Denies paragraph 45, in that the documents speak for themselves, and
Exhibit K is not a forgery because the signatures were authorized at the time of the
drafting and signing.
46. Denies paragraph 46, in that on or about April 12, 2006, the Defendants
began a further smear campaign against Chris Pugh by telling Charles Pugh that his
9

son was going to jail for forgery and changing contracts; and that the only way the
Defendants would not press charges against him and Lisa Pugh would be if Charles
would take over the April 11, 2006, contracts again. This campaign is evidenced by the
April 17, 2006, e-mail sent by Defendant Anderson to Charles Pugh, stating that
Tammy Greening of Guardian Title Company said that only the April 11, 2006,
contracts are recognized by the State of Utah. Anderson further stated that once
Charles responds to their request [to follow the April 11, 2006 contracts], that the
Defendants will hold Chris harmless for his actions. (See Attached Exhibit B-E~mail of
Greg Anderson).
Numerous telephone calls were promulgated by the Defendants to Charles
Pugh, his wife, and Lisa Pugh threatening to jail Chris, and stating that Chris' children
would not have a father to raise his children unless Charles would follow the April 11,
2006 agreements. Charles Pugh was very aware of his repudiation letter as outlined
above at the time it was drafted and signed, but through Defendants' extortion, felt as
though he had no recourse but to take over the April 11, 2006 agreements again.
47. Denies paragraph 47, in that the defendants promulgated the telephone
calls, and any calls made by Charles Pugh to the defendants was after he was coerced
into taking back the April 11, 2006, agreements. Said coercion included the items listed
in paragraph 46.
48. Admit and deny paragraph 48, in that the trust deed was collateral for the
April 11,2006, agreements, and that it was recorded in Charles Pugh's name, due to
the fraud and coercion of the Defendants, but Charles Pugh repudiated said
agreements after the deeds were recorded. The trust deeds which were recorded in
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Charles Pugh's name were supposed to be and intended to be by all parties to this
lawsuit additional collateral and recorded on behalf of the April 7, 2006, contracts for
REISI and Chris Pugh.
49. Admits and denies paragraph 49, in that although the trust deeds still
encumber Sovren's property in Charles Pugh's name, and has not been reconveyed,
the deeds were supposed to be additional collateral for the April 7, 2006 agreements
with REISI and Chris Pugh, and only became collateral for the April 11, 2006
agreement through fraud and extortion to take REISI's $500,000.00, and to obtain
better terms than what the Defendants had in the April 7, 2006 agreements. Also, the
Defendants knew that they could more easily defraud Charles Pugh than Chris Pugh,
and did so by changing Charles Pugh's agreement without his knowledge.
50. Denies paragraph 50, in that the money in the escrow account at Guardian
Title Company belonged to REISI and Chris Pugh. Also, Chris Pugh never visited
Guardian Title Company claiming to be Charles Pugh.
51. Denies paragraph 51, as a complete falsehood. Chris Pugh did not exhibit
any erratic behavior, nor was he escorted from the property at any time. Plaintiff has no
knowledge of being reported to the police department, and as such denies the same.
52. Denies paragraph 52, in that the escrow account was created by REISI and
Chris Pugh, and Chris Pugh never called Guardian Title Company and represented
himself as Charles Pugh.
53. Denies paragraph 53, in that at no time did Chris Pugh exercise deceptive or
fraudulent behavior. The escrow account and the monies therein belonged to REISI
and Chris Pugh. Chris Pugh specifically talked to Guardian Title Company and set up
11

the account before any money was deposited therein. When the money was deposited
in the escrow account at Guardian Title, the only escrow instructions were the April 7,
2006 agreements between REISI, Chris Pugh, and Sovren.
54. Admit and denies paragraph 54, in that Charles Pugh repudiated the April
11, 2008, agreement due to Defendants' fraud, lies, extortion, and coercion.
Defendants still hold and have likely spent REISI's $500,000.00 escrow money.
55- Denies paragraph 55, in that as stated previously the April 25, 2008,
proposed agreements were a good faith attempt at negotiating a settlement to avoid a
lawsuit. At no time did the April 25,2006, proposed agreements supersede the April 6,
2006, agreements because they were never executed. RESSI and Chris Pugh never
repudiated the April 7, 2006, duly executed agreements between the parties.
56. Denies paragraph 56, in that the April 7, 2006 contracts were fully executed
between the parties on April 7, 2006.
COUNTERCLAIMS
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION (ANSWER TO FRAUDULENT INDUCEMENT)
57. Denies paragraph 57, as it realleges falsehoods and half-truths as outlined
above.
58. Denies paragraph 58, in that "As set forth herein" the representations as
alleged by Defendants are untrue.
59. Denies paragraph 59, in that:
A. The letter claimed as a forgery was duly authorized and there was no
forgery;
B. Chris Pugh never told anyone or alleged that he had power of attorney
over anyone;
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C. The April 7,2006 agreements were legal, duly executed contracts
between the Defendants and Plaintiffs. At no time did anyone say, agree, or believe
that the April 7, 2006, agreements were only good faith agreements, or that the parties
would revisit the terms therein.
60. Denies paragraph 60, as stated in paragraph 59. At no time did Chris Pugh
make any false representations.
61. Denies paragraph 61, as stated in paragraph 59. At no time did Chris Pugh
make any false representations.
62. Denies paragraph 62, as stated in paragraph 59. At no time did Chris Pugh
make any false representations, and it is beyond the bounds of reason for anyone to be
induced in the manner the Defendants claim.
63. Denies paragraph 63, and affirmatively asserts that the April 7, 2006,
contracts be held valid, in breach therein by Defendants, and Plaintiff respectfully
requests that they be declared as such by the court.
64. Denies paragraph 64, and asks for Plaintiffs' damages as outlined in
Amended Complaint.
SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION (ANSWER TO FRAUDULENT
NON-DISCLOSURE/FRAUDULENT CONCEALMENT)
65. Denies paragraph 65, as it realleges falsehoods and half-truths as outlined
above.
66. Denies paragraph 66, in that the Plaintiffs did not forge anything.
67. Denies paragraph, 67, as stated in paragraph 66.
68. Denies paragraph, 68, as stated in paragraph 66.
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69. Denies paragraph, 69, as stated in paragraph 66.
70. Denies paragraph, 70, as stated in paragraph 68.
71. Denies paragraph 71, and affirmatively asserts that the April 7, 2006,
contracts be held valid, in breach therein by Defendants, and Plaintiff respectfully
requests that they be declared as such by the court.
72. Denies paragraph 72, and asks for Plaintiffs' damages as outlined in
Amended Complaint
THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION (ANSWER TO UNILATERAL MISTAKE )
73. Denies paragraph 73, as it realleges falsehoods and half-truths as outlined
above.
74. Denies paragraph 74, in that the Defendants had an absolute clear
understanding what they were entering into on April 7, 2006, and that Charles Pugh and
Arnold Gilliam were investors on behalf of REISI and Chris Pugh. At no time was it ever
mentioned by anyone on or before the April 7, 2006, contract signing that Chris Pugh
was an agent for anyone other than for himself and his company REISI.
75. Denies paragraph 75, as stated previously, in that absolutely no one
understood the April 7, 2006, contracts to be an agreement for a future agreement. A
cursory view of the April 7, 2006, contracts clearly evidence their validity and it is
beyond reason to claim otherwise.
76. Denies paragraph 76, as stated previously, in that there is no evidence
supporting these statements. It is beyond reason to sign a binding agreement and
expect it not to be binding.
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77. Denies paragraph 77, in that there was no mistake in signing the April 7,
2006 agreements, nor could one be found in the documents.
78. Denies paragraph 78, in that not to enforce the April 7, 2006, contracts would
be unconscionable.
79. denies paragraph 79, in that there was no mistake, and all allegations stating
that there was a mistake are complete untruths.
80. Denies paragraph 80, in that if Defendants would have exercised reasonable
ordinary diligence, the April 7, 2006, contracts would not have been undermined by the
Defendants' fraud and this matter would not have to be litigated.
81. Denies paragraph 81, in that the Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint outlines the
relief requested by Plaintiffs. To give relief to the Defendants would shock the
conscience, and reward the Defendants for committing outrageous and egregious
actions against the Plaintiff and his family.
82. Denies paragraph 82, and affirmatively asserts that the April 7, 2006,
contracts be held valid, in breach therein by Defendants, and Plaintiff respectfully
requests that they be declared as such by the court.
FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTIGW (ANSWER TO MUTUAL MISTAKE )
83. Denies paragraph 83, as it realleges falsehoods and half-truths as outlined
above.
84. Denies paragraph 84, in that there were no misconceptions regarding the
April 7, 2006, contracts, and assert that both parties knew that the contracts they
signed were legal and binding. Plaintiff admits and agrees with Defendant's statement
that the April 7, 2006, promissory notes and related documents were and are
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enforceable as they stood on April 7, 2008.
85. Denies paragraph 85, and affirmatively asserts that the April 7, 2008,
contracts be held valid, in breach therein by Defendants, and Plaintiff respectfully
requests that they be declared as such by the court.
FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION (ANSWER TO INTENTIONAL INTERFERENCE WITH
ALL BUSINESS RELATIONS)
88. Denies paragraph 86, as it realleges falsehoods and half-truths as outlined
above87. Denies paragraph 87, in that Defendants did not make this allegation In their
fact section, and deny that Plaintiffs interfered at ail with Charles Pugh and Arnold
Gilliam. Assert that the opposite is true in that Defendants interfered with Plaintiffs*
future economic relationship with their investors as outlined in Plaintiffs' Amended
Complaint.
88. Denies paragraph 88, as this statement is vague, and untrue.
89. Denies paragraph 89, as stated in paragraph 87.
90. Denies paragraph 90, in that any damages incurred by Defendants are the
result of their own improper actions, and Plaintiffs assert their requests for relief as
outlined in their Amended Complaint.
SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION (ANSWER TO CONSPIRACY)
9 1 Denies paragraph 91, as it realleges falsehoods and half-truths as outlined
above.
92. Denies paragraph 92, in that Lisa Pugh never signed the April 3, 2006 letter,
and:
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A. The letter claimed as a forgery was duly authorized by Charles Pugh
and Arnold Gilliam and there was no forgery, and that Arnold Gilliam and Charles Pugh
intended to lend their money to REISI so REISI and Chris Pugh could enter into
agreements with Sovran;
B. Chris Pugh nor anyone else ever told anyone or alleged that Chris
Pugh had power of attorney over anyone.
93. Denies paragraph 93, in that Defendants were not induced to do anything,
and all documents entered into by REISI, Chris Pugh and Sovren were in fact legal,
binding, and not false in any manner. Lisa Pugh never made any representations either
written or verbal to anyone regarding the April 7, 2006, agreements.
94. Denies paragraph 94, and affirmatively asserts that the April 7, 2008,
contracts be held valid, in breach therein by Defendants, and Plaintiff respectfully
requests that the promissory notes and loan documents be declared as such by the
court.
95. Denies paragraph 95, in that any damages incurred by Defendants are the
result of their own improper actions, and Plaintiffs assert their requests for relief as
outlined in their Amended Complaint.
SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION {ANSWER TO DECLARATORY JUDGMENT)
96. Denies paragraph 96, as it realleges falsehoods and half-truths as outlined
above.
97. Denies paragraph 97? in that the Defendants have not proven anything, and
in fact have not explained how and why they believe that the duly executed notarized
April 7, 2006 agreements should not be held valid and that Defendants be held in
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breach thereof.
98. Denies paragraph 93, as outlined In paragraph 97.
99. Denies paragraph 99, and affirmativeiy asserts that the April 7, 2006,
contracts be held valid, in breach therein by Defendants, and Plaintiff respectfully
requests that they be declared as such by the court.
THIRD DEFEASE
Counterclaimant's claims are barred by their misrepresentations to the Plaintiff
and to his wife, father-in-law, father and mother.
FOURTH DEFENSE
Counterclaimant's claims are barred by unclean hands and in pari delicto.
FIFTH DEFENSE
Counterclaimant's claims are barred by estoppel and/or laches.
SIXTH DEFENSE
Counterclaimant's claims are barred by their illegal behavior.
SEVENTH DEFENSE
Counterclaimant's claims are barred by their misrepresentations, extortion and
fraudulent behavior.
EIGHTH DEFENSE
Counterclaimant's claims are barred by their breach of the April 7, 2006
contracts.
NINTH DEFENSE
Counterclaimant's claims are barred by the statute of frauds as their claims are
not backed up by any writing.
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TENTH DEFENSE
Couriterclaimanfs claims are barred by their illegal, fraudulent, extorted, and
coerced April 11, 2008, contracts with Plaintiffs investors.
WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff respectfully requests that the Defendant's
Counterc-faims against Plaintiffs be dismissed with prejudice, that Defendants take
nothing therein, and that the Plaintiffs be awarded his attorney's fees, costs, interest,
reimbursements, and amounts pled in Plaintiffs Amended Complaint.
DATED this Jj[jlay

of April, 2007.
KESSLER LAW OFFICE

(Kessler, attorney for Plaintiffs
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ANSWERS TO GROSSCLAIMS
COMES NOW the Third-Party Defendants, Charles Pugh, Arnold Gilliam, and
Lisa Pugh, by and through counsel undersigned, and Answers the Grossclaims of
Russell Robinson, Bruce Coles, and Jan Carlson as follows:
FIRST DEFEASE
The aforementioned Defendants fail to state a claim upon which relief may be
granted.
SECOND DEFENSE
The Third-Party Defendants responds to the individually-numbered paragraphs
of the aforementioned Defendant's Grossclaims as follows:
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS
100. Denies paragraph 100, as it realleges falsehoods and half-truths as
outlined above.
101. Admits paragraph 101.
102. Admits paragraph 102.
103. Admits paragraph 103.
104. Admits paragraph 104.
105. Denies paragraph 105, in that a funding arrangement was made on April 7,
2006, between Sovren and Chris Pugh and REISI through Promissory Notes and
Security Agreements. There never was any assertion, agreement, or knowledge that
the Plaintiffs' investors were the actual parties contracting with Defendants.
106. Admits and denies paragraph 106, in that the agreements to loan money
were between Sovren, REISI, and Chris Pugh, but denies that the Defendants were
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skeptical of REISS's ability to fund the loan. The Defendants never asked the Plaintiffs
for proof of ability to fond the ioans. The Plaintiffs obtained his investors' financial
information and provided it to the Defendants on his own volition to improve his
negotiation position.
107. Denies paragraph 107, in that the Defendants understood and knew that all
funds loaned to them would come from Chris Pugh and REISI. Chris Pugh and RE!S!
had, at the time, other sources of funding besides Charies Pugh and Arnold Gilliam.
108. Denies paragraph 108, in that Exhibit A was superseded by a document
which points to a March 20, 2006, Payment Agreement between Sovren, Chris Pugh
and REISf, the true lenders.
109. Denies paragraph 109, in that the information given to the Defendants by
Chris Pugh only helped to increase his negotiation position, and was not evidence of
Charles Pugh and Arnold Gilliam's intent to actually loan the money directly to Sovren.
Charles Pugh and Arnold Gilliam invested in REISI, who in turn invested in Sovren.
110. Denies paragraph 110, in that allfinancialinformation given by Chris Pugh
was sen4 Aori! 3, ?«06„
111 Denies paragraph 111, as a complete falsehood. The Defendants
absolutely executed the notes and agreement

t the April 7, 2006 closing. Charles

Pugh was contacted by Defendants first and lieu to about the Plaintiffs alleged
activities, and was fraudulently coerced into the April 11, 2006 contracts.
112, Denies paragraph 112, in that Arnold Gilliam neyer signed, discussed with
Defendants, or executed any promissory notes or security agreements with Sovren.
113. Admit paragraph 113.
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114. Denies paragraph 114, in that the documents entered into between the
Defendants and Charles Pugh came about due to the fraud of the Defendants, and the
Defendants continued their pattern of fraud by changing the terms of the documents
without initialing or telling Charles Pugh which severely prejudiced his position. Charles
Pugh was fraudulently induced to release funds over which he had no authority, and
Guardian Title Company improperly released the funds even though they were aware of
the binding and legal contracts executed in their office and witnessed by their agent on
April 7, 2006.
115. Denies paragraph 115, in that the documents entered into between the
Defendants and Charles Pugh came about due to the fraud of the Defendants, and the
Defendants continued their pattern of fraud by changing the terms of the documents
without initialing or telling Charles Pugh which severely prejudiced his position. Charles
Pugh was fraudulently induced to release funds over which he had no authority, and
Guardian Title Company improperly released the funds even though they were aware of
the binding and legal contracts executed in their office and witnessed by their agent on
April 7, 2006.
116. Admits and denies paragraph 116, in that although Charles Pugh sent the
alleged e-mail, on April 13, 2006, the Defendants began a further smear campaign
against Chris Pugh by telling Charles Pugh that his son was going to jail for forgery and
changing contracts; and that the only way the Defendants would not press charges
against him and Lisa Pugh would be if Charles would take over the April 11, 2006,
contracts again- This campaign is evidenced by the April 17,2006, e-mail sent by
Defendant Anderson to Charles Pugh, stating that Tammy Greening of Guardian Title
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Company said that only the April 11, 2008, contracts are recognized by the State of
Utah. Anderson further stated that once Charles responds to their request [to follow the
April 11, 2006 contracts], that the Defendants will hold Chris harmless for his actions.
(See Attached Exhibit B-E-mail of Greg Anderson).
117. Admits paragraph 117, but the repudiation is only due to the fraud,
extortion, and coercion perpetrated by the Defendants.
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTIOM
(Breach ©f Contract)
118. Denies paragraph 118, as it realleges falsehoods and haif-truths as outlined
above.
119. Admit and denies paragraph 119, in that the April 11, 2006, agreements
entered into between Charles Fugh and the Defendants were based upon fraud,
misrepresentations, extortion, coercion, manipulation and lies.
120. Denies paragraph 120, in that the Defendants materially changed the April
11, 2006, agreement without telling Charles Pugh or initialing the changes, which
severely prejudiced Charles Pugh's position. As such, the Defendants did not properly
perform their part of the contract.
121. Denies paragraph 121, in that Charles Pugh repudiated his contract due to
fraud, misrepresentations, extortion, coercion, manipulation and lies.
122. Denies paragraph 122, in that any damages to the Defendants are due to
their own illegal and improper actions as outlined above.
123. Denies paragraph 123, in that any damages to the Defendants are due to
their own illegal and improper actions as outlined above.
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SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION
(Fraudulent Inducement)
124. Denies paragraph 124, as it realleges falsehoods and half-truths as outlined
above.
125. Denies paragraph 124, in that Arnold Gilliam made no representations to
Defendants. Further, any representations made by Charles Pugh were based upon the
fraud, misrepresentations, extortion, coercion, manipulation and lies made by the
Defendants.
126. Denies paragraph 126, in that Arnold Gilliam made no representations to
Defendants. Further, any representations made by Charles Pugh were based upon the
fraud, misrepresentations, extortion, coercion, manipulation and lies made by the
Defendants.
127. Denies paragraph 127, in that Arnold Gilliam made no representations to
Defendants. Further, any representations made by Charles Pugh were based upon the
fraud, misrepresentations, extortion, coercion, manipulation and lies made by the
Defendants.
128. Denies paragraph 128, in that Arnold Gilliam made no representations to
Defendants. Further, any representations made by Charles Pugh were based upon the
fraud, misrepresentations, extortion, coercion, manipulation and lies made by the
Defendants. It is beyond reason that the Defendants acted reasonably and/or in
ignorance of their own fraud, misrepresentations, extortion, coercion, manipulation, and
lies.
129. Denies paragraph 129, in that any damages to the Defendants are due to
their own illegal and improper actions as outlined above.
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130. Denies paragraph 130, in that any damages to the Defendants are due to
their own illegal and improper actions as outlined above.
THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION
(Fraudulent Inducement)
131. Denies paragraph 131, as it realleges falsehoods and half-truths as outlined
above.
132. Denies paragraph 132, in that Lisa Pugh did not make any statements that
were either material, false, or improper.
133. Denies paragraph 133. in that Lisa Pugh made no representations
regarding the April 3, 2006, letter.
134. Denies paragraph 134. in that Lisa Pugh made no representations
regarding the April 3, 2006, letter.
135. Denies paragraph 135, in that Lisa Pugh never acknowledged that she
forged anything.
136. Denies paragraph 136, in that Lisa Pugh never made any representations
which were false or reckless,
137. Denies paragraph 137, in that Lisa Pugh never made any representations
that were false or reckless. Due to Defendants fraud, misrepresentations, extortion,
coercion, manipulation and lies, if Defendants have incurred damages, it is due to their
own actions.
138. Denies paragraph 138, in that the April 7, 2006, agreements are valid and
duly executed. Lisa Pugh did not sign or make any representations to anyone before
April 11, 2006.
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139. Denies paragraph 133, in that any damages to the Defendants are due to
their own illegal and improper actions as outlined above.
FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION
(Intentional Interference with Business Relations/
Intentional Interference with prospective Economic Relations)
140. Denies paragraph 140, as it realleges falsehoods and half-truths as outlined
above.
141. Denies paragraph 141, in that it is only due to the fraud,
misrepresentations, extortion, coercion, manipulation and lies of the Defendants which
caused the loss of their existing or potential business or economic relations with Chris
Pugh.
142. Denies paragraph 142, in that it is only due to the fraud,
misrepresentations, extortion, coercion, manipulation and lies of the Defendants which
caused the loss of their existing or potential business or economic relations with Chris
Pugh.
143. Denies paragraph 143, in that it is only due to the fraud,
misrepresentations, extortion, coercion, manipulation and lies of the Defendants which
caused the loss of their existing or potential business or economic relations with Chris
Pugh.
144. Denies paragraph 144, in that it is only due to the fraud,
misrepresentations, extortion, coercion, manipulation and lies of the Defendants which
caused the loss of their existing or potential business or economic relations with Chris
Pugh.
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Letter of Commitment - When Chris Pugh provides TWO MILLION DOLLARS ($ 2,000,000.00) of
investor's monies to JWC/Sovrea then the folio wing note will be executed and signed by the principals of
JWC/Sovren.
y*
Signed: Brace C o i e ^ ^ ^

Date:
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Payinent Agreement
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, JWC/SOVREN andTOEMAKERS SIGNING NOTE (the
"Makers"), jointly arid severally, promise to pay to CHRIS PUGH AND/OR REAL ESTATE
INVESTMENT SPECIALISTS, INC. (together with any subsequent endorsee, the "Holders)") at 1078
Hillside Drive, Provo, Utah 84604, or at such a place that tlie Holders) may designate from time to time
in writing, the sum of FIFTEEN MILLION ($ 15,000,000.00). All dollar amounts described in this
document are in US Dollars. Maker's will be in default, unless otherwise agreed to in writing by the
Makers and the Holders in advance of the respective due date, if payments are not made by their
respective due dates. Said monies shall be paid and governed according to the following terms:

L Total amount due Holders) on/or before APRIL 1,2007 is ONE MILLION DOLLARS ($
1,000,000.00).
2. Further, Makers agree to pay said Holders) an additional FOURTEEN MILLION
DOLLARS ($ 14,000,000,00) according to the following schedule:
a- ONE MILLION DOLLARS ($ 1,000,000.00) per year for thefollowingnine (9)
consecutive years with the first annual payment being due on APRIL 1,2008, and
ONE MILLION DOLLARS ($ 1,000,000.00) to be paid eveiy year thereafter on
APRIL I ST through 2016.
b. FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS ($ 500,000.00) per year for the
following ten (10) consecutive years with the first annual payment being due on
APRIL 1,2017, and FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS ($ 500,000.00) per
year to be paid every thereafter on APRIL I ST through 2026.

Default shall occur if any amounts hereunder are not paid within thirty (30) business days of their
due dates. In the event of such default, (i) the amount/consideration not paid shall bear interest at
the annual rate of eighteen percent (18%), (ii) the Holder(s) shall have therightto accelerate all
ftiture payments contracted by this Note and seek, by all available legal remedies, recovery of
such entire sum, together with its cost of collection including attorneys* fees.

This note may be pre-paid in whole or in part without penalties.

No recourse shall be had for the non-payment of any amounts provided for hereunder against any
shareholder, director, governor, general manager, officer, employee, agent, partner, of any
affiliate of Makers, the Hclder(s)' sole recourse being limitedtothe assets of tlie Makers.
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This note shall be governed by, and construed in accordance with, the laws of the State of Utah.
Executed and sealed instrument as of DATE OF DISBURSEMENT7006.

MAKERS

JAN W. CARLSON

Bruce H. Coles

Russell L. Robinson
THIS NOTE HAS NOT BEEN REGISTERED UNDER THE SECRITIES ACT OF 1933, AS AMENDED,
(THE "SECURITIES ACT', OR THE SECURITIES LAWS OF ANY JURISDICTION AND MAY NOT
BE TRANSFERRED IN WHOLE OR PART, UNLESS REGISTERED PURSUANT TO THE
SECURITIES ACT AND APPLICABLE SECURITIES LAWS OR UNLESS SUCH TRANSFER IS
MADE PUSUANT TO EFFECTIVE EXEMPTIONS FROM THE REGISTRATION REQUIREMENT
OF THE SECURITIES ACT AND ALL OTHERAPPLICABLE SECURITIES LAWS.

STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OF UTAH

)
)ss.
)

On
, 2006, personally appeared before me JAN CARLSON,
BRUCE H. COLES AND RUSSELL L. ROBINSON who proved to me on the basis of
satisfactory evidence to be the person(s) whose name is subscribed to this instrument, and that he
executed the same in my presence.

NOTARY PUBLIC, Residing in

My Commission Expires:

Confidential
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3/20/2006

Ssnts Monday, April 17, 2006 3:31 PsM
To: tfcaries PugW
Sut$scb RE: Deed of Trust and Originals
Charles, I left you a voice mall this morning just trying to verify that you received the original Note
and trust deeds? Sovern called me this morning to see if you responded to there request verifying
your signatures and your wishes on the letter Chris delivered last week to there office. I Informed
them that you have not sent me anything In the nature. They to*d me that you asked for 24 hours
to respond to there request and that was up on Saturday, f do have an idea on how you could
respond in a way that you would not have to say you did on didn't sign or request Chris to sign the
letter (remember that they will ask for ail supporting documents to prove his authority). Please
remember that this is a big issue and needs to be resolved, i have had several conversations with
thejftle Company (801-763-8870) and according to Tammy Greening (the Escrow officer) the
closing on 4/11/2006 with Charles D Pugh is the only document that is recognized by the State of
Utah and she will attest to it. Sovern has Several things that Chris has done over the fast few days
thai will show you his instability. They have asked me to inform you that when you respond to
there request that they will be willing in writing to attest to you that they will hold Chris harmless for
any of his actions as long has he is brought under control In order for them to reposed to the
letter Chris sent appropriately they need a response for you by 4:00 pm today the 14 of April 2G0S
(two of the three principals will be out of two on business the fallowing two days). If there is not a
written response by 4:00todaythey will be trying to call you to get this resolved by 4:30 pm. Ail
they want Charles is to go about their business and make the money they need to in order to pay
you your principal and the enormous returns that they are paying!! am sorry but from this point on
(unless you need help with your response) I would like all correspondence to go directly to the
Sovern Group LLC, 801-830-1031 (Bruce Cole's cell Phone) or (email address), if you do need
help with anything personally please let me know?
Please call Bruce ASAP!
Thank you,
Greg Anderson

